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A bstract
The main result of this thesis is to find a characteristic for conservation laws (CLaws) of exphcit 
difference equations and prove th a t there is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence 
class of characteristics and conservation laws. This result enables us to prove the converse of 
Noether’s theorem for explicit difference equations: th a t there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between variational symmetries and conservation laws. Using the characteristic we show th a t 
the infinite hierarchy of conservation laws generated by the Gardner method for dpKdV are 
distinct.
We use the characteristic to form a new method for finding CLaws of quad-graph equations th a t 
is similar to the existing method for searching for symmetries though more complicated. We 
apply this method to three quad-graph equations to find new five-point CLaws.
The second focus of this thesis has been to develop a method for discretizing a scalar PDE, with 
polynomial nonhnearities, so as to locally preserve as many conservation laws as possible. This 
method is applied to the KdV equation resulting in new and known schemes th a t preserve the 
first and second CLaws together and the first and third CLaws together. These m ethods are 
then studied numerically and compared with a multisymplectic and a volume preserving scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the study of conservation laws (CLaws) of difference equations 
and in particular their characteristics, which enable us to identify when different CLaws are 
equivalent. Therefore we begin this introduction with a brief summary of the relevant continu­
ous theory. We then discuss the numerical solution of differential equations by finite difference 
methods, and how it is desirable to preserve geometric features, such as CLaws, in the discretiza­
tion. This motivates our discussion of difference equations and their CLaws. We then conclude 
the introduction with an outhne of the thesis.
1.1 Conservation Laws of Differential Equations
A conservation law (CLaw) of a system of differential equations, A  =  0, is a divergence expres­
sion th a t vanishes on solutions of the system,
DivF =  0 when A =  0. (1.1)
For example the KdV equation,
A =  -f- uUx T  Uxxx ~  b, (1.2)
has an infinite number of CLaws. In particular it has the CLaws
0 —Dt{u) +  Dx + U x ^  =  A, (1.3)
0 =Dt  ^ 2 ^^^ (^3 ^^ ~  2 ^ ^ )  ~  (F4)
0 —Dt ~  T  Dx +  u^Uxx — 2uxUxxx +  u “^x ~  =  (u^ — 2uxDx) A, (1.5)
where
^  d  d  d  d
Dx =  — t- Ux —— t- Uxx a-------- ^ '^xt  1* • • •OX uU OUx OUt
is the to tal x  derivative and Dt is the to tal t  derivative. Drazin and Johnson [20] state that,
when applied to the water wave problem, (1.3) describes the conservation of mass, (1.4) the
conservation of momentum and (1.5) the conservation of energy. A CLaw is trivial if e i th ^  F
1
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vanishes on solutions of the system or if DivF =  0 (a null divergence - the divergence expression is 
zero without needing to be on solutions of the differential equations). Two CLaws are equivalent 
if they differ by a trivial CLaw. If the system is in Kovalevskaya form (see §1.1.1) then we can 
integrate the CLaw by parts to find an equivalent CLaw,
DivF =  Q A, (1.6)
which is said to be in characteristic form. The multipher Q is called a characteristic of the 
CLaw. For instance, the characteristic form of (1.5) is
DivF =  (u^ +  2uxx) A,
so Q =  (u^ +  2uxx) is the characteristic and (1.5) is equivalent to the CLaw
Dt +  Dx +  u^Uxx T  2uxUt +  — 0- (L7)
A characteristic is trivial if it vanishes on solutions of the system of PDEs. Two characteris­
tics th a t differ by a trivial characteristic are said to be equivalent. Civen a system of PDEs 
in Kovalevskaya form, Alonso showed [37, 45], there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
equivalence classes of characteristics and equivalence classes of conservation laws. Therefore 
characteristics can be used to identify when two seemingly different CLaws are equivalent.
The equivalence between classes of CLaws and characteristics leads to various applications of 
characteristics. Characteristics have their most celebrated application in Noether’s Theorem 
[43, 45] where they are used to construct CLaws from variational symmetries. Anco and Bluman 
[8 , 9] present a direct construction method for CLaws of PDEs in Kovalevskaya form. The method 
uses characteristics and does not require the PDE to have a variational structure. Their method 
states th a t if a solution of the adjoint of the linearized symmetry condition satisfies additional 
constraints then th a t solution is a characteristic for a CLaw. Their method is a consequence 
of the fact th a t the kernel of the Euler operator consists of total divergences^. Anco, Bluman 
and Wolf [7] show th a t if a nonlinear system of PDEs has a characteristic th a t depends on the 
arbitrary solution of some linear system of PDEs then, provided additional conditions are met, 
the nonlinear system can be invertibly mapped into the adjoint of the hnear system.
Having seen the usefulness of characteristics it seems desirable to develop an analogous theory 
for CLaws of difference equations.
1.1.1 Kovalevskaya form
Since the results concerning characteristics require the PDE to be in Kovalevskaya form, a brief 
discussion is presented here. A system of equations is in Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form  [45, 9] if
^ d tZ  = r a (^ ,x ,w (" ) ) ,  a = l . . . , g ,  (1.8)
where i ,x  are the independent variables, u  are the dependent variables and denotes all 
derivatives of each up to (but not including) order ria. w.r.t. t and arbitrary order in x.
^This result is part of the fact that the Variational Complex is exact on totally star-shaped domains - see 
Olver [45] for details
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T h e o re m  1.1.1. The Cauchy-Kovalevskaya Theorem [f5]
Given a system of equations in Cauchy-Kovalevskaya form  (1.8); with Cauchy data given by
(x,^o) =  % ( x ) ,  a = l , . . . , q ,  ka = l , . . . , n c - l ,  (1.9)
where the are analytic functions on the hyperplane t = îq for x  in a neighbourhood of a 
point xq; i f  the functions are analytic in their arguments then there exists a unique analytic 
solution u — f { x , t )  for the Cauchy problem, (1.8) and (1.9), defined for  some neighbourhood of 
the point (xq, to).
1.2 Numerical Solution of Differential Equations
1.2.1 Traditional approach
One of the main motivations for the study of difference equations is to better understand and 
improve the numerical integration of differential equations. A good introduction to the numerical 
solution of differential equations is Iserles’ book [31]. He illustrates the finite difference approach 
to numerical integration by the Euler method for ODEs. The aim is to find an approximate 
solution of
=  f { t , y { t ) ) ,  t  >  to, y{ to)  =  vq.
The solution is given by
y { t ) - y { f f ) =  [  / ( 'r ,y ( r ) )d r  « / (£ o ,y ( io ) ) ( i - io ) ,
Jto
where the integral has been approximated in the simplest way: by the rectangle rule. Assuming 
th a t the region of integration is spht into time steps of equal length, tn+i —tn = v, the result is 
the (forward) Euler method
2/n+l ~  Vn  T  y f  ( f n , yn) , 71 =  0, 1 , . . . ,
where yn is the numerical approximation of the exact solution y{tn). Iserles states th a t all finite- 
difference methods for numerically solving ODEs, such as Runge-Kutta and multi-step schemes, 
are a generalization of the above idea.
The local truncation error (LTE) of a numerical method is the error made in one step of the 
method. It is found by replacing the numerical approximation with the exact solution and 
expanding using Taylor series. For example the local truncation error for the Euler m ethod is 
given by
LTE = y(i„  +  z/) -  y(tn) -  u f{tn ,y{tn)) ,
= y { t n )  +  vy'{ tn)  +  - ^ y " ( 0  -  ^ K )  -  l^f {tn,y{ tn)) ,
= -^ y"{O i  for some (  G [in.^n+i],
so the LTE of the Euler method is 0(z/^). In order for a numerical method to be used it must 
be convergent: as the step size tends to zero, the numerical solution tends to the true solution. 
So, when solving the ODE on the interval [^o, +  (*],
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A numerical method is convergent if for every ODE with a Lipschitz function /  the method 
converges. This highhghts the traditional approach, which is to  come up with widely applicable 
methods with good control of local errors.
There are various methods for numerically solving PDEs. However our interest is in difference 
equations, so we will only discuss the finite difference method. For the finite difference method 
the continuous independent variables are replaced by a set of discrete of points. For simphcity 
we consider only PDEs with a single spatial variable, x, and time, t. Typically a uniform grid 
is used so th a t Xm =  a:o +  mil and tn = to + nv, where fi and u are constants. The dependent 
variable is approximated by a grid-function Umn so th a t Umn ~  u{xm,tn)  and derivatives are 
approximated by finite differences. For example the heat equation,
du d'^u
~  0 ,
can be solved using the Euler method
^m(n+l) 'U>mn ^(m—l)n ^-------------------------------------------------------------------------    _  (J.
The Local truncation error (LTE) of a finite difference scheme is the error between the PDE and 
the scheme about the point {xm,tn)- To perform this calculation the grid-function is replaced 
by a Taylor expansion of the exact solution i.e.
'^(^m T  Z//, t  -}- ju )  =  uiXfai tn) T  ipUxiXrni tn) T" tn) 4“ ■ • . •
For example, the LTE for the Euler discretization of the heat equation is given by
LTE —Ui{Xni, tn) Uxxis^ni) tn)
tn T  Z/) (^^ TM,) tn) u(^Xni fl, tn) 2u(3Tyn,) tn) T  u{Xm "P fl, tn)+
If the LTE tends to zero as the step sizes tend to zero then the method is consistent. In the 
above example the time and space steps can tend to zero independently and the LTE will tend 
to zero. More generally, for a method to  be consistent, the step sizes may need to tend to zero 
along a specific refinement path, v  — XpL where A and r  are both positive constants, in order 
for the LTE to tend to zero [42]. If the discretization is consistent along any refinement path, so 
th a t A and r  can take any positive values, then the discretization is unconditionally consistent.
The whole purpose of finite difference schemes is th a t they are convergent. The numerical 
solution should tend to the exact solution as the step sizes tend to zero. For an evolution 
equation, let u„ denote the points in the grid function at the time level, arranged in a 
vector and, similarly, let u (i„) denote the exact solution at the time level. In order to define 
convergence, the space is equipped with the Euclidean norm
\
i g iu =  I
where the sum is over all the grid points in a time level. A method is convergent [31], along a 
refinement path, if for every initial condition and for all t* > 0  it is true that
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A numerical method is stable along a refinement path  if for every t* there exists a constant c{t*) 
such th a t
lb jll< c (£ * ) ,  n = 0 , l , . . . , [ t * / u \  , /i-AO.
For hnear equations the stability of the numerical method can be easily checked using Fourier 
analysis. This is not the case for nonlinear problems. For weU-posed linear evolutionary PDEs 
the Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem states th a t difference schemes are convergent if and only 
if they are stable and consistent. We have no such theory for nonlinear equations.
The intuition th a t the theorem [Lax-Richtmyer] gives for problems th a t fall out­
side the scope of Lax-Richtmyer, however, is faulty, since consistency and stability 
are often insufficient for convergence, and convergence need not imply stability in 
general. [1]
A major distinction between numerical schemes is whether they are explicit or implicit. An 
exphcit scheme depends on only one point on the (n -P 1)*  ^ time level (all other points are at 
earher time levels) and the numerical scheme is uniquely solved for this point - thus the PD E 
can be solved one point a t a time. This is not the case for implicit schemes and so the whole 
(n -f  1)^  ^ row of points must be solved for at the same time. For exphcit schemes for hyperbolic 
equations to be stable, they must satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. For 
hyperbolic equations the initial conditions along an interval determine uniquely the solution of 
the PD E for some set of points {x, t) called the domain of dependence. If we attem pt to use an 
exphcit method such th a t the points being solved for stay outside the domain of dependence as 
the step sizes tend to zero, then the numerical solution cannot converge there. Thus the CFL 
condition states that, for hyperbohc equations, the ratio ^  should be small enough so th a t the 
new point fits into the domain of dependence.
1.2.2 Geometric integration
Geometric integration seeks numerical schemes th a t preserve geometric features of differential 
equations rather than focusing on the control of local errors of generic methods. A good review 
is provided by Budd and Piggot [17]. Geometric structures provide constraints for the behaviour 
of the system and so it is desirable to have a numerical scheme th a t has analogues of the same 
constraints. Thus the numerical scheme will replicate the desired qualitative behaviour and may 
have improved stability and accuracy compared with generic methods applied to the differential 
equations.
Numerical schemes have been developed to preserve various geometric structures. Below, we 
provide a brief overview of methods that preserve symplecticity and first integrals for ODEs, 
and multisymplecticity and conservation laws for PDEs, as these are the most relevant methods 
to this thesis. However, these are not the only structures people have sought to preserve. 
Symmetries of equations are another im portant feature th a t numerical methods can be built 
to preserve. Physical problems commonly have scaUng symmetries, as many physical laws hold 
for small and large scales. Therefore numerical methods have been developed to preserve these 
scaling symmetries and more generally Lie point symmetries; such methods generally require 
a moving mesh. Particular attention has focused on differential equations with a variational 
structure [36]. Schemes th a t preserve CLaws result (by a discrete analogue of Noether’s theorem)
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by forming a discrete analogue of the Lagrangian which inherits the variational symmetries of 
the continuous problem. However not all PDEs have a variational structure so this method 
cannot always be apphed.
1.2.2.1 G e o m e tr ic  in te g ra tio n  o f O D E s
The main focus for geometric integration has been on ODEs, as has been documented in the 
monograph [24]. The lecture notes of McLachlan and Quispel [38] provide a good introduction. 
The idea, as has already been stated, is th a t the numerical method shares some of the geometric 
properties of the ODE system and this should result in good long term  behavior. In particular we 
would like the numerical integrator to share properties of the flow map in phase space. However 
in order to define maps on the phase space we are limited to one-step methods:
Multi-step methods do not define a map on phase space, because more than one 
initial condition is required. They can have geometric properties, but in a differ­
ent (product) phase space which can alter the effects of the properties. This puts 
geometric integration firmly into the “single step” camp. If a system is defined on 
a sphere, one should stay on that sphere: anything else introduces spurious, non­
physical degrees of freedom. [38]
Perhaps the most celebrated example of geometric integration is the use of symplectic integrators 
for Hamiltonian ODEs (see for example [34]). Some well known methods have been shown to 
be symplectic integrators, for example the implicit midpoint rule, the Stomer-Verlet method 
and the Causs collocation methods. The following is taken from [17]: a system of ODEs is in 
canonical Hamiltonian form if
^  =  j - W h ,  (1 .10)
where u =  (p, g)^ with p, g G H  = H{p, g) is the Hamiltonian function, V is the operator
A -  A .  _g_ _g_ _g_ _ d _ Y
a p / a p z '  - ' a p / a g i ' a g z ' - ' a g j  '
and J  is the skew-symmetric matrix
where Id is the identity m atrix of dimension d. The flow of (1.10) is a symplectic map of the 
phase space ip : M- R^^ i.e.
=  J,
where ip' is the Jacobian of the flow map. In fact, a flow is symplectic if and only if the flow is 
Hamiltonian [24].
Symplecticity has the following, important, geometrical interpretation. If M  is 
any 2-dimensional manifold in R^^, we can define f2(M) to be the integral of the sum 
over the oriented areas, of its projections onto the (p*, g^ ) plane (so if d =  1 this is 
the area of M ).  If ^  is a symplectic map, then Q(M ) is conserved throughout the 
evolution. [17]
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In addition, for autonomous Hamiltonian equations the Hamiltonian is a conserved quantity. An 
im portant fact is th a t the composition of two symplectic maps is a symplectic map. This leads 
to the idea of a symplectic integrator
A numerical one-step method is called symplectic if the one-step map
y i  =  ^h{yo)
is symplectic whenever the method is apphed to a smooth Hamiltonian system. [24]
Budd and Piggot state:
a symplectic discretization of a Hamiltonian problem is a Hamiltonian perturba­
tion of the original. The importance of this observation cannot be over-emphasized.
It implies th a t we can use the theory of perturbed Hamiltonian systems (in particular 
KAM theory) to analyze the resulting discretization and it places a VERY strong 
constraint on the possible dynamics of the discrete system. [17].
However, Ge and Marsden [57] proved for non-integrable equations th a t a numerical method 
with fixed time steps cannot be symplectic and exactly preserve energy at the same time.
The desire to preserve energy leads to methods th a t discretize the ODE so as to preserve first 
integrals. McLachlan and Quispel [38], who we follow here, outhne how this is done (more 
details are in [40]). The method used is to rewrite the ODE as a skew gradient system which 
is discretized using a discrete gradient. For example, given a system of ODEs ^  =  / ( z )  which 
has a first integral I{x),
d ,  dz
if we choose
^ 7  =  ^ . V /  =  / ( x f V /  =  0 .
|V /p
then S'^ = —S  and the ODE can be rewritten as
They note th a t the choice of S  is not unique. The skew discrete-gradient system is then dis­
cretized as
E n d l-  2  =  5 V /(Z n ,X n + l) ,
where V is a discrete gradient which is defined by the axioms
I { Xn+l )  -  I { Xn)  = (V J )  • (Zn+1 -  Z„),
V/(Zfi, ZjT,-|-i) =\7/(Zn,) 4" (U(^Xfi+l
and S  is any consistent antisymmetric matrix, such as 5 (z „ ,z „ + i)  =  S{{xn 4- Xn+i)/2).  The 
discretization then has the same first integral:
/(a^n+l) -  I { ^n)  = ( V I )  • (Zn+l -  Xn) ,  (1 -H )
= i y ( V l f S { V I ) = 0 .  (1.12)
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We note th a t V I  is the characteristic of the first integral,
T_d
dt
J  =  ^  . V I  =  V /  • -  S V ? j  +  V I  • (5 V I) =  0,
as the last term  vanishes by the skew-symmetry of S. Systems of equations with p first integrals 
are treated in a similar manner [40]. Instead of a skew-symmetric matrix the system is written 
as a skew-symmetric (p -1- l)-tensor acting on the gradients of the first integrals. This is then 
discretized, using discrete gradients, to give a method th a t preserves all the first integrals. Steeb 
et al. [53] extend their work to time-dependent first integrals.
1 .2 .2 .2  G e o m e tr ic  in te g ra tio n  o f  P D E s
The geometric integration of PDEs has been far less studied. One of the aims of this thesis is to 
construct finite difference schemes for KdV th a t locally preserve its physically relevant CLaws. 
Therefore we outline below some of the progress made in preserving CLaws of PDEs.
Furihata [23] constructs finite difference schemes for equations of the form
n s N ,du _  ÔG
d t  \ d x )  ÔU ’
th a t inherit the energy conservation property i.e.
 ^J G{u, Ux )dx  =  0.
He does this by discretizing the energy function, G, and then applying a discrete variational 
derivative to construct the difference scheme. Using this method (the discrete variational deriva­
tive method - DVDM) he provides a scheme for KdV th a t preserves the energy (1.5). In [32] 
Koide and Furihata generate schemes for the regularized long wave equation (BBM equation) 
th a t preserve the mass and momentum and the mass and energy using the DVDM. For the 
nonlinear momentum preserving scheme they show th a t if the step sizes satisfy a certain condi­
tion then solutions exist and are unique. The BBM equation, unhke KdV which has an infinite 
number of CLaws, has only three, physically relevant, CLaws [44, 21]; therefore the DVDM is 
applicable to equations th a t are not integrable.
The most famous finite difference scheme for solving KdV is Zabusky and Kruskal’s scheme (Z-K) 
from their paper [56] in which they coined the phrase solitons. Their scheme is a two-step exphcit 
m ethod th a t has finite difference analogs of the mass and momentum CLaws. Sanz-Serna [52] 
showed th a t the Z-K scheme is subject to nonlinear instability, he then provided a scheme with 
an adaptive time-step th a t preserves the mass and momentum exactly with periodic boundary 
conditions; however the divergence form of the momentum CLaw is lost.
In addition to the above methods, which preserve the divergence expression, McLachlan [39] con­
structs spatial discretizations of PDEs so th a t the resulting ODE systems have as first integrals 
the conserved quantities of the PDEs. The ODE system can then be integrated using a discrete 
gradient method to preserve the conserved quantities. Unlike the other methods, this does not 
preserve the local form of the CLaw. De Frutos and Sanz-Serna demonstrated the benefits of 
preserving CLaws [19]; they showed th a t if a numerical method conserves the momentum for the 
KdV equation then th a t numerical method can perform better than a non-conservative scheme 
with more accurate LTEs. They showed that this was because, for the one-soliton solution.
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the numerical error for a conservative scheme went into the phase rather than the amphtude of 
the soliton. This highlights the desirability of creating finite difference methods th a t preserve 
CLaws.
M u ltisy m p le c tic  P D E s
Much recent focus has been on multisymplectic PDEs. Bridges and Reich [14] provide an 
overview of methods for Hamiltonian PDEs from which the following is taken. A Hamiltonian 
PDE in one spatial direction is in multisymplectic form if it can be w ritten as
M zt +  K zx =  VzS'(z), z G d > 3 . (1.13)
where M  and K  are constant skew-symmetric matrices, 5  is a smooth function of z and V z5(z) 
is the classical gradient on R^. KdV can be put in this form with d =  4, z =  {(j),u,v,w),
M  =
/ 0 1 0 0 \ / 0 0 0 1 \
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
, K  =0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 y V -1 0 0 0 /
and S(z)  =  —u w +  Equations of the form (1.13) have the property th a t symplecticity 
is conserved^
uJt + Kx — O, with w := i d z  A M dz, ac :=  •^dz A K dz. (1.14)
If S  does not depend explicitly on t  and x  then energy and momentum are conserved:
Et + F^ = 0, B(z) =  ^(z) -  |z^ K z„ , F(z) =  iz^ K z,,
It  + Gx =  0, G(z) =  S{z) -  iz^ M zt, J(z) =  iz^ M z i.
A numerical scheme is a multisymplectic integrator if it preserves a discrete version of the 
conservation of symplecticity (1.14). Just as symplectic integrators for ODEs should be one- 
step methods, multisymplectic methods should be compact (i.e. ‘one-step m ethods’ in space and 
tim e).
In [12, 11] Ascher and McLachlan investigate multisymplectic schemes for KdV. They seek to 
understand the smooth behaviour of the multisymplectic schemes by studying the numerical 
dispersion of the linearized equations. From this, they suggest th a t box-schemes are better than  
schemes th a t have a non-compact spatial discretization because the latter my introduce artificial 
wiggles into the solution. Frank et al. [22] study the dispersion relations of linear multisymplectic 
PDEs and their discretizations. They state th a t th a t the sign of the numerical group velocity 
should be the same as the sign of the actual group velocity. In [13] Bridges and Reich prove
the remarkable result th a t abstract linear Hamiltonian PDEs in multisymplectic form 
- discretized with the centered box scheme - conserve energy and momentum exactly; 
moreover, it is the local energy and momentum conservation th a t is preserved by the 
discretization.
However they state [14] th a t with a uniform discretization it is not possible in general to preserve 
energy and momentum exactly along with the symplectic structure.
^For an introduction to  differential forms see [54].
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1.2.2.3 O u r a im
CLaws are very im portant when modehng physical phenomena. The definition of a CLaw (1.1) as 
a divergence expression is a local property, and if integrated over the spatial domain (assuming 
vanishing boundary conditions) results in a quantity th a t is constant on solutions. Because 
(1.1) is a local constraint, preserving it provides a greater a constraint on the behaviour than 
conserving the quantity th a t results from the spatial integration.
Our aim is to be able to construct finite difference schemes for PDEs th a t have finite difference 
analogues of the CLaws of the differential equations. We wish to  be able to do this without 
reference to any special structure such as multisymplecticity so th a t the method can be applied 
to PDEs th a t don’t have these structures. Just as the variational complex allows the computation 
of CLaws of PDEs with no variational structure, the same is true for difference equations. It 
is hoped th a t developing our understanding of CLaws of difference equations will enable finite 
difference schemes to be built th a t have analogues of desired CLaws, with no reference to a 
variational structure. However in this thesis we will only attem pt to discretize KdV to preserve 
the three physically relevant CLaws.
1.3 CLaws of Difference Equations
A system of difference equations has independent variables on a lattice n  =  (n ^ ,. . .  ,n^). The 
dependent variables are for a  =  1 , . . . ,  g and take values in R. The natural operators on the 
lattice are the shift operators which are defined by
Si : M- +  ô{, 5  ^ : M- and S j  =  . . .  5^^
where ôj is the Kronecker delta and 1; is the p-tuple with 1 in the place and O’s in every 
other place. A system of difference equations A =  (A ^ ,. . . ,  A^) is thus written as
A “ (n, [w]) =  0, n  =  1 ,.. .,g ,
where [u] denotes a finite number of shifts of the dependent variables. When investigating PAEs 
with two independent variables we use (m, n) in preference to (n^,n^). So
Sm : (m ,n) M- (m +  1 , n), Sn : (m, n) M- (m, n  +  1).
A conservation law (CLaw) of a system of PAEs is a divergence expression that vanishes on 
solutions of the system:
p
DivF :=  = 0 when [A] =  0, (1.15)
i =l
where [A] denotes any finite shifts of the system and I  is the identity operator. The functions 
are known as the densities of the CLaw and may have the independent variables and shifts 
of the dependent variables as arguments. For ordinary difference equations (OAEs), (1.15) is 
replaced by {Sn —!)(}) = 0 when [A] =  0, so th a t 0  is a first integral. A CLaw can be trivial in 
two ways:
1 . All of the densities vanish on solutions, i.e. =  0
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2, DivF =  0, without reference to the equation [A] =  0. For instance, this occurs if F  is the 
difference analogue of a total curl (see [45]).
For brevity we refer to the densities of a trivial CLaw as trivial densities.
An im portant result, due to Kuperschmidt [33], is th a t an expression is a to tal divergence if and 
only if it is in the kernel of the discrete Euler operator^. The component of the discrete Euler 
operator th a t corresponds to the dependent variable is given by
1.3.1 Direct construction of CLaws
Hydon presented a method for constructing first integrals of OAEs [25] and a direct construction 
method for CLaws of second order scalar PA Es [26], th a t are in the analogue to Kovalevskaya 
form:
^(m+2)(n+p) w(m, M, Uyn,) Um+l); (1.16)
where Um denotes all variables of the form UTn(n+j)- Therefore, given initial conditions z =  
(m ,n , u^ ,U m +i), all values U( r^n+k)n for >  2 can be found using shifts of (1.16).
The simplest non-trivial CLaw for (1.16) is an expression of the form
{ Sm -  I)F {m , n, VLm,U{m+l){n+p)) +  {^n -  I)G{m, U, U^, U,n+l) =  0,
when (1.16) holds. Hence
{Sn -  I)G{m, n, u ^ + i)  =  F{m, n, u ^ ,  W(m+i)(Ti+p)) -  F{m  +  1, n, u ^ + i ,  w). (1.17)
This does not involve the shift operator in the m direction, Sm- Thus the independent variable m  
can now be regarded as a parameter. Therefore (1.17) can be regarded as a functional difference 
equation involving one independent variable, n, and two dependent variables, and 
The LHS of (1.17) is a total difference and is thus in the kernel of the Euler operator [33, 29], 
which has two components
d
du m{ n+j )
   • (118)
So by applying the Euler Operator to (1.17) the following equations are obtained
Em {F{m,n,Um,U(^m+i)(,n+p)) ~  F (m  +  1 , n, u ^ + i, w)) =  0 ,
Fm+l {F{rn,n,Um,U^m+i)(^n+p)) -  F {m  + l,n,Um+i,(^)) =  0 . (1.19)
By specifying which points F  depends on, (1.19) can be solved using invariant differentiation.
For PA Es with no singular points, if an expression is in the kernel of the Euler operator, it must
be a total divergence. Hence, having found an F  th a t satisfies (1.19), a suitable G  must exist. 
This can be found using the homotopy operator [29]; however, it is often easier to use inspection.
Hydon [26] describes how the method can be generalized to CLaws which depend on shifts of w 
in the n  direction and systems rather than scalar equations.
®Just as for differential equations, this forms part of the fact that the Variational Complex for difference 
equations is exact on trivial domains [29].
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1.3.2 CLaws of the dpKdV equation
A quad-graph equation is a scalar PA E  of the form
A  = u n -  w(m, n, u q q , u ^q , uqi) =  0, (1.20)
where m ,n  E Z  are the independent variables and the dependent variable has the values Uij := 
u{m  +  Î, n  + j )  at the four points indicated. We add the usual constraint th a t (1.20) can be 
solved uniquely for each uij. Given initial conditions, z =  (jn,n,Uio,uoj) for i >  0 and j  > 0, 
(1 .20 ) can be used to determine any U{j in the upper right quadrant relative to the point (m, n).
Rasin and Hydon present a modified method for constructing CLaws of quad-graph equations 
[47] which they apply to the dpKdV equation
(uii — uoo)(wio — Uqi) =  1 . (1 -21 )
This can be rewritten as
wii =  w, w =  F uoo, (1 .2 2 )
^10 —  u q i
and
wio =  fZ, Q =  f-^oi. (1.23)
Wll — uoo
1.3.2.1 T h re e -p o in t C Law s
The simplest non-trivial CLaws of quad-graphs are those that have densities th a t depend only 
on the points uoO)Woi,uio and so have the form
{ S m -I )F {n i ,n ,u o o ,u o i) - \- {S n -I)G {m ,n ,U Q o ,u io )  = 0, (1.24)
on solutions of dpKdV. So
F ( m +  l,n,M io,w) -  F{m,n,uoo,uoi)  +  G(m, n -f -1 , uqi, w) -  G(m, n,uoo, wio), (1.25)
which is a functional equation. Instead of using the Euler operator to ehminate G, terms that
depend on u) are eliminated using the commuting differential operators
duoi (^ ,uoo ^ ^ 0 0  ’ duio ^,uoo ^ ^ 0 0
where oj^uoi =  etc. Applying L 2 L 1 to (1.25) results in the condition
/  a^ F  a ^ c  \  /  a F  a c
aw§o
a^G ,  , 2  G G  \  ^
(1.26)
where F  =  F(m ,n ,uoo ,uoi)  and G =  G(m,n,uoo, uio). Differentiating (1.26) w.r.t. Uqi three 
times ehminates G, giving the condition on F  that
a®F o  a^F  a^F
— (wio — wqi) T — E 4(wio — uoi)— 3"" =  0. (1.27)
au^o^^oi âuoodu^i âuoodu^i
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As F  is independent of wio, (1.27) can be split into an overdetermined system of PDEs for F  by 
comparing coefficients of wiq.
d^F  d"^F
d^F  g a^F  a^F
Instead of replacing u n  with w in the divergence expression (1.24), wio can be replaced with 
to give
F (m  +  1, n, u ii)  -  F (m , n, uqo, woi) +  G{m, n  +  1, wqi, wii) -  G(m,  n, uqo, D), (1.31)
As before, operators can be defined which eliminate Q.,
f _  d ,^Uoo ^  f _  ^  ^,«11 ^
-^1 — T:-----T:------•X---- , J-'2 —
auoo ^,«01 ^^01
Applying these to (1.31) yields
a^^F a^G , , 2  a^ F  , a^^G ^  , y a F  aG  \
"  d ^ j
=  0 , 
(1.32)
where G =  G (m ,n + 1 , wqi, wn). Differentiating (1.32) w.r.t. uqo three times eliminates G giving 
the further condition on F
— (zzil — Woo) a A a ^ 4(wii — Woo) ^ 3 a  (1.33)
au^o^^oi aug^awoi awgoawoi
which, by comparing coefficients of u u ,  yields more equations that F  must satisfy:
a^F
“ “  ■ dut^duo, -  “
«L  : i  f f  + 2  f f  — uoo = 0 (1.35)
aUoo^Woi awgo^Woi
0  a^F  , a^ F  a^ F  2 _ .  n
■ duloduoA^^ du^Qdul^ du^QduoA^°
Solving the overdetermined system of equations, (1.28) to (1.30) and (1.34) to (1.36), gives
F  =G i(m , n)wooWoi +  G2 (m, n)uooWoi +  G3 (m, n)uooWQi+
+  G4(m,n)uooWoi + /i(m ,n ,u o i)  + g i(m ,n ,u o o ). (1.37)
The arbitrary function gi can be removed by adding the trivial density
Ft  = {Sn -  I)gi{m ,n,uoo),  G t  = - ( F ^  - /)f/i(m , n,uoo), (1.38)
to F  and G respectively.
The form of F  has been determined by differentiating the divergence expression on solutions 
five times. This has created a hierarchy of equations th a t must all be satisfied in order for the
divergence expression to be a CLaw. By going up this hierarchy, conditions can be found for
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the unknown functions f i ,  Q  and G. By solving these conditions, and moving up the hierarchy, 
eventually the most general three-point CLaw is found and the arbitrary constants determine 
the individual CLaws. This process results in four non-trivial CLaws:
1 . F  =UooWoi — WqoWoI +  Woo — Woi,
G =WqqWio woow^ O)
2. F  = ( —l) ” ’^'’”''^ (^wooWoi +  WqoWoi — woo — woi),
G = ( - l ) ”"+” (w5oWio +  woowio),
3. F  ^WqoWqi — 2uooWoi +  ,
G = ( —1)’”■'■”« 00^ 10)
4. F  = ( - i r + " + T “ oo«oi -  5 ),
G = ( —l) ” '^'"”'(wooWio).
1 .3 .2 .2  F iv e -p o in t C Law s
Rasin and Hydon also find all the five-point CLaws of dpKdV. These are CLaws which have 
densities depending on wio, W2o,w n,uoi, wo2 - Shifts of dpKdV (1.22) are used to eliminate the 
dependence on W21 and M12 th a t occur in the shifted densities. The five point CLaws found, that 
are not trivially related to the three-point Claws, are
5. F  = ln (w ii -  U02),
G =  In (  woi +  wio
\W20 — wii
6 . F = l n (    wii 4- U02
\Wio — Woi
G =  In (uoi — Wio),
7. F  = n ln  ( wn — uq2 4---------------) — (m — 1) ln(uo2 — wn),
V woi — Wio/
G =n  ln(woi — w%o) — m In ( -----------------woi 4* wio ) •
\W20 — wii J
Rasin and Hydon have also used their method to find CLaws for the best-known classes of 
quad-graph equations [48, 49].
1.3.3 Finding a characteristic?
A characteristic for CLaws of difference equations cannot be obtained in the same way as for 
PDEs. For PDEs, the chain rule ensures th a t each CLaw is hnear in the highest-order derivatives 
through which the dependence on A occurs. Integration by parts is then used to find the 
characteristic. The analogue of integration by parts for difference equations is summation by 
parts. TypicaUy, CLaws depend nonlinearly on [A], as is shown above, so it is not possible to 
construct a characteristic merely using summation by parts. Therefore a new method for putting 
a CLaw of a difference equation in characteristic form is needed. In particular the proof that 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of CLaws and characteristics 
will not be analogous to the PDE case.
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In [41] Mikhailov et al. define a cosymmetry of a difference equation as being a member of the 
kernel of the adjoint of the linearized symmetry condition (ALSC). In a parenthetical comment, 
they claim th a t a cosymmetry is a characteristic of a CLaw. However they give no justification 
for this, and without a proof of one-to-one correspondence, cosymmetries cannot identify CLaws. 
In §4.2 we show th a t characteristics are indeed in the kernel of the ALSC however we provide 
a solution of the ALSC for the potential Lotka-Volterra equation th a t does not correspond to a 
CLaw.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2 we present a brute force method to find discretizations of KdV th a t preserve 
the mass and momentum. Using this method we obtain a three param eter family of exphcit 
schemes th a t contains the famous Zabusky-Kruskal scheme [56]. This motivates the need for a 
characteristic for difference CLaws.
The continuous theory for characteristics cannot be carried over to difference equations, so in 
Chapter 3 we define a characteristic and show there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
equivalence classes of CLaws and characteristics. A corollary of this is th a t there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between variational symmetries and CLaws.
We then show in Chapter 4 that, analogously to the continuous theory, the characteristic hes 
in the kernel of the adjoint of the linearized symmetry operator. This provides a new way to 
construct CLaws which we explore with the Hydon-Viallet equation, potential Lotka-Volterra 
equation and the potential Hydon-Viallet equations.
Having defined a characteristic, in Chapter 5, we provide a method for searching for finite 
difference schemes for KdV th a t locally preserve as many of its first three CLaws as possible. 
We find novel schemes th a t preserve the mass and momentum, and we find the norm-preserving 
scheme used in [11]. When searching for schemes th a t preserve the mass and energy we find a 
novel explicit and novel eight-point schemes as well as the ten-point scheme of Furihata [23].
Finally in Chapter 6 we analyze the schemes we have found.
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Chapter 2
Brute Force
In this chapter we outline a brute-force method for discretizing a PDE, A =  0, in a way that 
preserves some of its CLaws. We restrict attention to a PD E with two independent variables x  
and t, th a t has CLaws of the form
=  0. (2.1)
The terms G{ and Fi will be referred to as the density and flux respectively. The method 
requires th a t the difference scheme can be uniquely solved for one of its points, so we consider 
only explicit schemes. The method finds schemes with uniform steps th a t have flnite difference 
analogues of the PD E ’s CLaws. By this we mean th a t the discretization has CLaws
=  0 , when A =  0 (2.2)
where fi is the spatial step and u is the time step, and tildes represent discretizations of the 
corresponding continuous terms. We use this method to find a three-param eter family of schemes 
for KdV th a t preserve its first (1.3) and second (1.4) CLaws together (which we shall refer to as 
the mass and momentum conservation laws respectively).
As has already been stated, in this thesis we only study discretizations of the KdV equation, 
A =  Ut +  uux +  Uxxx- However the methods presented do not rely on any special structure of 
KdV so they should be apphcable to other equations. The advantage of using KdV is th a t the 
exact solution of the initial value problem is known for sohton solutions and there are lots of 
discretizations to compare any resulting schemes with. Having used the m ethod to flnd schemes 
th a t preserve the first two CLaws for KdV, we then compare the schemes by studying the stability 
and dispersion relation of the linearized schemes and some basic numerics.
2.1 Some Existing Explicit Mass and M om entum  Conserv­
ing Schemes
The most famous flnite difference scheme for KdV is the Zabusky-Kruskal scheme (Z-K) [56] 
^01 = ^ 0 -1  — ^ ( ^ 1 0  +  ^00 +  u-io){uio — u-io )  — ^ ( u 2 o — 2wio +  2w_io — w_2o)- (2.3)
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The scheme preserves the structure of the first two CLaws with discrete densities given by 
G\ — 2'^00 "h ~  ^n) T
F l  = ^ ( W - 1 0 W 0 0  +  Wqo +  u L i o )  +  -;y-^(w_20 “  U - I q  — Uqo +  ^ lo)
_1
2/i
=  , ifx) 4“ îiæccC^m) ^n) T  C?(/i))
G2 =§UoO'^0- l  =  §u(Xfn,
F2 = 1  (w i^O^OO +  î^-io^oo) +  7T^(W-20Woo ~  ^-lO'^OO +Z/i
— "^uiXfYi^tri) T 'u(3?Tn) ^n)^a:a;(^m) ^n) 2'^xip^m^^n) T  '
Most schemes do not seek to conserve the CLaws in the above form but rather seek to preserve 
the conserved quantities, which are found by integrating the CLaw over the spatial domain with 
periodic boundary conditions. The first two CLaws of KdV (1.3) and (1.4) yield
0 =Dt J ( u )  dx
0 = A  J  (|w2) dx.
which we will refer to as the conservation of mass and momentum respectively. We shall say 
th a t a scheme preserves mass or momentum if
{ S r , - ^ ) ^ l ^ G i  = 0, (2.4)
m
where G{ is a finite difference approximation to C*. A finite difference scheme th a t preserves the 
structure of a CLaw (2.2) will approximately preserve the conserved quantity but in general it 
will not be exact. However, preserving the conserved quantity does not imply the local structure 
of the CLaw is preserved.
Applying periodic boundary conditions to the Z-K scheme and summing over the spatial domain 
implies th a t
y ^ ^ o o = y ^ u p - i ;
thus the mass is conserved exactly. The momentum is conserved approximately, because
2 — 2 y i ( ^ o - i ) ^  =  0 (1/^), as u 0 .
m m
The fact th a t the momentum is not conserved exactly means th a t solutions are not necessarily 
bounded. Sanz-Serna [52] showed th a t the Z-K scheme is subject to nonhnear instability. He 
also derived a linearized stability condition, Zy/Su < 2 /j, .^
Sanz-Serna used the Z-K scheme to create a method with an adaptive time-step th a t exactly 
preserves the mass and momentum. First note th a t the Z-K scheme is of the form
^01 '^0—1 — 2z/K^(ii^), (2.5)
where
K m  =  —{ Sm — I ) —-- (2.6)
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Then, because of the periodic boundary conditions, the preservation of the second CLaw with 
the Z-K scheme implies
y i  uooKmi^n) =  - ---------^ ----- -T 2 =  0. (2.7)
m m  ^
The time step, for the adaptive scheme, is given by
to — 0 ) t i  =  Z/, in+l — 2Tt^  -j- tn—1 > 7 1 = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,
where
  X /m (^^(tn) ~  '^m(tn—l))A"rTt(u(tTt)) , .
E T . W u W ) : '  '
Sanz-Serna’s scheme is then given by
Umi^n+l) ~  '^mipn—l) T  2TjxK^(ii(£jx)). (2.9)
Having summed over the spatial domain and apphed the boundary conditions, is a function 
of n  only thus the scheme is in the form of a difference CLaw
{Sn — +  Um{tn-l)) +  {Sm ~  7)(2r„Gi(u(£n))) =  0 .
Summing over the spatial domain shows th a t the mass is still exactly conserved. To show the
exact conservation of momentum, (2.9) is squared and then summed over the spatial domain,
E  +  2r ’* J r„ (u ( t" ) ) f ,  (2 .10)
m m
— ^  ] ^m(tn—l) T  4T|2, ^m (tn—l) A^?n(u(£n)) 4~ 4 (t^) ^  ] .t^m(u(tn)) ,
m m  m
=  +  ^ r n ^ U m i t n ) K m { - a n )  Using (2.8), (2 .H )
m  m
=  using (2.7) (2.12)
m
However this preservation of the momentum is not due to a local CLaw. From (2.11) 
i ^n — I )  f  Umi t n Ÿ  +  ~  I )  jp
" e — I 4------------- )
but once the summation is removed,
(^2 — (*^  ^ ~  ^ m { ^ n )  + ^ m (^ n -l) ^  (‘^ m ~  . )^ ^2
the divergence expression does not vanish on solutions of (2.9) so the CLaw is not preserved. 
The reason the momentum is conserved is the application of (2.8) which involves summing over 
the spatial domain; hence this is not a local effect. If the time-step in (2.13) is replaced by a 
constant step z/ then
Uoi  -F TZo-l Woi — Woo ^  f  WOI +  W o-l Woi — Woo \  /Q 1
C , = ----- 2--------- ^ -------"00^». =  «00 I ---------— - M "  (^-^4 )
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so the term  in brackets is an implicit scheme th a t preserves the second CLaw exactly but doesn’t 
conserve the first CLaw (this is shown by applying the discrete Euler operator to the scheme). 
However this scheme involves dividing by «00 which may become zero and the scheme is nonlinear 
in uoi-
By preserving the momentum exactly, stability of the scheme is ensured. However this only 
applies when the boundary conditions are periodic. Preserving the divergence form of the CLaw 
should provide a constraint on the behaviour of solutions regardless of the boundary conditions. 
Therefore, by preserving the divergence form of the CLaws, we aim to find better methods.
2.2 The Brute-Force M ethod
The brute-force method begins with the observation th a t the first CLaw (1.3) is KdV. Therefore it 
is trivial to preserve the first CLaw: discretize the density and flux and then apply their respective 
difference operators; this gives a discretization of KdV that is itself a difference CLaw. The 
density and flux of the second CLaw are then discretized and the respective difference operators 
are applied. This gives a discretization of the second CLaw. By evaluating the discretization 
of the second CLaw on solutions of the discretization of KdV an expression th a t is required to 
be zero is obtained. From this expression conditions are found on the discretizations of KdV. 
Satisfying these conditions results in a numerical scheme for KdV that preserves the first two 
CLaws.
2.2.1 Discretization approach
The method is based on forming the most general discretization of terms in the PDE or densities 
and fluxes with a given set of points. The discretizations are based on Taylor series expansions 
of the grid function about the point (xm, tn)i
Uij % u{Xm +  tn  +  jV ),
— u i f i U x  T  4 Uxx  4 2j 4- ifJ-ji^Uxt 4~ •. •
(Xm jtn)
It is assumed th a t v  = X f f  for some fixed r  >  0 and A >  0, and the discretization must be 
consistent. For example using the points uy for î =  =  C , . . . ,  D the discretizations
of the linear terms in KdV are
 ^ B D  ^ B D
Uxxx — “ 3 ^  ] 'y ] OCijUij, Ut = — ^  y  ] /^ijUij, (2.15)
^  i = A j = C  ^  i = A j = C
where the necessary conditions on the coefficients are
0 =  ^ 2 1 2  0 =  y ]  y ]  i a i j ,  o =  3 ! =  (2 16)
i = A j = C  i = A j —C i=^Aj=C i = A j = C
9 = 1  ~  y z  (2-17)
i = A j = C  i = A j = C
However, for the scheme to be consistent, there are additional conditions that need to be satisfied.
For u ^ x  Uxxx 8ls II -A- 0 the additional conditions are found from the Taylor series expansions
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and are either restrictions on the values th a t r  can take or are extra constraints on the coefficients. 
In general, for k , l  £ N ,  (excluding the case k — 3,1 = 0, otherwise the scheme will not converge 
to  Uxxx, see (2.16)) it is necessary th a t
Um =  Urn V =  0;
H- ^ 0  iF
hence
Ir > 3 — k or =  0.
ij
The conditions (2.16) ensure these are satisfied for I — 0. For n = k + l < 3  the remaining 
conditions are
lim =  lim =  0, so r  >  3 o rY ^  j a i j  =  0, (2.18)
r- tj ij
hm A =  0, so r  >  2 o rV ^  ijctij =  0, (2.19)
M->0 U-^  fi-^O ^  ^
lim ^ —  =  lim =  0 , so r  >  |  o rY ^ j^ a^ j =  0 , (2 .2 0 )
ZJ IJ
lim l i —  =  lim =  0 , so r  >  1 or =  0 , (2 .2 1 )
/x-J-O M->-o ^  FT
hm ^  —  =  hm A^  y ^ =  0 , so r  >  1 o r ' ^ i j ' ^ a i j  — 0 , (2 .2 2 )
/x- , 0 ^  ^
hm ^ — =  hm x ' ^ i ‘^ jo'ijfF~^ =  0, so r  >  1 or =  0. (2.23),
/x->o fx-^o F F  t FG ij tj
Then, to avoid extra constraints on the coefficients, r  must satisfy
3
n > l ,  k = 0 : r > —,
n  
3
n > 2 , k = 0 , l :  r > —, r >
n  n  — 1 ’
3 2 - _
n > 3 , k  = 0 ,1 ,2 :  r > - , r > ------- , r -> -------  note - -> -------   >n ’ n  —1 ’ n  —2 n n  — l n  — 2
Thus as n  increases the restriction on r  decreases. So fixing r  >  3 wiU avoid any additional 
constraints beyond (2.16).
In order to have —)• as /z —^ 0 it is necessary th a t (excluding Z =  1, A: =  0)
0  =  lim ^ , . 1  ,+ (,_ !). _  Q.
/x->0 u  /x->0 F FU
therefore
A: +  (Z -  l ) r  > 0 or =  0.
ij
The constraint on r  is immediately satisfied for Z >  1. Thus the only remaining cases have Z =  0, 
in which case n = k > r is needed to avoid any extra conditions on the coefficients. For n  <  3
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the extra conditions are
hm =  lim \  =  0, so r  < 1 or Y ^ i/3ij =  0, (2.24)p n-^o A FF FFij u
hm ‘ = lim Y Y ^ =  0, so r  <  2 or Y ^ — 0, (2.25)
M->o p A FF FF
hm ‘ =  lim \  Y ^ =  0, so r < 3 or Y ^ =  0. (2.26)(i-^ o p /x->o A FF FFu u
Thus if (2.16) and (2.17) are the only conditions imposed on the discretizations then for consis­
tency r  >  3 and r  <  1 which is not possible. Therefore extra conditions need to be imposed on 
the a i j  and j3ij so th a t there is a set of values of r  where both Ut -4 Ut and -4- Uxxx- There 
is not a unique way of doing this. One such choice is th a t (2.18), (2.19) and (2.24) are imposed 
then I  <  r  <  2 .
KdV also contains the quadratic term  uUx so, to discretize this term, products of Taylor series 
need to be examined
UijUki = v ?  +  /z(î +  k)uux  +  v { j  +  l)uut  +  fi'^ikul +  fiu^jk  +  il)uxUt +  p^jlnj-h
IJ?{l'^  + +  kl)uu^ + A z L d Ü u u ,,  +  h .O.T.
Therefore to discretize uUx
(2.27)
U U .
 ^ D /  B B B D B \
— yZ I F  yZ yZ y Z  I , (2.28)
j=C \i=Ak=^i i=Al=j+lk=A J
with the necessary conditions
0 =  Y l ^ i j k h  1 =  5Z(^ +  ^)lijkh  (2.29)
where ^  is short hand for the summation used in (2.28) (alternatively v? could be discretized 
and then the difference operator in the m direction applied to it). As for the linear terms, extra 
conditions may be required on the coefficients to ensure th a t the method is consistent. The only 
terms in (2.27) that can cause problems when discretizing uUx are those th a t are purely of the 
form t '” . The order one and two terms are
so r  >  1 or ' ^ J i j k i U  +  0  =  9,
Um ^  ' r m ( f  + y ‘ + ‘" y  =  + V I  + =  0 ,
f i - ^ o  [J, ^ ^
SO r  >  § or y z ' ï i j k i i f  +  2jZ +  Z^ ) =  0,
and as n  increases the restriction on r  decreases. W ith |  <  r  <  3 it is clear th a t no extra 
conditions are required on the 'yijki other than (2.29) to have a consistent discretization of KdV.
2.2.2 Groebner bases
The method we present for finding discretizations will result in large systems of polynomial 
equations to solve. These polynomials will be in terms of the undetermined coefficients in the
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discretizations. To solve this large system of equations we will use the method of Groebner 
bases. We outline the basic idea and refer the reader to [15, 16, 18, 35] for further information. 
Definitions and notation has been taken from [18] and [35].
A monomial in x i , . . . ,  is a product of the form  ^ • . . .  • , where all the exponents
a i , . . .an  are non-negative integers. To simplify notation let a  =  ( a i , . . . ,  an), which is termed 
a multi-index, then :=  • x^^ • . . .  •
A polynomial / ,  over a field F, is a finite linear combination of monomials (with coefficients in 
F). So
/  =  aaX°", where Oa G F,
a
and the sum is over a finite number of the n-tuples a. The set of all polynomials in x i , . . . , X n  
with coefficients in F is denoted k [ x i , . . .  ,æ„].
An affine variety is the set of all solutions of a system of polynomial equations i.e. given poly­
nomials f i , . .. , fs  over a field the affine variety is
V ( / i , / 2 , . . . , / 2) := { ( a i , . . . , a n )  G F" : / i ( o i , . . . ,  On) =  0 for all l < i < s } .
The polynomial ideal generated by the polynomials / i , . . . ,  /s E k [ x i , . . . ,  Xn] is
{ f i , • • •, fs) • ^ y   ^k{fi . . hÿ E k^x\ , . . . ,  a^ Tx]^  .
In order to perform operations on the set of polynomials we need to define a monomial ordering. 
An ordering on the monomials must be compatible so that
x°‘ > x^ x^  ■ x°  ^ > x'^ • x^,
where a, fi and 7  are all multi-indicies. The monomial a:° =  1 is the least monomial in any poly­
nomial ring. The two most im portant orderings for the work in this thesis are the lexicographic 
ordering (lex) and to tal degree ordering (tdeg, also known as the graded reverse lexicographic 
ordering). For the lexicographic order x°  ^ > x^ li a^ = f f i , a 2 = ^ 2 , ••• > Pi- For the to tal
degree ordering >  x^  if |a | >  \P\ where |a[ =  o;i +  0:2 +  . . .  +  an- If |cK| =  \P\ then there 
exists an i such th a t =  Pn,<^n-i — Pn-i, - - • <  Pi- The leading monomial of a poly­
nomial with respect to an ordering is the greatest monomial occurring in the polynomial. The 
leading term of a polynomial is the leading monomial multiplied by its coefficient. For example, 
if /  =  Axy'^z +  — 5z^ +  E k[x,y, z], if we order its terms w.r.t. the lex ordering with
X > y > z  then
/  =  — 5z^ +  7x‘^ z‘^ +  4xy ‘^ z +  4z^,
and its leading monomial is L M { f )  = x^ and its leading term  is L T { f )  = —bx^. If we order the 
terms using the tdeg ordering with x  > y > z  then
/  =  Axy'^z +  7z^z^ — 5a:  ^+  4z^
and its leading monomial is L M { f )  =  xy'^z and its leading term  is L T { f )  — 4xy'^z.
We are now in a position to give an example of multivariate polynomial de vision. If we have two 
polynomials f j  — x y —l  and /g =  v'  ^— 1 then we can divide another polynomial, /  =  x'^y-\-xy‘^+y'^
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with respect to these two polynomials as follows. The leading term  of f i  divides L T { f )  w.r.t. 
the lex order with x  > y, so
f  =  x{xy  -  1) +  x y “^ +  a: +  .
Now L T { f i )  also divides the leading term  xy"  ^ in the remainder, so
f  = {x + y){xy -  I) + X y “^ y.
Neither the L T (/i)  or L T (/2) divide the leading monomial of the remainder, so we move on to 
the next monomial y^. The L T { f i )  cannot divide this term, so we divide by /2
/  =  (a: +  y){xy  -  1) +  a; +  (y^ -  1) +  y +  1.
None of the monomials in the remainder can be divided by L T (/i)  or L T (/2) so the algorithm 
terminates. Thus
f  = {x +  y ) /i  +  (y^ -  l ) /2  +  a; +  y +  1.
Clearly if the remainder was zero /  G ( / i , / 2) however we now note th a t the remainder changes 
if the devision is performed w.r.t. /2  first and then / i ;  we obtain
/  =  (a: +  l ) /2  +  x f i  +  2a: +  1,
so the remainder is not unique! The remainder depends on the order of the divisions. Thus we 
cannot conclude /  0  ( / i , / 2)-
The solution to this problem is given by Groebner bases. They have the property th a t whatever 
the order of the polynomial devisions the remainder is unique.
Fix a monomial order. A finite subset G =  y i , . . . ,  y* of an Ideal I  is said to be a 
Groebner basis if
(LT(g,) LT(gt)} =  {LT{I)}.
Equivalently, but more informally, set {y i , . . . ,  y*} C 7 is a Groebner basis of I  if and 
only if the leading term  of every element of I  is divisible by one of the LT{gi).[18]
A Groebner basis can be calculated from a basis for a polynomial idea using Buchberger’s 
algorithm or its variants. Suppose we have the polynomial ideal generated by
/ i  :=  +  y +  2: -  1, /2  ;=  a: +  y^ +  2: -  1 /a :=  a: +  y +  2:^  -  1,
7 =  { f i , f 2 ,fs)-  We want to represent this ideal with a Groebner basis I  =  (y )^ using the lex 
ordering and x  > y > z. The resulting basis is
yi =a: +  y +  2:^  -  1,
9 2  =y'^ -  y -  z'  ^+ z ,  
ys =2yz^
y4 =z^ — 42:^  +  4z^ — z^ = z^{z — + 2 z — 1).
We note here that the first polynomial depends on all three variables, the second two depend on 
y and z only, and the final polynomial depends on z only. This occurs because during the process
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of finding the Groebner basis, polynomials are added to the basis with lower leading terms in 
the ordering. Thus by using the lex ordering we will obtain polynomials in the basis that do not 
depend on the highest variables in the ordering. By the ideal-variety correspondence theorem 
[18], the variety described by the original polynomials is the same as the variety described by 
the polynomials that form the Groebner basis. Thus we can now solve the original system of 
equations A =  0 by solving ^4 (2) =  0 , then working back up the system of equations to find the 
corresponding y values (from gs = 0  and 9 4  = 0) and finally the corresponding x  values from
y i = o .
This suggests that all we need to do is calculate the Groebner basis for our system of polynomial 
equations using the lex ordering and we can then solve the resulting system of equations. How­
ever, calculating the Groebner basis is exceedingly expensive in memory and time. In practice 
calculating a Groebner basis w.r.t. the tdeg is cheaper than the lex order. This enables us to 
check the consistency of a system of equations. If the resulting Groebner basis (whatever the 
chosen ordering) is (1) then the original system of equations is inconsistent, they have no solution 
because they imply 1 =  0 (the Weak Nullstellensatz). Therefore we can calculate the Groebner 
basis for our system of equations using the tdeg ordering and see if resulting basis does not equal 
(1). If this is true, then the system of equations has some solution in an algebraically closed field 
(for our equations this is C). We can then use the Groebner Walk algorithm to change basis to 
one with lex ordering. We can then solve the system as outlined above. However it still may not 
have solutions in E  which we require.
Calculating a Groebner basis is an expensive operation whatever the monomial ordering is. 
For a set of polynomials, in n  variables, with total degree not exceeding d then degree of the 
polynomials in the Groebner basis is bounded by 2(|cP +  d)^" \  It can be shown that for 
sufficiently large n  there exists a constant c and a set of polynomials such that every Groebner 
Basis of the set contains an element that exceeds 2^ '"" [16]. However, the efficiency of the 
algorithm for a given problem, is affected by the ordering of the polynomials and the ordering of 
the variables, so changing these can affect whether a problem is tractable. Due to the expense 
of finding Groebner bases, the method we outline in this thesis will be limited by our ability to 
calculate the Groebner basis.
2.2.3 The recipe for finding schemes
The details of the brute-force method are now outlined. This method was only used to search 
for discretizations of KdV that preserve the first two CLaws using the points shown in Figure 
2 .1. (It is superseded by the method in Chapter 5.)
1 . Choose points for the discretization of KdV to depend on. For our example, the points 
u_2o, U - i Q , , U2Q, «0- 1, «01 were chosen. Thus the flux for the first CLaw must be of the 
form Fi =  F i(«20) w-10, ifoo, « 10) and the density must be of the form Gi = Gi(wq_i, «qq), 
see Figure 2.1. (With this choice of points the resulting discretization for KdV will be 
consistent provided r  > 3 because U t only uses variables of the form u q j . )
2. Let Fi be the most general Taylor series approximation of +  Uxx depending on the 
chosen points. Similarly let Gi be the most general Taylor series approximating u. It 
is probably best not to impose extra constraints to ensure consistency at this stage as 
the choice of constraints is not unique. Note that not all the points need to be used to
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Fi
Figure 2.1: Points used to discretize KdV; the boxes enclose points that the fluxes, and 
densities, G*, depend on
approximate each term in a density. For instance, fewer points might be chosen for the 
nonlinear term.
3. Substitute Fi and Gi into (2.2) and expand out. This gives a family of discretizations 
of KdV that preserve the first CLaw. Note that for a PDE that is not itself a CLaw, 
or if it is not desirable to preserve the first CLaw, then the previous step is replaced by 
forming the most general discretization of the PDE with the chosen points. In order to be 
able to evaluate the second CLaw on solutions of the discretization it is necessary that the 
scheme can be solved uniquely for one point. Thus it is most natural to form an explicit 
discretization of the PDE. In the example it is necessary that Fi is linear in u _20 or «lo, 
or Gi is linear in «oo or «o-i- G  ^ has been constructed to be linear in mqo therefore the 
scheme is solved uniquely for «oi- Hence the schemes found in the example will be explicit.
4. Choose points for the terms in the density and flux of the second CLaw to depend 
on. Use these points to form the most general discretizations. In the example, Fg = 
F2 {u2o,u^io,uoo,uio) is the most general discretization for +  uu^x -  with the 
chosen points. Similarly G2 =  G2(«o-iC^oo) is the most general discretization for
5. Substitute G2 and F2 into (2.2) and expand out to give the second CLaw.
6 . Substitute the finite difference scheme for the PDE (KdV) into the second CLaw so that 
the second CLaw is evaluated on solutions of the previously found scheme. In general it 
may be necessary to substitute shifts of the numerical scheme into the second CLaw; for 
an explicit scheme this is equivalent to pulling back the CLaw to the initial conditions.
7. The second CLaw is required to vanish on solutions of the numerical scheme. Thus compar­
ing the coefficients of the Uij and ps and ps splits the second CLaw into an overdetermined 
system of quadratic equations in the coefficients of the Taylor approximations.
8 . Solve the system (using a computer algebra system to calculate a Groebner basis).
9. If a solution exists then a scheme has been found that locally preserves the structure of 
the first two CLaws.
10. Check that the discretization of the PDE is consistent. If it is not, and there are still unde­
termined coefficients, impose extra conditions from §2 .2.1 to make the method consistent.
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Note: if we have n  points and a p th  order term, then the number of term s needed to 
approximate it is given by a p-multicombination
(” ' ' '* ’ “ l ) + i n ( n  +  l ) . . . ( n  +  p - l ) .  (2.30)n - l - j - p
(n —l)!p! p\
For example, the first CLaw contains therefore ^  ^ ^  =  10 terms are needed to approxi­
m ate it, i.e. c i« _ 2o^  +  C2« - 2oW-io +  . • . +  cio«io^, with the condition c i +  .. . +  cio =  The third 
CLaw (1.5) has a quartic term  and a third derivative —2uxUxxx in its densities, therefore the 
scheme will need to include more points, so the number of terms greatly increases. The number 
of terms can be reduced by restricting which points the higher powers of u  depend on, but it is 
not clear how this should be done.
2.3 A Three-Param eter Family of M ethods
The method, with the specified dependency, produced a three-param eter (a , P, 7 ) family of finite 
difference methods for KdV (shown in Table 2.1) th a t all preserve the first two CLaws.
The first thing to note is th a t all these methods are two-step exphcit methods. They all can
be written as (2.5), so Sanz-Serna’s adaptive time-step alteration can be applied to obtain 
exact preservation of the momentum. The parameters only affect how the non-hnear term  is 
approximated. In order to have a more compact discretization any nonhnear terms containing 
«20 can be eliminated by satisfying the conditions:
2 2 2 ^ 2  1 ^
W20 : gO! +  +  - 7  -  -  — 0 ,
2
U1QU20 : -  gT =  9,
2
^ 00^20 : — gO: =  0 .
Therefore a  = 0, P = \  and 7  =  0 . Similarly, to remove the other outlying nonhnear points th a t 
contain w_20j the conditions
2 2 .
w-20  : gO! =  9,
2 2 2 1
uqqU-20 : — gû  ^— g/5 — g7 +  g =  9,
4 2 ^ 1  ^
w_io« -2 0  : "  " " 3  3 ""
need to be satisfied. This also gives a  — 0, P = ^  and 7  =  0 . So these param eter choices result
in the most compact scheme, with the chosen points, th a t preserves the first two CLaws. This
scheme is the Z-K scheme.
Another sensible approach to choosing param eter values is to attem pt to minimize the local 
truncation error (LTE) of
wl^ — « « a ;+ ( | —|o ;—|/?  —1 7 ) {UxxxU +  2UxxUx)y^ + { \ —2 0 i —P — '^) {Uxxx^x +  ^(/^^)-
So to make this term  a fourth-order approximation in space,
a  =  a , P = \  + a, 7  = -  3a,
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and one such choice would be a = 'y = —1/16, P =  11/16. Despite the free parameter, it is not 
possible to make the discretization for this term  a fifth-order approximation. We note th a t the 
Z-K scheme is only a second-order scheme, however it should be noted th a t the u ^ x  term  is a 
second-order approximation so there may not be any advantage in increasing the accuracy of 
the nonhnear term beyond this.
Table 2.1: The three-parameter family and its densities
« 0 1 - « 0 - 1  +  ( « - 2 0  — « 2 0  — 2«-lO +  2«lo) +
+  ^  («-20«00 +  «10  ^— «10«-10 +  «-20«-10 — «-10«00 “  «20^) +
( 2 « - 1 0 « 0 0  — « 0 0 « 2 0  — 2 « - 2 0 « - 1 0  — 2«10^  +  « 20  ^ +  « - 20  ^ — « - 2 0 « 0 0  +  2 « - i O « l o )  +
+  ( 2 « - l 0 « 0 0  — « - 2 0 « - 1 0  +  « - 1 0 « 1 0  — 2«10^  — « - 2 0 « 0 0  +  «20^  — « 0 0 « 1 0  +  « - 1 0 ^ )  +
+  (« -10«00 — « 10«20 +  « - 10«10 — «10  ^— « - 20«00 +  «20^)
Gi =  ■|«oo +  ^ «0-1
f I = +  1 (mo" +ti-20«00 +K-20U-10) +
+ Y («—20  ^— 2«—20«—10 — «—20«00 +  «—10  ^+  «—10«10 — «10  ^+  «00^) +
+  ^  («-10^ — «10  ^— «-20«00 — «-20«-10 +  «-10«00 +  «00^) +
+  ^  («-10«00 —  «10^ —  «-20«00 +  «oo«io)
G2 =  | « 0 0 « 0 - 1
+2 =  ^ 4. i (tt-20«-10«00 +«-10«10^ +«-20«00^ —  «-10«00^) +
+  Y (« -10^«10 — 2« - 20W-10«00 + « - 20^«00 +  2« - l0«00  ^— « - 10«10  ^— « - 20«00^) +
+  ^  (lZ-io^«00 —  «-10«10^ —  «-20«00^ +  2«-iO«00^ —  «-2o«-io«oo) +
+  ^  ( « _ 10« 0 0 « 1 0  — « - 10« 1 0  ^ — « - 2 0« 00  ^ +  « - 10« 0 0^) •
2.4 Linear Analysis
We now linearize the difference scheme about the constant solution u — p. To linearize the 
scheme we take the Cateaux derivative (see §4.2 for a definition) of the scheme acting on Vmn 
and then substitute «00 =  p to give
^ m (n + l) = U m { n - l )  +  —3 {'V{m~2)n ~  U{rn+2)n ~  2 « x n -ln  +  2 « (m + l)n )  “  ~  (^ (m + l)n  “  'î^(m -l)n) +p  p
4 [y{m+2 )n ^U^m+l)n +  ~  '^(m—2)n) , (2.31)
where 6  — a  + 2P + 'f — 1 so th a t the Z-K scheme’s linearization has ^ =  0. This is now a 
discretization for
Ut +  pUx +  Uxxx — 9. (2.32)
Also note that, in order for the uu^ term  to be a third-order approximation to uUx, we require 
th a t 9 =  1/4.
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2.4.1 Stability analysis
In order to check the linear stability we follow Vliegenthart’s analysis for the Z-K scheme [55] 
using Fourier analysis. Assume that the solution is of the form Vmn =  then the scheme
is stable if |^| < 1 for all values of w and p. Substituting this solution into (2.31) leads to the 
condition that
^  sin(w) (^p +  2(1 -  cos(w)) ~  ^ ^ - 1  =  0 -
This equation is of the form 4- 2iA^ — 1 =  0 where A G E; its roots satisfy
^ i + ^ 2 = 2zA, C1C2 = - 1,
thus =  a 4- iX, ^2 =  —« +  iX and |^i| =  V + A^  =  1. Therefore if |A| <  1 a suitable a G E 
exists and =  1. Thus for linear stability we require
psin(w) 4- (sin(w) -  sin(w) cos(w)) < 1.
The parameter 9 is fixed for any particular scheme and we assume that |p| < «max where 
\u{x,t)\ < Umax- Then applying the triangle equality twice gives
 ^ '"1 +
46>p 2
3 «2
Ï/ ^/Z^«max(l +  \/3 1^ 1) 4----— ^ (2.33)
This suggests that increasing |0| requires a slightly more severe step-size restriction. However its 
contribution is part of the term so there is very little difference between the linear stability 
of the schemes provided \9\ is not large.
2.4.2 Dispersion relation
The dispersion relation for wave solutions (u{x,t) =  of (2.32) is
(jj = — pk.
The phase velocity is ^  =  — p and the group velocity is ^  =  3A:^  — p.
The numerical dispersion relation is calculated by using the trial solution Vmn = in
the linearized schemes [34]. The trial solution is 27r-periodic so we only need to consider
—77 < pk < n ,  —77 < f/w < 77.
The resulting dispersion relation is
sin(wf/) =  ^^2 -  cos{kp)) -  pp^ ( ÿ ( l  -  cos{kp)) +  | ) )  . (2.34)
This relation has three parameters: the step size p, A =  ^  and p. It is clear that with p =  0 all 
the schemes are identical. In figures 2.2(a), 2.2(b), 2.2(c) the dispersion relation is plotted for 
p =  4.5, p =  2.25 and p =  1 with P = ^  and A =  |  (which are the values chosen in the numerical
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experiments in §2.5). From Figure 2.2 all the schemes allow spurious high speed waves in space 
and time. This is due to the non-compact stencils in both space (four rather than three steps) 
and time (two steps rather than one). However, locally about k = 0 and for small (o;|, for most 
values of 6  the dispersion relations have the correct shape. However, from these figures we can 
see that there exists a bifurcation point for 6  where the dispersion relation no longer locally has 
the correct shape; instead of w increasing with k, u  decreases so the numerical phase and group 
velocities will have the wrong signs. In fig.2.2(b) this occurs for 9 % 38, whereas in fig.2.2(a) 
this occurs at a lower value of 9. From (2.34) the term in brackets on the RHS becomes negative 
for all values of k {or 9 > — |  =  37.125 for p =  2.25. We also note that the ^ =  — |  scheme
behaves very similarly to the Z-K scheme (0 =  0).
a, 2000 - 
1000-
\ l b  20 /
A  y - '
6 = “ 1 0  A ctua l
: 1 0 --------$ = 3 8
20
= 3838
(a) p =  4.5 (b) p — 2.25 (c) p =  1
Figure 2.2: Dispersion relations for the linearized three-parameter scheme with different values 
of p (/i =  2/15, A =  1/3)
2.5 Some Numerics
We conducted some numerical experiments modelling a single soliton solution. The time and 
spatial steps used were u =  ju^/3 and p = 40/M  where M  is the number of points in the x  
direction. The initial condition used was u(x,0) =  12sech^(a;) which is depicted by a dashed 
black line. The actual solution profile is shown by the black line. The error in the first, second 
and third CLaws was found by calculating
at each time level and seeing how much these quantities change.
Figure 2.3 shows four schemes each with the same linearization (0 =  0) as the Z-K scheme. All 
the schemes behave very similarly, with the soliton gaining amplitude and speed compared with 
the true solution, however their sensitivity to the spatial discretization varies with decreasing 
M, the schemes becoming unstable at different values. The (2,1, —3) scheme is unstable with 
M  =  300 and shows sawtooth waves overriding the soliton solution, at M =  200 the (1,0,0) 
and the (0,0,1) are exhibiting the same sawtooth behaviour and by M  =  200 the Z-K scheme 
(0, | ,  0) has clearly developed sawtooth waves and is unstable with M =  150. This suggests that 
the more compact Z-K scheme is coping best with the coarsest discretization.
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Comparing schemes with different values of 9 resulted in Figure 2.4. From this figure it seems 
that as 9 decreases the amplitude and speed of the soliton decrease. For 0 =  ~ |  the profile 
of the numerical soliton appears to be remarkably close to the actual solution and the third 
CLaw is being approximated better. This could be because the third CLaw is being locally 
preserved or it could be because the soliton is traveling at roughly the correct speed; hence 
the scheme is just more accurate. All the solutions have developed a wave-train following the 
soliton however the (0 , 0 , 0) scheme has a very small amplitude and it is necessary to zoom in to 
discern the (0,1/6,0) scheme’s wave-train. By reducing the number of spatial steps we can see 
how the different schemes cope with coarse discretizations. At M  =  250 the (0,2/3,0) scheme 
has developed sawtooth waves, at M =  200 the Z-K scheme has clear sawtooth waves and the 
(-1 /1 6 ,1 1 /1 6 ,-1 /1 6 ) scheme resembles noise, at M  =  100 the (0,0,0) scheme has become a 
lower slower soliton with a larger wave-train following, however at M  =  50 the (0,1/6,0) scheme 
still looks like a soliton - it is coping with the very coarse discretization incredibly well; far better 
than the Z-K scheme even though it is not compact. In Figure 2.5 different schemes all with 
0 =  — I  are examined. All these schemes show similar results, they all are very close to the 
actual soliton and have a very small wave train following the numerical soliton, the smallest of 
which belongs to the (0, g,0) scheme. They all preserve the third CLaw better than the Z-K 
scheme though there is a clear difference between the schemes. However, overall it suggests that 
schemes with the same linearization behave very similarly.
The remarkable behaviour of the 0 =  ~ |  schemes could be a result of the specific choice of 
step sizes or initial condition. However, by experimenting with different speed solitons and 
with different step sizes the same superior behaviour is observed. The dispersion relation and 
linearized stability condition do not appear to account for the superior behaviour of schemes 
with 0 =  — I , which is a two-parameter family of discretizations given by setting a  = |  — 2^ 5 — 7 . 
The good preservation of the third CLaw could be because it is locally preserved; however, using 
the method of Chapter 5 no discrete third CLaw has so far been found. The good preservation 
of the third CLaw may be a consequence of preserving the phase speed better than the other 
schemes. However in Figure 2.4 we can see that the (—1,1, — | )  scheme is closest to the actual 
position of the soliton but the (0, ^,0) scheme preserves the third CLaw significantly better than 
it. This, to our knowledge, new two-parameter family seems to outperform the Zabusky-Kruskal 
scheme which has the most compact discretization for the nonlinear term.
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2.6 Summary
In this section we have developed a brute-force method for discretizing KdV to produce explicit 
schemes th a t preserve the first two CLaws. Using this method we found a three-parameter 
family of discretizations (that includes the famous Zabusky-Kruskal scheme) th a t preserve the 
first two CLaws, Prom some basic numerics it appears th a t this family contains a two-parameter 
family which outperforms the Zabusky-Kruskal scheme, but it is not currently understood why 
it performs so well.
The brute-force method developed in this chapter is limited to schemes th a t can be solved 
uniquely for a given point only. The method may require substituting in various shifts of the 
numerical scheme to evaluate the desired CLaw on solutions of the numerical scheme, but it 
seems neater to look for the CLaw in characteristic form where this won’t be necessary. Another 
problem is th a t the densities and fluxes contain high order polynomial terms th a t require dis­
cretizing. Working with characteristics of CLaws, rather than densities and fluxes, will require 
discretization of fewer and lower order terms. In addition it is desirable to look for general 
implicit schemes where it is not possible to uniquely solve the discretization for a given point. 
All this suggests th a t we should search for CLaws in characteristic form, which we do in Chapter
5.
The desire to search for numerical discretizations of KdV th a t preserve its CLaws in characteristic 
form motivates the need to develop a theory of characteristics for difference equation CLaws, 
which we do in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Characterizing CLaws of 
Difference Equations
We showed in §1.3,3 th a t a characteristic for difference equations cannot be obtained in the 
same way as for PDEs because the CLaws may depend nonlinearly on the difference equation. 
Therefore a new method for putting a CLaw of a difference equation into characteristic form 
is needed. As a consequence, the proof th a t there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
equivalence classes of CLaws and characteristics will not be analogous to the PD E case.
In this chapter we will start by defining a characteristic for first integrals of OAEs in §3.1. 
Having defined a characteristic, we show th a t a characteristic is trivial if and only if the first 
integral is trivial. In §3.2.2 we provide a definition for a characteristic of CLaws of PA Es which 
subsumes the definition for OAEs. Then in §3.2.3 and §3.2.4 we prove the equivalence relation 
between classes of CLaws and characteristics giving us a method for characterizing difference 
CLaws. We then look at some apphcations. The most im portant consequence is th a t we provide 
the first proof th a t there is a one-to-one correspondence between variational symmetries and 
CLaws of Euler-Lagrange equations in Kovalevskaya form. In addition we use the characteristic 
to show th a t the CLaws in the infinite hierarchy of CLaws for dpKdV, th a t are generated by 
the Gardner transformation in [51], are distinct (without needing to take a continuum limit).
Before proceeding, it is helpful to recall, from §1.3, the definition of a CLaw for a difference 
equation and the two ways in which it can be trivial. A conservation law (CLaw) of a system 
of PAEs, A  =  0, is a divergence expression th a t vanishes on solutions of the system:
p
DivF :=  V ( 5 i  -  I)F^ = 0 when [A] =  0, (3.1)
i= l
where [A] denotes any finite shifts of the system. (For scalar PAEs, we use A in place of A ). 
The functions F* are known as the densities of the CLaw and may have the independent variables 
and shifts of the dependent variables as arguments. For ordinary difference equations (OAEs), 
(1.15) is replaced by {Sn — I)(j> =  0 when [A] =  0 , so th a t 0  is a first integral. A CLaw can be 
trivial in two ways:
1 . All of the densities vanish on solutions, i.e. =  0
2. DivF =  0, without reference to the equation [A] =  0. For instance, this occurs if F  is the 
difference analogue of a total curl (see [45]).
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For brevity we refer to the densities of a trivial CLaw as trivial densities. In addition we say 
th a t a CLaw (3.1) is in characteristic form  if DivF =  Q • A , in which case, Q is a characteristic 
for the CLaw.
3.1 Scalar Ordinary Difference Equations
Although the main focus of this chapter is on PAEs, it is instructive to look at OAEs first. A 
F^-order scalar OAE is of the form
d'y
A =  U fc -7 (n,uo,. . . ,Ufc_i) =  0, — ^ 0 ,  (3.2)
where n  € Z is the independent variable. The dependent variable has the values U{ u{n + i). 
Let z =  {n ,Uq, . . .  ,U k-i}  denote the set of variables from which aU ui ior i > k  can be found. 
We refer to this set as the ‘initial conditions’. A first integral of (3.2) is a nonconstant function, 
çi)(n, Wo,. . . ,  Ufc_i), th a t is constant on solutions. So
Sn4> — (j) = 0 when A =  0. (3.3)
It is useful to refer to constant solutions of (3.3) as trivial first integrals, by analogy with trivial 
CLaws of the second kind.
Equation (3.2) can be used to express Uk in terms of z and A. A nontrivial first integral must 
depend on Uk-i, otherwise (3.3) does not depend on A so the only way for 0 to be a first integral 
is to be identically constant. Therefore the CLaw is
C(z, A) :=  (j){n+ 1, w i , .. . ,U k - i ,A  + 'y{n,uo,.. . ,U k-i))  -  (f>{n,uo,. . .  ,Uk-i),
where C(z, 0) =  0. We now use the fundamental theorem of calculus to write the CLaw in the 
form
C ( z , A ) =  f  ■ ^C {z ,X A )d X  = A  f  0,fc(m +  l , w i , . . . ,  AA +  7 (771, wq, . . .  ,Wjfc_i)) dA. 
Jx=o dX Jx=o
(Throughout this chapter, the partial derivative of a function, / ,  w.r.t. its 7^  ^ continuous argu­
ment is denoted by f^i). Thus we define the characteristic to be
As with differential equations, a trivial characteristic is one th a t vanishes on solutions, so th a t 
Q(z, 0 ) =  0 .
A first integral is trivial if and only if it is identically constant, because the first kind of triviality
cannot occur as [A] does not occur in the unshifted (f). In this case C(z, A) =  0, so the proof
th a t a trivial first integral has a trivial characteristic is immediate.
To show th a t a trivial characteristic implies a trivial first integral, observe that
Q (z ,0 ) =  /  ^ ^ k { n + l ,u i , . . . ,U k - i , 'y { n ,u o , . . . ,U k - i ) ) d X
J x=o
=(j>,k{n -f 1, w i , . . . ,  Wfc_i, 7 (77, Wo,...,  Uk-i)).  (3.5)
Thus if the characteristic for a first integral is trivial then
0 =  0,fc(î  ^+  1, wi , . . .  ,Wfc_i,7(77, wq, . . .  ,Wfc_i)). (3.6)
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As 7^1 7  ^ 0 , 7  can be used as an independent variable instead of wq? so
+  1, w i , . . . ,  Uk-i,  7 ) =  0 .
Hence ^  is a trivial first integral.
Having dealt with the question of triviality, we now show how to reconstruct the first integral 
from the characteristic. For simplicity, we use a second-order example, but the same procedure 
applies more generally.
The OAE
Tl 1
A =  W2 - 7 (n,wo,wi) =  0 , 7  =  ' (3 7)
has a first integral
0(n, Wo, wi) =  nwowi — ^ n (n  -f 1). (3.8)
So
{Sn — I)(f) ={n  -j- l)WiW2 — — (77 l)(w -f- 2) — 77WoWi —77(77 -h 1). (3.9)
Using (3.5), the characteristic evaluated on solutions is
(j)^ 2 {n + l ,u i , 'y )  = {n + l )u i .  (3.10)
Using (3.7) to replace W2 in (3.9) and simplifying produces
{Sn — I)(j> =(t7 +  l)wi A,
which is in characteristic form.
To reconstruct the first integral from the characteristic, we have
—  0(77 -f 1, Wi, 7 ) =  (77 -f- l)wi.
Solving this and then changing variables gives
0 (77, Wo, Wi) =  77WoWi +  /(t7. Wo).
This is then used as an ansatz in the direct construction method for first integrals [25]. If 0  is a 
first integral of (3.7) then
(77 4- l)wi ( —^ W o  -t- —  ) +  /(t7 +  1, Wi) =  77WoWi + f{n ,  Wo),
\77 4- i Ul J
and so
/(77 4- 1, 77i) — /(77, Wo) =  —77 — 1. (3.11)
Differentiating (3.11) w.r.t. wo shows th a t f{n ,uo)  =  g{n). Substituting this back into (3.11) 
results in the condition that
{Sn — I ) g { ‘>T') — —77 — 1.
Thus 5 (77) =  —177(77 4-1), and so the first integral (3.8) has been reconstructed.
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In general, reconstructing the first integral for scalar OAEs is simple. Civen a A:^ ’^ -order OAE 
(3.2), the characteristic for a first integral evaluated on solutions is
Q ( z )  : = Q ( z ,O )  =  0 ,fc(n +  l , u i , . . . , W f c _ i , 7 ( z ) ) .  (3.12)
Because 7  depends on Wq, it can be treated as an independent variable in place of uq, so
Q(n,wi ,. . . ,Wfc_i ,7 ) =  ^ 0 (n +  l ,Wi,.. . ,Wfc_i,7 ).
Therefore
0 ( n  +  l , w i , . . . , W f c - i , 7 ) =  J  Q ( n , w i , . . . , W f c _ i , 7 ) d 7  +  / ( n + l , W i , . . . , W f c _ i ) ,
where /  is an arbitrary function. Therefore
0 (n,  uo ,. . . ,U k)  =  J  Q { n - l , u o , . . . , U k - i ) d u k - i  +  f{n ,  wo,  . . . , 2 7 ^ - 2 ) .
All th a t remains is to find /  by the direct construction method. Substituting 0  into C  and 
evaluating the result on solutions gives the condition th a t /  must satisfy. Because S n f  does not 
depend on wq, differentiating with respect to uq results in a differential equation for / .  This 
equation can be integrated to  give an expression for /  th a t depends on an arbitrary function 
depending on n , u i , . . . ,  Uk-2 - Substituting this back into the CLaw and differentiating w.r.t. wi 
gives a differential equation th a t can be solved to find the new arbitrary function. This process 
of differentiating and then integrating is continued until an arbitrary function depending on n 
only is obtained. This function must satisfy a Unear difference equation th a t can hopefuUy be 
solved. Thus the CLaw is reconstructed.
3.2 Partial Difference Equations
3.2.1 Kovalevskaya form
A crucial step in the above working was to replace Uk by A + 7 . We can do something similar for a 
scalar difference equation with p independent variables, n  =  (n^, . . . ,  nP), if it is in Kovalevskaya 
form,
'^n^+k,n ~  7j(ll, Uq, Ui, . . . , Uj^ —i) . (3.13)
Here n  =  ( n ^ , , nP) and Ui denotes all variables of the form (with m  G Z^“ ^) on
which the function depends. For the PA E  to be k^^-ovder w.r.t. there must exist some m  
such th a t -Q———  ^  0. W hen not used inside a function, u; represents the {p — 1)-dimensional 
hyperplane of points of the form Uni+i,h+m- A schematic example of a 2-D scalar PA E  in 
Kovalevskaya form is shown in Figure 3.1.
Let z  =  {n, Uq, U i , . . . ,  U k-i} be the minimal set of initial conditions from which shifts of ( 3.13) 
can be used to find any point of the form Uni+j^n+m for j  > k. The function w may not depend 
on all of these points, (see Figure 3.1).  For ease of notation let w(n +  m ) =  Um =  where
m  =  (rn?,. . . ,  mP); therefore u; is the set of all Wi*. The PA E  is now denoted by A =  0, where
A  =  Uko  w  =  w (z ) .
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x^n^+3,n2
w X -  X
-------- — - X X - X X - X
— —--- — ' X 1 '— X....X :  . . . .  'Ip.'-' -^^ 0
Figure 3.1: A 2-dimensional PA E  in Kovalevskaya form, w„i+3^„2 =  w. The box encloses points 
th a t w depends on, which are represented by crosses. Dashed lines represent the initial conditions.
Let [A] represent a finite number of shifts of the PA E  th a t may occur in an expression; also let 
ujj = Sjoj. Therefore on solutions of (3.13), [A] =  0 .
An explicit scalar PA E  is one th a t can be transformed into Kovalevskaya form by a change of 
independent variables from n  to
n  =  An 4- b  for A G GL(p, Z), det(A) =  ±1, and b  G Z^. (3.14)
The value of the dependent variable is unaffected by the above transformation of independent
variables if we define
£tn =  77n(n) ~  ‘^ n-
For example, quad-graph equations, which can be written in the form
77Tn+l,n+l ~
where m  — 'n} and n — 'n?, are transformed to Kovalevskaya form by the shear
A = ( J  (3.15)
For instance, the dpKdV equation (H I  in the ABS classification [6]) is
77Tn+l,n+l — Um,n 4 > (3.16)
77m+l,n Um,n+1
and it transforms to
, f i  —  Oi /Q
'^rh+2,n+l — '^ r^h,n  ^ ~ ~ • W t (j
Urh+l,n — Ufh+l,n+l
As a consequence of the following lemma, transforming an explicit PA E  into Kovalevskaya form 
by (3.14) will preserve its CLaws.
L em m a 3.2 .1 . I f  an explicit scalar P A E  is transformed by a linear transformation (3.14) then 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of the CLaws of the original 
P A E  and the CLaws of the transformed PAE.
Proof. The transformation for the 2-D case is of the form
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Vm,n + 1
Ujn->rl,n m,n
Figure 3.2; Transformation of a quad-graph equation into Kovalevskaya form. The dashed lines 
show the initial conditions required to sweep out half the plane.
The effect of the shift operators on the transformed independent variables is
SmFi =  a(m  +  1) +  6?t. +  e =  fh +  a, Smh  =  c(m + 1 ) + dn + f  = h + c,
Snrn =  am  +  h{n +  1) -f e =  m +  6 , =  cm +  d{n +  1) +  /  =  n 4- d.
Thus
Q _ oa QC Q   ah ad
Therefore given a CLaw with densities F  and G,
(S „  -  I ) F  + (S„ -  I)G  = (S Î ss  -  I ) F  +  ( S i s i  -  I )G
=  ( S ^ - I )  f s g n ( a ) | : s r " " < “>‘+ ' ^ S S F  +  s g n ( 6 ) y : 5 r * ”<‘' ‘" * G +
i= l i= \
(%  -  / )  I sgn(c) t  +  sgn(d) ^ G
i= l i= l
(3.18)
where F  and G denote the densities in terms of the transformed variables and the second line is 
obtained by repeatedly summing by parts. From (3.18), it is clear that divergence expressions 
are transformed to divergence expressions. If the original CLaw is trivial of the second kind then 
it vanishes identically so the transformed CLaw must also vanish identically. If F|[A]=o =  0 and 
G'|[a ]=o =  0 then =  0 and =  0 s o  the new densities F  and G are trivial. Because
the transformation is invertible the converse is also true. The same reasoning applies to higher 
dimensional PAEs; thus the lemma is true. □
For example, when the quad-graph equations are transformed by (3.15), the transformed equa­
tion has CLaws with the densities
F  =  F  +  G, G =  Sn,G. 
To transform back to the quad-graph, use
m
n
1 - 1
0 1
m
n
(3.19)
(3 .20 )
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Then the densities for the CLaws are
F  = F - S - ^ G ,  G =  S - 'G .  (3.21)
It should be noted th a t in both cases, (3.19) and (3.21), the new densities will not be on the
initial conditions, but the difference equations can be used to pull them back. As a concrete
example, we show the three-point and five-point CLaws of the transformed dpKdV equation
(3.17) in Table 3.1 (where the tildes have been dropped and Um+i,n+j = Uij).
Table 3.1; Densities for the three and five point CLaws of transformed dpKdV
F i  =  — ( —1) ”^^^ (2^ 00^ 11  — — 2 wooUio +  a )
Gi =  ( - 1)"" ( 2 wio (u o -i +  -  « )
p2 = — {uqo — Uii) {uqqUh  — P) +  (uoo ~  Uio) (uoo^io ~  Cx)
G 2  -  (w io  -  u o - i  -  ,0 )  (« 1 0  ( « 0 - 1  +  )  -  “ )
Ê3 =  — ( — 1)’^ "*'^  («00^«11 — Uqq0  “b Ui i '^Uqq — UiiP — Uoo^«10 +  «OO^K — « 00« 10  ^ +  CK«lo)
Ô 3  =  ( - 1)"" (« 1 0  +  « 0 - 1  +  (%10 ( « 0 - 1  +
F4 =  (—1) ^ (—2 woo^«ii^ +  4:UiiUooj3 — -b 2 uoo^«io^ — 4uoo«ioO! +
G a =  ( - 1) ”" ( « 0( - i )  +  ^ 1% ; )  - 4 a u i o  ( « 0 - 1  +
=  - -  la  - ^ la  ( " 0- 11 - ;n^ T :Srnr-- " 0° )
Ô5 =  In ^« 1-1  +  { p - a )  ( « 0 - 2  +  u i - 2 - î i - i  ~  ^ 0 -1  “  «1-^ 1- “ 1,0 )  ~  “ 10)
Fe =  -  In («00  -b -  « o (-i)) +  In [m 'l f-u w ]
Ge = In -  a) ( « 0 - 2  +  ~  " 0 -1  “  «1- 1'-“ 10)  )
Fr — { m -  n)F5 +  nFe 
C ’Y = {jfi — n  "b l)C s +  tiGq
A system of difference equations is in Kovalevskaya form if it is in the form
«ni+icbn ~  ^  for 2 =  1 , . . . ,  g; (3.22)
here
z =  {n, Uj^i, . . . ,  • • • ) • • • > n ^ q -i}
where k i  < k^. The set u h  is the set of the dependent variable with the least shift in the
*0
n  direction th a t occurs in any of w^s. In addition the system has a non-degeneracy condition:
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there exist points . G uL such that 
#0 1 0
du)^  du)^
du)‘^
ôïïFT" • • • düT77
f o .
Given the initial conditions z, shifts of (3.22) can be used to find any point of the form for
j  > 3 E N.
Let
A* = Uj i^o — uj' ,^ where w* =  w%z)
and let [A ]^ represent a finite number of shifts of the PA B  th a t occur in an expression. 
Similarly let A  =  (A^, . . . ,  A^)^ and let [A] represent all possible shifts of the equations, so on 
solutions of (3.22), [A] =  0.
3.2.2 The characteristic
The characteristic of a given CLaw is defined in the same manner as for OAEs. Given the system 
of equations
==/!< +  w<, (3.24)
the shift operators are used to write any «m in terms of the initial conditions, z, and [A]. Let
C(z, [A]) be an expression such th a t C(z, [0]) =  0. Then
C (z,[A l)=  r ;^G(z,[AAi],(AA=] (AA’])rfA
J x = 0  "A
P  A ^C(z, [AA^], [AA^],. . . ,  [AA^])
--./A=o ) 6Üt;(Â2iT)
Now repeatedly summing by parts gives
C(z, [A]) =  ^  A' Æ7A, (C(z, [A]))!^^;,^ (fA +  DivF,
Ja=o
for some F, where
g ^ .(C (z , [A])) :=  F |(^,=„ =  0. (3.25)
Hence F i s a  trivial density of the first kind. If C(z, [A]) is a CLaw (i.e. a divergence expression), 
then by subtracting DivF from both sides of (3.25), the equivalent CLaw
C(z, [A]) =  C(z, [A]) -  DivF =  Q(z, [A]) • A
is obtained, where
Q*(z, [A]) :== /  (EA^(C(z, [A])))|^^;,^ dA. (3.26)
J x = o
The g-tuple Q is a multiplier of the system of equations, so being consistent with the continuous 
case and [30], it is defined to be the characteristic of the CLaw.
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A trivial characteristic is one that vanishes on solutions, so Q(z, [0]) =  0. For PDFs, the 
characteristic of a CLaw is trivial if and only if the CLaw is trivial. We will show that, with our 
definition of the characteristic (3.26), the same is true for PAEs. Observe that
Q*(z) := Q*(z, [0]) =  lim f  F^^t(C (z, [a*A]))|^^^^ dX = f  E^i[C(z,  [A]))|j^j_q dX 
=FAi(C(z, [A]))|[a]=o> (3.27)
so we need to prove that a CLaw is trivial if and only if Fa(C')|[a]=o =  0. We define Q(z), i.e. 
the characteristic evaluated on solutions, to be the seed of the CLaw.
3.2.3 A trivial CLaw implies a trivial characteristic
A trivial CLaw of the second kind (DivF =  0) vanishes identically, so the proof is immediate. 
However the first kind of triviality takes the form F(z, [0]) =  0. To deal with this we use the 
identity
%  (DivF(z, [A])) = F a« (Div (F(z, [A]) -  F(z, [0])))
= E » - ^  ( E  ^  t^i) -  M)) j +
(3.28)
Using the fact that
j
equation (3.28) simplifies to
y .  fdS iS iA ‘ , S F ‘(z,[A ])\ ^aF '(z,[A |)
E  ( , - s ^  ■ a s ,A ' )  =  E ‘ ' ■ dS iA '  '
F i,(D ivF (z , [A])) =  Y , S - J  ( H i  • (F '(z , [A]) -  F '(z , [0]))) .
From this, it immediately follows that
(FA, (DivF(z,[A])))|[^]_o==0 .
Thus Q|[a]=o =  0 .
3.2.4 A trivial characteristic implies a trivial CLaw
Having proved that the characteristic of a trivial CLaw is a trivial characteristic, trivial densities 
can be added to the densities of any CLaw, C(z, [A]), without affecting the value of Q. In 
particular, by noting that F(z, [A]) — F(z, [0]) is a trivial density of the first kind, any explicit 
dependence on [A] in the densities can be removed. Therefore it can be assumed w.l.o.g. that 
the densities of the CLaws do not depend explicitly on [A]. Hence the only kind of triviality 
that can occur is if the divergence expression vanishes identically.
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SmF
 |X  -  X |  X I - -JX--X|----- |_-Xf
'i I " "I
i X - ^ - X f  '
-î> 112
Figure 3.3: A graphical representation of the terms in the characteristic for a 2-dimensonal 
scalar PAE. The solid black box encloses points on which SmF  depends and the blue box 
encloses points on which S~ ^Sm F  depends. The dashed boxes enclose points on which (jJq - r , 
Woo and ujqr depend.
3.2.4.1 The 2-dimensional scalar case
We begin by illustrating the method of proof with a scalar 2-dimensional PAE, A =  Uko — w(z); 
the CLaw is assumed to depend on A to S ^ A .  This CLaw must have densities of the form
E  =  F (m ,n , uo , . . . , U k- i ) ,  and G =  G(m, n, u q , . . . ,  Uk-i),
where we use F  and G in preference to F^ and F^ respectively. Now 5„G cannot depend on 
any A terms because SnUik =  «i(fc+i) € Ui C z for z =  0 , . . . ,  A; — 1. Therefore the seed is
R
Q = Y ^ S J F (m  -t-1, n, u i , . . . ,  U k - i ,  [S^A  +  woj])
j=0 [A]=0
The shifts of 5 ^ F  on which Q depends are shown in Fig.3.3. Let uql 6  uq be the leftmost point 
in uo on which woo depends. Therefore
duoj
^«0(L+i)
dojQi
^«0(L+j)
So, when evaluated on solutions, each «o(L+i) G Uq point (the square points in Figure 3.3) is 
replaced by Woj (the discs in Figure 3.3) as an independent variable in Q, because the determinant 
of — jg non-zero. Thus
_ ^  d
Q = ^  ^ ^ F ( m  -b 1, n, u i , . . . ,  Uk-i, [wqj]).
This is effectively the discrete Euler operator for w, treating m  and the U; terms as parameters. 
The kernel of this operator (see Lemma 3.2.2) is made up of total divergences, (S'„ — /)/i, and 
functions of n  and u only. Thus if the characteristic is zero on solutions of the PAE then
F(m -bl, n, u i , . . . ,  Uk-i ,  [woj]) ={Sn  -  I)h{m+1, n,  U i , . . . ,  Uk-i,  [woj])+
+ /(m-bl ,  n, u i , . . . ,  Uk-i),
for some / ,  and so
F (z )  =  {Sn -  / ) / i ( m , n , u o , . . . , U k - 2 , [«(&-!);]) +  / ( m ,  n, u o , . . . ,  Uk-z).
Adding the trivial density
Ft  =  -  (5„ - / ) / i ( m , n , u o , . . . , U k - 2 ,[«(fc-i)j]),
Gy — (^Sm /)/z(?7l, 7Z , U q ,  . . .  , Uk—2 >  [ « ( f c — l ) j ] ) >
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to the original densities gives the equivalent densities
F  =  / ( m ,n ,u o , . .. ,Uk_2 ), G = G +  (5 ^  -  I)h.
The G  density may contain A terms bu t these can be removed by adding a trivial density. Thus 
the divergence expression for these densities cannot contain any A terms, so in order for it to 
be a CLaw it must vanish identically and is thus trivial.
3 .2 .4 .2  T h e  g en e ra l case
For a system of q equations in Kovalevskaya form the seed of a CLaw is
d d SiF ^
[A=0]
a s j A '
(3.29)
[A=0]
The simphhcation is because the unshifted densities only have arguments in z so the terms 
must only have arguments in z for z =  2 , . . ,  ,p. The only way for shifts of the equation to appear 
in the CLaw is by shifting in the n} direction. Thus the p-tuple J  can be assumed to have the 
form (0 , j 2, j 3, . . .  ,jp). Because only derivatives of S iF ^  appear in (3.29), no terms in for 
a  =  0 , . . . ,  Ç occur explicitly in Q. Therefore, because the difference equation is in Kovalevskaya 
form, and in particular the non-degeneracy condition (3.23) holds, the wjs can be treated as 
independent variables. Thus (3.29) becomes
Q“(n .u . H )  =  =: (3.30)
here u  represents arguments from |1 <  z <  A: — 1, a  =  1 , . . . ,  g}. The operator F ^  is formed 
by having as each component. This is the Euler-operator for the functions w which treats 
v} and the u  terms as parameters.
L em m a 3 .2 .2 . The kernel of consists of sums of functions that are independent of any ojs, 
together with total divergences in the directions z' =  2 , . . .  ,p.
Proof. If /  =  / ( n ,  u) then it is immediate th a t /  G ker(F^). Therefore assume th a t /  =  
/ ( n ,u ,  [w]). Let
w“ :=  Awq +  (1 — A)g“ (n, u),
where g“ is a function of our choice (which can usually be the zero function). Then observe th a t 
by summing by parts, if there are p independent variables.
/ ( n ,  u, [ujx]) =  u))dX a, 3
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The second summation in (3,31) does not contain z =  1 because the ws are only shifted in the 
n ^ , . . .  ,nP directions. So integrating (3.31) w.r.t. A, /  satisfies
/(n , u, [w]) -  /(n ,  u, [g]) =  Z W  (/(" ' k^])) d \ +
p r l
+  ' y  ~  I)  I  /z*(n, u, [w], A) dA.
i =2  J X = o
Therefore if Eu,(f) =  0 then / (n ,u ,  [w]) =  -  jr)F"Xn, u, [w]) +  (n, u) for some
functions whereH^{n, u) =  /(n , u, [g]), H\n, u, [w]) =  [  h\n,u, [w]), A) dX, for z = 2 , . . .  ,p.
J x = o
□
Hence the characteristic is zero on solutions if and only if
p
— I ) W { n  +  l i ,  u, [w]) +  / ( n  +  l i ,  u)
i =2
and so
p
F " =  +  / ( » '
i =2
Therefore adding the trivial density 
p
F i .  =  - Y i S i - I ) H ‘ { z ) ,  F i .  =  { S i - I ) H ‘ { n , z )  i  =  2 , . . . , p ,  (3 .32)
t=2
to the densities of the CLaw, gives an equivalent CLaw which is trivial, because shifts of the 
densities must stay on the initial conditions. Hence the divergence expression can only vanish if 
it does so identically.
3.2.5 Example: the characteristic on solutions for dpKdV
To demonstrate the use of the characteristic, we calculate the seeds (using MAPLE) of the CLaws 
in Table 3.1 of the transformed dpKdV equation (3 .17) .  The seeds are displayed in Table 3 .2, 
and are expressed in terms of ws because treating these as independent variables leads to more 
compact expressions than pulling back to write each Qi in terms of z.
Now the transformed dpKdV equation also has the following CLaw
F  =  ( - i r "  (2«11 («01 +  - / ? )  +  ( - 1 ) ”“" ' ( “  - 2«11 («00 +
G  ( _ 2  ( n o ,  +  m o  ) )  +
y  V \  «10-«11/ V « 1 -1 -« 1 0 //
+  M T Ü  (g  /  +  _  2 E
y  \ \  «10-«11/ V «10 -  «11 /  /
y  \ \  « 1 0  — «11 /  V «1 - 1  — «1 0
p  — a  , P — a
y  — — «0 - 1 ----------------b « 0 0  +
« 1 - 1  — « 1 0  « 1 0  — «11
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Table 3.2: Seeds of the transformed dpKdV
Q 2 — —2«iiWoo +  o; +  « 11  ^ +  2«ioWqo — P — u\çp
Qz — ( —1)^ (—2«iiWqo + Q: — «11^  + 2«ioWoo — P +  «10^ )
Qa — 4 (—1) (—«ll^Woo +  OiUii +  «lo^woo — Pu\oj
Q5 — -  {P — oi) (woo -  Woi) ^ («11 +  U)fo-Zoi -  «12) +
+  (woo —  (^1)  ^+  (/3 —  a) (wo_i —  Woo) ^ («10 +  ~  «11^ —  («’-1 —  ^ 00)
Qe — — (woo — woi)  ^ +  {P — a) (woo — woi)  ^(«11 + cJoo-woi “ 1^0) +
+  (wo-l —  Woo)  ^ — {P — Oi) (wo-1 —  Woo) ^ («10 +  0)0-1^0)00 ~  '“ l-l)
- 1
Q r - { P -  Oi) (wo -  W oi)  ^ (« 1 1  +  woo-woi ~  ^ 1 2 ) -  W00-UÔ7 +  ( « i  -  « )  <?5 +  0)0- 1- 1J ^ ' ^
+nQ e +  ^ (^  — ex) (woo — woi)  ^ («11  +  ~  i^ o - i  — ^ 00)
However, this CLaw’s seed is 2 (—1)”^  (—«10 + « ii)  =  Qi. Thus it is equivalent to the first CLaw 
in Table 3.1. In fact it was constructed by shifting the densities of the first CLaw forwards in 
both directions and then pulling back to the initial conditions. This illustrates the use of the 
seeds in giving a complete characterization of equivalent CLaws.
3.3 The Gardner CLaws for dpKdV
In [51] Rasin and Schiff used a discrete version of the Gardner transformation to construct an 
infinite number of CLaws for the dpKdV equation (3.16). They showed th a t these CLaws were 
distinct by taking a continuum hmit and showing th a t the resulting CLaws for the continuous 
equation are distinct. By using the characteristic we show th a t the CLaws they found are distinct 
without having to take a continuum limit.
In this section, we consider the dpKdV equation on the quad-graph rather than in Kovalevskaya 
form. The dpKdV equation can be solved for any of the points on the quad-graph; hence we 
choose the initial conditions z =  {m, n, « jo ,« - ji ,  «ofclbi> G N, A: G Z} which are shown by dashed 
lines in Figure 3.4.
The densities for the CLaws they generated are the F^s  and G j’s in the expansion of
/  1 00 \  00
F  = — ln(«io — «01) — In I 1 4 ' Z  «00 I ~  (3.33)
V  “ 10- « 01^  J  ^
(  . 00 \  00
1 4— ^  ^   ^«00  ^ j =  In e 4~ ^   ^ , (3.34)
«00 i=l /
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“1.1
Figure 3.4: The figure on the left shows the densities for the third CLaw in the hierarchy; on 
the right the extreme shifts of the densities in the characteristic are shown.
in powers of e. Where
1
^00 — ^ 2 0 ^00 =  — - ——  7 /.r»r\ *Woo “  W20
and Vqq is referred to as the order v term.
To prove that the CLaws are distinct the following lemma is used. 
L em m a 3.3.1.
d (3.35)
(3.36)
Proof. The basic case, a  =  1, is immediate. Therefore assume it is true for a  =  A: — 1, where 
k  > 2 .  For each i G N,
■Woo 1 Wio~'^^+Wr
d .(k) 1 ^
^W(fc4-i) 0  Wnn — Won 1 V du\ J =1 (fc+i)0 '“ '■■ '■"’ " ■ « s i s  ( » ' • « - ” )  I
The first term  in the summation is zero for all j  using (3.36), because the highest value j  can 
take is A: — 1 but the lowest value of % is 1. Similarly for all j  >  2 the second term  vanishes, so 
only one term  is left
d ,(fc)''oo
d
^00 (3.37)
Thus, using the inductive assumption, if î  =  1 then (3.37) is non-zero and if % >  1, (3.37) is 
zero. □
Thus for a  >  1 
d  ( v ^
dU(^a+2 )0  \
d
du^00 (a + 2 )0
(  d
\dU(^a+l)0 J
Woo l^ f  0 .
Also, as the second factor in (3.38) doesn’t  depend on woo,
d d ( a + l )^00
duoo dU(^a+2) 0  V
(3.38)
(3.39)
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Expanding out (3.34) shows th a t the highest order v term  in G a is ( ■ ) for a  >  1 thus,
° /  c .+ i)\
using Lemma 3.3.1, this is the only term in Ga to depend on U(^a+2 )o- Therefore S 2 ( ■- ) is
V ^00 J
the only term  in the CLaw to depend on W(a+2)i and so depend on because S i F  depends
only on points in z except for u n  (see Fig.3.4). Thus the characteristic on solutions is
a s jA
(a+2)0 \ i/nn / / [^|=o
The final term  is the only term  to depend on w_(a4_i),i, as the other terms are not shifted as far 
back, i.e. using (3.39)
+ ( Ç ) )  f  0.
therefore this term cannot be a hnear combination of the other terms. Therefore the char­
acteristic does not vanish on solutions of dpKdV, so the CLaw is non-trivial. Furthermore 
the lower-order CLaws (those with densities F i , . . . ,  F a - i  and G i , . . . ,  G a - i )  do not depend on 
u _(q,+i)i , s o  the a  CLaw cannot be a linear combination of these CLaws. Thus the CLaws 
generated by the Gardner transformation are distinct.
Recently Rasin [46] has used the Gardner method to  generate an infinite hierarchy of CLaws 
for all the equations in the ABS classification and one asymmetric equation, however he has not 
shown th a t these CLaws are distinct from one another. Therefore it would be interesting to see 
if the above method for the dpKdV can be applied to  these hierarchies of CLaws to show th a t 
they are distinct, or, if this is not possible, th a t the seed can be used in a different manner to 
show the same result.
3.4 N oether’s Theorem
The most im portant application for characteristics of CLaws is in proving the converse of 
Noether’s theorem for difference equations; therefore providing the difference equation analogue 
of Alonso’s result [37]. The version of Noether’s theorem presented here is due to Hydon [27]. 
Given a Lagrangian, L, the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by
0  =  E(L), where E  =  (F i, . . . ,E q )  and =  5 _ j  a = l , . . . , q .
An infinitesimal symmetry generator
^  =  (3.40)
a=l
where Q =  (Q ^,. . . ,  Q^)'^ is the characteristic of the symmetry, is a variational symmetry if
E(% L) =  0.
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Therefore X L  must be a total divergence
E  =  E ( ' ^ '  -  i ) f -  (341)
J,a t=l
Summation by parts is then used to rewrite (3.41) as
Q ■ E(L) =  Y .  <?“ S „(I.) =  Y  =  E ( '5 i  -  (3.42)
a J,a ^n+J /
Thus if Q is the characteristic for a variational symmetry it is also the characteristic for a CLaw 
of the Euler-Lagrange equations (A  =  E(L)). Two variational symmetries are equivalent if they 
differ by a symmetry whose characteristic vanishes on solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
- i.e. a trivial symmetry. Therefore, if the Euler-Lagrange equations can be put in Kovalevskaya 
form, in which case the CLaw is trivial only if the characteristic vanishes on solutions, there is 
a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of variational symmetries and CLaws.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we have provided a definition for characteristics for CLaws of explicit difference 
equations and shown there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of CLaws 
and characteristics. Thus the characteristics provide a systematic method to determine whether 
two CLaws are equivalent. Using the characteristics we have then shown there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between variational symmetries and CLaws of Euler-Lagrange equations in 
Kovalevskaya form.
The primary use of the characteristic is to identify when CLaws are equivalent. We have demon­
strated  this by using the characteristic to show that the infinite hierarchy of CLaws generated 
by the Gardner transformation for the dpKdV equation are distinct.
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Chapter 4
A N ew  Approach to Finding  
CLaws
In the previous chapter we showed how characteristics evaluated on solutions of the difference 
equations (which we term  seeds) identify equivalence classes of CLaws. In this chapter we show 
the seeds are in the kernel of the adjoint of the linearized symmetry condition (ALSC). This 
yields a new method for constructing CLaws of difference equations, similar to the methods 
used to find symmetries. However to use this method, we need to be able to reconstruct the 
CLaws from the seeds. This is more complex than the equivalent problem for PDEs because the 
seed may not itself be a characteristic and so we simply cannot use a homotopy operator on the 
product of the seed and the difference equation. Therefore we begin this chapter by showing 
how to reconstruct CLaws from seeds. We then show th a t the seeds are in the kernel of the 
ALSC. Finally we show how to construct CLaws for various quad-graph equations, generating 
new five-point CLaws.
4.1 Reconstruction of CLaws from Seeds
A characteristic for a CLaw in general depends on shifts of the difference equations. If the 
characteristic is known then the densities for the CLaw can, in principle, be reconstructed using 
homotopy operators [29]. However, it is the seed, i.e. the characteristic evaluated on solutions, 
th a t identifies equivalence classes of CLaws. In §4.2, we show th a t the seed is in the kernel of 
the adjoint of the hnearized symmetry condition evaluated on solutions (4.8). Therefore it is 
desirable to be able to reconstruct the CLaws from the seed, which may not be a characteristic, 
in which case homotopy operators cannot be used immediately.
The key to the reconstruction of CLaws from Q is Lemma 3.2.2. By choosing suitable g°^s in 
the functions U)f =  Awq +  (1 — A)p“ (n, u),
F ^ (n -t- li ,u , [w]) = ^ (w g ^ -£?“) [  Q ^ { n , u , [ u j x \ ) d \ +
a  “'•^ =0
m
+  u, [w]) -f / ( n  -f- l i ,  u).
i =2
The W  terms can be set to zero w.l.o.g. by adding a trivial CLaw (3.32); their contribution to
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the CLaw is placed on the other densities, which have not yet been determined. Thus
F ^ ( n + l i , u , [ w ] )  =  -5r“ ) /  Q “ (n,u,[wA])rfA +  / ( n + l i , u ) .  (4.1)
In general, Q, and as a result (4.1), contains negative shifts of w. A more compact expression 
for (4.1) is obtained by adding expressions of the form (3.32) to remove these terms. Shifting 
a CLaw gives an equivalent CLaw, so we can assume th a t SiF^  has only positive shifts of w. 
In this case the negative shifts of w occurring in Q are the result of negatively shifting various 
derivatives of SiF^  (see (3.30) and Figure 3.3). Equation (4.1) is a sum of terms; the term with 
the most negative shift of ui in the direction will not contain the most positive shift of w. 
Therefore adding {Si — I)  of this term  to (4.1) will give an equivalent expression th a t is more 
compact. Continuing this process gives a reconstruction for SiF ^  th a t has no negative shifts of 
w.
Equation (4.1) (or its simphfied version as discussed above) provides aU the uj dependence of 
the CLaw. Having found the u) dependence, a characteristic for the CLaw can be calculated by 
replacing Wj in (4.1) with +  Wj and applying (3.26), so
Q“ (z, [A]) =  f F A “ ( F ^ ( n  +  li, u, [A +  wo]))1ai-).aa <^ A. (4.2)
J A=0
Thus the CLaw can be written as
C = Q(z, [A]) • A  =  ^  Q“ (z, [uiiQ -  w '^(z)])««o -  w°=(z)).
a = l
Homotopy operators [29] can then be used to find the densities. Alternatively, once the oj 
dependence has been found, the arbitrary function /  and the other densities can be found using 
a shortened version of the direct construction method [26].
4.1.1 Example: reconstruction of CLaws of dpKdV
Using MAPLE we can reconstruct the CLaws from the characteristics on solutions of dpKdV 
given in §3.2.5. For these examples we can choose p(n, u) =  0, so ujx =  Awqo (in practice we 
s ta rt with this choice and only change it if we cannot evaluate the integral). The fourth CLaw 
in Table 3.1 has the fourth seed given in Table 3.2. Thus
F{in F  l,n ,u io ,u ii ,o joo) = ujqo I  —4 ( —1) (—Awoo^n^U awn+wjo^Awoo^/^^io) (4.3)
J x = o
+  / ( m + l , n , U i o , w i i )
=  ^00 (~2 (—1)”^(—Woo^ii^+Wio^Woo) ( ~ l ) ”^(û:Wll ~/5wio)) +
+  / ( m  +  l,n ,w io ,w ii). (4.4)
From §4.1, a characteristic is
Q(z, A) = J  ^^(A-+woo)(—2 (—1)^(—(A-fwoo)wn^-buio^(A-l-Woo))~4(“ l ) ”^(Q;î^ii~/5uio))
=  — 2 (—1) (—Awii^ +  r^io^A — 20^00^11  ^T  2uiq^u3qq +  2oiU\\ — 2/3Wio) •
dX,
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Thus
C —Q A  — 2 (—1) (u2i — Woo) (—^ 11^^21 — WooWii  ^+  ^ 10^^21 +  ^lo^woo +  2d; u n  — 2/3uio) ,
=2 (—l) ’^ (0+ o;— U2 1 U1 0 —U0 0 U1 0 —U2 1 U11 —uqqUh) (^21^ 10—U21W11 —woo'^io+^oo^ii —/3 F a ) .
(4.5)
This is a total divergence, so applying the homotopy operator [29] gives the required densities
F  =  — — ( —1 ) { 4 u i q U q — \ ^  +  20uoO(5 ^11 +  4 w _ i i a w o i  +  2 u — i q U q i ^  — lO u o o ^ ^ ii^ )  +
— — (—1)*^  (uoo^W-i(-i)^ — 2uoo/?w_i(_i) — 4rtoo^ -ioCK — IOuqoWiock + 2u_io^woo )^ +
— — (—1)^  (7woi^uii^ — 1Aolui\Uq\ — u—iq^uq-^ — 2uio^uo— — 2uoi^w—11  ^+  Suoo^^io^),
G = — (—1)”  ^ (—IOU10W20Û; +  2u_io^uoo^ — î^io^^o-i^ — Suoo^wio^) +
+  g (—1)”  ^ (—2wooj5w_i(_i) +  lOuooWioo; +  uoo^%/-i(-i)^ +  2uioUo-i/3)
+  — (—1)”  ^ {Au2 QU\—\PF^ui(^U 2Q^ —2 u 2 ^ u i —-^—AuQQU—iQOi — Vlnj3^ +  12na^) .
Note th a t these densities contain points of the form u - i j  and U 2j .  Therefore to write these 
densities on z they need to be shifted forwards and then the dpKdV equation (3.17) used to pull 
all terms back onto the initial conditions, leading to even longer expressions. Finally, setting 
[A] terms to zero gives an equivalent CLaw with densities on z. Once in this form, (3.30) can 
be used to verify the seed. It is not necessary to pull the density back to the initial conditions 
to verify the seed: by treating u^i etc. as functions of z and [A], (3.27) can be used to calculate 
the seed, however due to the functional nature of the expressions care must be taken.
In practice it is much easier to use the direct construction method, which leads to more compact 
expressions for the densities. Starting from (4.4), we can use the direct construction method. 
The densities are
F  = w ii^—2 (—1)”’' ^{—u i \Uqi^Fuq(^u \i)  — 4(—1) (o;ttoi —/?wqo)  ^+ / (m ,n , Moo,^oi),
G = G (m ,n , m q o , m i o ) .
Thus substituting these into the CLaw and evaluating on solutions gives
c = L o + - ^ ) f - 2 ( - i r f - L o + ^ ^ ) , . u ^ w L o o + ^ ^ ) )  +
V  w i o ^ i i y V  V  \  W i o - W n y  V  U i o - U u j j
— 4 ( — l ) ^ { a u i i — j 3 u i Q ) ) — u i i  2 ( —1 ) ^  ~ 4 ( —1 ) ”  ^ ^ ( o ; w o i — / ? m o q ) ^ +
+  /  (m +  l,n,M io,M ii) -  /  (m,n,Moo, wqi) +  G (m ,n  +  1 ,mqi,mii) -  C  (m, n,Moo, uiq)
which must be zero. Now by differentiating we obtain
0 =
Ô U q q Ô U q i  d U Q Q Ô U Q i  ’
Thus /  =  / (m ,n ,  Moo) +  /i(m ,n , m o i ) ;  however, h can be set to zero by adding a trivial CLaw, 
so th a t it is absorbed by G. Thus
0 =  ——  =  4 (—1)^ wii^Moi +  4 (—1)”’'"^  ^MiiQ; +  —— G (m ,n  +  1 ,moi,mh) ,
OMoi GMoi
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and therefore
(m , n ,  Moo, w io ) =  “ 2 ( —1) wio^moo^ +  4 ( —1) mioQ: woo +  5 (m , n , m io) .
Now
0 =
duoo duoo
and so /  =  f{ m ,n ) .  The final differentiation is
0 =  —  =  - - ^
9mio 9mio ’
so g = g(m, n). The CLaw now simplifies to
(S „  -  / ) / (m ,  n) + (S„ -  I)g{m, n) =  2 ( - 1 ) ”* - 2  { - I f '
a solution of which is /  =  0 and g = 2 n{oP‘ — /3^)(—1)” .^ So the reconstructed densities are
F  =2Mii ( — 1)^  (—MiiMoi  ^+  Moo^Wii +  20!Moi — 2/?Moo) ,
G =2 (—1)^ (~wio^Moo^ T  2 Mioo; Moo T  c^n  — ,
which are equivalent to the densities found by the homotopy method, as they have the same
seed.
For a more complicated example, consider the densities of the sixth Claw of dpKdV shown in 
Table 3.1. Its characteristic on solutions is found in Table 3.2; it depends on wo_i, Woo and woi. 
The characteristic is constructed so th a t terms depending on wo_i do not depend on woi. The 
term  th a t depends on wo-i is
/ii(m , n, u i ,  wo-i, Woo) := (wo-i — Woo)  ^—(/5—a)(w o_i—woo)  ^    w i_i) .V Wo_i —Woo /
Then let
/i2(m ,n , u i , w o o , W o i )  :=uJooQ6 (rn ,n ,u i ,  [Aw]) +  {Sn -  I)  (woo/ii(n, ui, [Aw]))
Woo^io —  WoiM i o  —  WooWll +  WoiMii
—A Woo^ii T  A Woo^io “  ^  WoiMio — /3 +  A WqiMh +  cx ’ 
which is a function th a t only depends on woo and woi, which is integrated w.r.t. A to obtain an 
expression for SmF,
SmF\[A]^0 = J /l2rfA +  / (m  +  l,n,M io,M ii,M i2)
/ — WooMii +  Woo^ l O  ~  W o i M i o  —  ^  +  WoiMii +  a A  , \
=  - l n  ( -------------------------- - P F  a --------------------------J  1 ,? ,^ ^ 10, ^ 11, ^ 12).
(4.6)
In principle, the characteristic can be calculated from (4 .6) and the homotopy operator used to 
find densities for the CLaw. However, as was demonstrated in reconstructing the fourth CLaw, 
the direct construction method is preferable.
By relabehng (4 .6) and choosing G  to depend on appropriate values of m, the densities have the 
form
F  =  - I n ( -^11^01 +  " " " 0 0  -  "1 ^ 0 °  - P  + +  " )  + / n , n o „ , « 02),
\  - p  F  a  J
G =G  (m, n, Moo, M^ o, ^ 01, ^ 11) •
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The dependence on the dpKdV equation is already determined by (4.6), so all th a t needs to 
be determined is the arbitrary function /  and the density in the n  direction: G. These form a 
CLaw so they must satisfy
^  (î^io —■^ii) (“ ï^nwoi+wii^oo—W12W00—^ + m i2Moi+û;)'\ , .
c  =  - I n  4 ------------------------ j  + /  (m +  1. n, n.o, +
, 1 /  —MiiUol +  UllMoo — M12M00 — ^  +  Wl2?^01 +  OîA r,  \ ,
+  ln I --------------------------- p  + a --------------------------J  -  /  Woo, woi, W02) +
+  G ( m ,n +  1 ,moi,mii,mo2 ,wi2) -  C(m,n,moo,wio, «01,«11 ) =  0
By differentiating G w.r.t. the continuous variables, linear differential equations are obtained for 
the unknown equations. By differentiating w.r.t. to variables on the bottom  row, we eliminate 
S m f  and by choosing the most extreme point in the bottom  row on which S^G  depends, M02, G  
is also ehminated. Differentiating again gives
0  =  ^ ^  =  - E ( _ ,
^Moo^Mo2 duQQ0 UQ2
SO /  =  fi{m,n,UQo,UQi) + / 2 (m, n, mqi, «02). However /g can be set to zero w.l.o.g. by the 
addition of a trivial density which is absorbed by f i  and G. As a result
0 =  —  =
dUQ2 dUQ2
hence G = G{m,n, Uqo, u io ,u u ) .  Now
0
5^000^01 auooauoi
so / i  =  / 2 (m, n. Moo), where a trivial CLaw has been added to remove the other arbitrary 
function. As a result
ac _  ÔS2 G
duQi duQi
so Gj =  G(m,n,M io,M ii). Finally (on the bottom  row) differentiate w.r.t. Moo to obtain
Q dC  d f 2 ^
duQo duoo ’
so /2  =  fz{'m,n).  Having found all the dependence of /  on the continuous variables, when 
differentiating w.r.t. variables on the next row only the G functions will occur; by choosing an 
extreme point in the n  direction only one of these functions can occur. So
ac , ac
0 — —  — — (Mio — Wii) —
aMio aMio
Therefore G — — ln(Mio — Mu) +  g {m ,n ,u i i ) .  The final differential equation is
0 ^ _ £ C  ^_Ô S_
aMii aMii ’
so g =  g{m,n).  Thus, to complete the reconstruction, the following difference equation needs to 
be satisfied
fs  {m F  l ,n )  -  fs  (m, n) +  (m, n  +  1) -  ^ (m, n) =  0 .
By setting f 3 = g==0 this is satisfied. So the reconstructed CLaw has densities
/  —MiiMoi +  miiMqo — M12M00 —/? +  W12M01 +  o;
----------------------
G =  — In (Mio — Mil) '
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4.2 The Adjoint of the Linearized Sym m etry Operator
The Gateaux derivative of an r-tuple P  £ is the operator Dp : A'^ defined in [29]  ^ by
e->0 \  (
= — P[u + eQ[u]]
e=0
ExpUcitly, the Gâteaux derivative of P  is the r x  q matrix shift operator with entries
Qpi
(Dp)io; ' ^  ] n a Î =  1, . . . , r, CK =  1, . . . , Ç.
m  ^ ^ n + m
Therefore its adjoint with respect to the £ 2  inner product is
,r, a  = 1 , . . .  ,q.
  /  Qpi \
( D p ) a i  =  ^ 2  ( Î =  1, . .
\  OUn+rn J
Consequently the Euler operator, E, is defined by
F (P M ) =  D M 1).
So using the Leibniz rule, for two r-tuples P  and Q,
F (F  . Q) =  =  D^(Q) +  D^(P). (4.7)
A vector field X  = acting on an r-tuple P  can now be written as
pr X (P ) =  D p(Q ).
Thus, given a system of I difference equations, A  =  0, the linearized symmetry condition is
0 =  E a (Q)|[a ]=o •
The Euler operator acting on a expression is zero if and only if th a t expression is a to tal divergence 
[29]. Therefore an Ltuple Q is a characteristic of a CLaw if and only if
0 =  F ( Q A )  =  D:^(Q) +  D^(A ).
Restricting this to solutions of the difference equations gives a necessary condition for Q to be 
a characteristic:
0=D1(Q)I[AMO- (4.8)
In other words, the characteristics are members of the kernel of the adjoint of the hnearized 
symmetry condition (ALSC), restricted to solutions. Arriola [10] showed th a t (4.8) must be 
satisfied for first integrals of autonomous ordinary difference equations.
We illustrate the above with an GAE of the form
A  = U2 — w(n, Mo, Ml) — 0 ,
^In this paper it is called a Fréchet derivative.
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where Ui =  Un+i- The linearized symmetry condition for the equation is
pr A (A ) =  -  (5 iQ )w ,2(n,Mo,Mi) -  Qw,i(n, wq, wi) =  0, when [A] =  0 .
Thus
D a = 5 ^  -  w,2(n, Mo, mi)5^ -  w,i(n, Mo, mi)J,
D a  =3^"^ -  S~^{u)^2 {n ,U o,ui))S-^  -uj^i{n,UQ,Ui)I.
Given a CLaw in characteristic form, C  =  Q(n,Mo,Mi,M2 — w)(m2 — w), applying the Euler 
operator will give
° ' i jp ^ )  + ' { 'à f
=  (Q,1 — W,iQ,3)(m2 — w) +   ^ ((Q,2 — <^,2 Q,z){u2 ~  w)) + (Q,s(w2 ~  w))
+  — Sn^{u^2 Q) — W,iQ.
Restricting this to solutions of the equation then gives the desired result,
0 =  (S~'^Q — ^(w,2Q) — w,iQ) |[A ]=o =  D a (Q ) |[ a ]= o-
This expression now contains backwards shifts of both Q and w, therefore m _ 2  and m _ i  are 
considered as the initial conditions, so when evaluated on solutions Mo =  w(n — 2 , m _ 2 , m _ i )  etc.
The linearized symmetry condition for quad-graph equations th a t have been transformed into 
Kovalevskaya form, M21 =  w(moo, wio, ^ ii)  (where the dependence on m  and n  is not shown), is
-Qw,i(moo, w io ,M il)-(S '^g)w ,2 (woo,« 10, w n )-(5 ^5 ,^Q )w  s(moo, wio, '“n )Ia= o  
It is easiest to demonstrate (4.8) by changing co-ordinates:
Z i j  = U i j ,  j  e Z , i £  {0,1},
S m S iA  =M(2+i)(i+j) -  «(i+ t)j,«(i+ i)(i+ j)) j  e Z , i £  No,
The partial derivatives needed for the Euler operator transform to
W,2 («0;, U i j , Mi(i+j)) . - W,3 (Mo(j_i) , «l(j-l), «Ij) _ _x_i . +
q s^ s h a 'Jm‘- '2
Therefore given a CLaw in characteristic form (where w.l.o.g. the characteristic only depends on 
shifts of the equation in the n  direction) applying the Euler operator gives 
2
i=o.i
=(-Woo,l<? -  %XW00,2Q) -  S4'S4l(w oo,3Q ) +  +  E  ^
+E V  (a ( g  (a - “oo-).3^|§^)))
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Therefore, restricting this to solutions of the difference equation gives
0 =  ( —WoO.lQ — <S^m^(^00,2Q) — ^(W oo.sQ) +  ^Q )|[A ]=0,
which is the desired result.
This result suggests a new method for directly constructing CLaws of difference equations fol­
lowing th a t of [8 , 9] for differential equations. Find functions Q  th a t satisfy (4.8), using methods 
similar to those used to find symmetries of difference equations. Then find additional constraints 
on Q  by applying the difference Euler operator to QA. Then reconstruct the densities using 
homotopy operators or inspection.
4.3 Finding CLaws for Quad-Graph Equations
We now use the above theory to find CLaws for quad-graph equations. By working with the 
equations on the quad-graph,
A =  M il  -  w ( m ,  n ,  Moo, « 1 0 ,  « o i ) ,
rather than in Kovalevskaya form, Rasin and Hydon’s method for finding symmetries of quad- 
graph equations [50] can be adapted to find characteristics on solutions. Shifting the ALSC (4.8) 
gives
0 =  {Q — S n  ( w ^ s Q )  — S m  ( w , s Q )  ~  S m S n  ( w , i Q ) )  , ( 4-9)
and we search for solutions of (4.9) which are pulled back onto the initial conditions z =
{ m , n , U i o , U o j } ,  which we term  the c r o s s .  To illustrate some of the assumptions we can make 
about the form of the solutions, suppose
Q =  Q(m, n ,  m _ 2 o , « 0 - 2 ,  « -lo , « 0 - 1 ,  « 0 0 ,  « 1 0 ,  « 0 1 ,  « 2 0 ,  « 0 2 ) ;
the ALSC for this choice of Q  is depicted in Figure 4.1 which helps us see which terms depend 
on which initial conditions. To solve (4.9) on the cross, the quad-graph equation needs to be 
solved for its different terms and shifted appropriately; we denote the solutions in the different 
directions by
M il  = w ( m ,  n ,  Moo, « 1 0 ,  « 0 1 ) ,  « - 1 - 1  =  H ( m ,  n ,  M o _ i ,  m _ i o .  Moo),
M _ i i  = H p ( m ,  M , M _ i o , M o o , « o i ) ,  M i _ i  =  H p ( m , n ,  M o - i , M o o , « i o ) -  (4 .10)
Differentiating (4.9) w.r.t. m _ 2 o and mo_ 2  gives the necessary condition
0 =  —- - - - - - - % Q ( m ,  M, M _ 2 o ,  « 0 - 2 ,  « 0 - 1 ,  « 0 0 ,  « 1 0 ,  « 0 1 ,  « 2 0 ,  « 0 2 ) ;
d u - 2oduo- 2
hence
Q  = A { m ,  n , M o - 2 , « - i o ,  « 0 - 1 ,  « 0 0 , « 1 0 ,  « 0 1 ,  « 2 0 ,  « 0 2 ) +
+  B { m ,  n ,  m _ 2 o ,  « 0 , - 1 ,  « - 1 0 ,  « 0 0 ,  « 1 0 ,  « 0 1 ,  « 2 0 ,  « 0 2 ) -
Differentiating (4.9) w.r.t. mo_ 2  and m _ io  now gives
0  =  —- - - - - - - -------- A ( m , n ,  m o - 2 ,  « - 1 0 ,  « 0 - 1 ,  « 0 0 ,  « 1 0 ,  « 0 1 ,  « 2 0 ,  « 0 2 ) ,
a M - i o a M o -2
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Figure 4.1: Pictorial representation of the ALSC (4.9)
and differentiating (4.9) w.r.t. uo_i and (1 .-2 0  gives
d u - 2oduQ^i 
Therefore (after relabeling)
B[m,n,  u_ 2o, uo,-i, ii_io, uqo, uio, uoi, 1^ 20, 1^ 02)-
Q =A(m, n, uq-2 , Uq-i? wqo, %do, ^01, ^ 20, 'Uo2)+.B(m, n, u_2o, u_io, uqo, wio» ^ 01, ^20, 1^ 02)+  
+  C{jn, n, u - i o ,  t t o - i ,  uoo, Wio, ^01,^20, ^02)-
Differentiating (4.9) w.r.t. Uo-2  and u^q now gives
a 2
0 =
dU3Qduo-2
(('S'TMW3)A(m+l,n, ^Qr , ui_i, wio, U20, «11,^30, «12)),
so applying the chain rule (because ^Ür  depends on tto_2) and then shifting appropriately, 
we obtain
0 ■A{m, n, Uq-2 i ^0- 1, ^00, WiO) t^oi, %20, ^ 02)-
du2oduQ_ 2  
Therefore
A =  Al(m, n, mo-2> ^0- 1, %do, %do, uqi, ^ 02) + A2 (m, n, mq-i, uoo, ^^ 10, aoi, %20, ^02)-
The function A2 can be absorbed into C, so it can be set to be zero w.l.o.g. Now differentiating 
(4.9) w.r.t. wo-2  and U20 gives
0 —
du2oduQ- 2
(w 3(m + l, n, Mio, %20, M ii)A l(m +l, n, ^Ür , u i_ i, uiq, U20, %ii,Mi2)) ,
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which, after using the chain rule and shifting, becomes
^2
0 =  ---- %------(w 3 (^> U q o , Ulo, uoi)A l(m ,n, uo_2,uo-i,uoo,^lo, 1^ 01,^ 02)) •
auioouo-2
Hence
A l = ^ n , „ o -i,«00,« 10.« 01, w»:).oj,3{m,n,uoo,Uio,uoi)
As before, A12 can be absorbed into C  and we note that A ll  contains only terms on the vertical 
axis (m =  0). By performing the same analysis for the B  term (i.e. differentiating w.r.t. it_2o 
and the corresponding terms on the vertical axis) and relabeling we find that
Q A(m, n, uq-2, ^ 0- 1, tfpo, ^oi, ^02) B (m ,n, u - 2o,u-iq,'Uoo,uio,U2o)  ^
w 3(77%, n,uoo, 1^ 10, ^01) ^^ ,2 {'m,n,uoo,uio,uoi)
+  C{m, n, u-io , wq-Ij %oo, ^ 10, ^01, "(^20, ^02)-
Now C  is the only term to depend on u_io and Uq-i so it can be isolated by differentiating w.r.t. 
these points. Thus, similar analysis to the above can be performed to show that
Ç, n ,uq-1,Uqo,uqi,U02) C2(m,n,u-io,uoo,uiq,U2o) ^
uj^ 3 {m,n,uoo,uio,uoi) wio, woi)
+  (73(m, n, Uqo Î 1^ 10? woi, U20, 1702)- 
Now C l  and 02  can be absorbed into A  and B  respectively. And so, after relabeling,
Q A {m ,n ,uq - 2 iuq-i,Uqo,uqi,U02) _j_ B (m ,n, 17- 20, 1^ -10, 1^ 00,^ 10,^ 20)  ^
w 3 (m , n , Woo, w io, «01) ^ ,2(^7, n , uoo> ^10, ^01)
+ C[m,n,  uoOj i^Oî'Woi) 1^ 20)^02)-
Thus Q has been split into three parts: a term just depending on vertical points divided by W3, 
a term depending just on horizontal points divided by w^ 2, and a term that depends on points 
in the upper right quadrant only. In fact Q can always be split like this if it depends on points 
on the cross. Therefore this is different to the search for symmetry generators, which in order 
to be solutions of the linearized symmetry condition, splits into a horizontal and a vertical part.
Further simplifications can be made, without reference to any particular quad-graph equation, 
by choosing the initial conditions to be on a cross centered at (1,1) rather than at (0,0). Dif­
ferentiating w.r.t. U31 yields
du ^,iO{m^n,UQo,uio^uoi^y'2 0 iUo2 ) + ^ 5 ( m , n , u-iojUoojWioî«20)^ ^  •
(4.11)
Differentiating (4.11) w.r.t. U13 isolates the C term and hence
C = Cl{m,n,uoo,uio,uoi,U2o) + C2{m,n,uoo,UlQ,uol,uo2)^
Retmmng  to (4.11) and then differentiating w.r.t. U12 now yields (after shifting back)
0 — %—  (w iC l(m , n, Uqo, uiq, «01,^ 20)) +
OU01OU20
+  -S(m, n, m_2o, w -10, 1^ 00, wio, «20)- (4.12)
O U q i  \W_2 / O U 20
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Differentiating (4.12) w.r.t. w_2o or m_io isolates the B  term and so
B  = Bl{m, n, u - 2 0 , w -10, «00, wio) +  62(m, n, Moo, ^ 10, ^ 20).
Therefore (4.12) can now be solved for C l,
.S2(m,n,Moo,Mio,M2o) . ^ , 0 /___  \ b2 {m,n,uoo,uio,U2o)C 1 = ------------------------------ hL 12(m, n, mqq, Uiq, Mqi ) ------------------------------ .
W 1 07,2
By symmetry we can repeat the same analysis for the A  and C2 terms. And so, after relabeling,
- Al(m,n,Mo_2,Mo_i,Moo,MQi) B l(m ,n,M _2Q,M_iG,MQG,Mio) 
y  = ---------;-----------------------;-------1-----------;---------------------- ;------ r
+
w 3(m, n. Moo, t^io, ^ 01) ^ ,2 (^ 12., n, mgg, mig, mgi)
A2(m, n, mgg, mgi, «02) +  B2{m, n, ugo, ^ 10, ^ 20)
w,i {m, n, mgg, MiG, wqi) +  C ( m , n , M G G , w i o , W o i ) -  (4.13)
Once again, it can be shown (using similar reasoning), that any Q on the cross must have the 
same form: a term with vertical points up to mgi divided by w^ 3 , a term with horizontal points 
up to MiG divided by w,2, a horizontal and vertical term both with only positive points divided 
by w,i and finally a function containing just the points Mgg, «10 and Mgi.
5„B1
,^2
ÛZ, ;
'
20 -11) m... ml
Figure 4.2: Terms that depend on m_ ig in the ALSC
From this point it is no longer possible to get generic information about the solution. The specific 
quad-graph equation will affect the solution of the following PDEs which we are able to find by 
differentiating the ALSC. Because the seed does not split into a horizontal and vertical part, 
solving the ALSC is more complicated than solving the linearized symmetry condition. Therefore 
we outline below some of the methods used for obtaining systems of differential equations for 
the terms in the ALSC. For clarity, we will suppress the arguments of the functions.
Only B l  and S nB l  depend on the point m_2g (see Figure 4.2). Hence we can differentiate w.r.t. 
this point to obtain
d
0 = d u - 20
(4.14)
^ d B l  , dS„Bl  
0 = — h CJ,2"dU- 2 0
Now B l  is independent of mgi, thus
a  /  a
d u - 20
0 dui01
B l{ m ,n  + 1, S^^nL,flL,uoi,uj)  ) ,du - 20
(4.15)
where all the arguments of B l  depend on mgi. Expanding out (4.15) leads to a PDE in B l  
with functions as arguments. However, using (4.10), we can transform this to a PDE with
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m_2i,m_ii,moi,Mii and uqq as the independent variables. Shifting this expression by S~^ gives 
a PDE with arguments back on the original cross. The function B l  will not depend on uq- i but 
in general the expression will, so we can split the expression into a system of PDEs according to 
the coefficients of ito_i.
By applying a suitable differential operator to (4.14), a further system of PDEs is obtained for 
B l.  In order to construct quad-graph equation CLaws directly, differential operators have been 
constructed to annihilate individual terms (see §1.3.2.1). We now extend this idea to construct 
operators that annihilate multiple terms. The operator
A  a
: =  f 2x,(m , n ,  u _io ,M oo,M oi) ]  --------- ( ------- f 2£,(m , n ,  u _ io ,  Mqo, mqi)(-10 /  duoo \^Moo^^' Jdunn \duoo ^  " 'V  ^«-10
annihilates u _ n . We now use this operator to define
L u l ,u • =  Lfi^{uj{m,n,uoo,Uio,uoi))-ô;^  — w ( m , n , u o o , ^ l o , ^ o i ) ^
which by construction annihilates Mu, and because m_ h  is independent of miq, m_h  is also 
annihilated. Continuing this process enables a differential operator to be defined recursively 
that annihilates a whole row of dependent points. The operator we require is
—  l , ! ^' ,  M _ 2 0 , M _ 1 0 , M _ i i ) ) ^ ^ ^ - — +
 f i £ , ( m  — 1 , n , m _ 2 o , m _ i o , w - i i ) ^
which, because mh and m_h are independent of m_2q, annihilates m_2i,m _h and mh.
Having defined our differential operators we can return to (4.14),
dM_20 V^,2/ OU- 2 0
In this equation SnB  does not explicitly depend on m _ 2 q,  m _ i o ,  mq o ,  or Mi q  (see Figure 4.2), 
so dividing through by , and then applying will annihilate this term
yielding
( — \  ^ - - . g l ( m , n , M _ 2 o , M - i o , M o o , M i o  I • (4.16)
\ 0 0 ,2 { S r r f ^ L ) , l  OU-iQ J
This expression contains mqi, but B l  does not depend on this term, so we can split (4.16) into a 
system of PDEs for B l  according to the coefficients of mqi- Combining this system of equations 
with the system of equations obtained from (4.15) gives a system of linear PDEs to solve for B l.
We now consider the initial conditions to be the cross centered at miq. The only terms that 
depend on M30 are SmB2 and SmSnB2  (see Figure 4.3). Therefore, differentiating the ALSC 
w.r.t. M30 yields
"  =  (4.17)
Shifting this back and rearranging gives
^ _ d B 2   ^ w,i dSnB 2  
dU20 ^,3 9u20
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«4
SmSnB2
^  \
! ' 1 ;
! " ! ■ ' . ..............
r r A ._ :  .I'ibT 3tj \ ~ 1 ^
Figure 4.3: Terms th a t depend on « 3 0  in the ALSC
So differentiating w.r.t. itoi yields
0 =  +  (4.18)
OUqi \^ ,3  C'tt2 0  J
Expanding out (4.15) leads to a PDE for B 2  with functions as arguments. Using (4.10), we can 
transform this to a PD E with and uqq as the independent variables. Shifting this
expression by gives a PD E with arguments back on the original cross. The function B 2  
will not depend on mq-i, so we can split the expression into a system of PDEs according to the 
coefhcients of Uq-i.
Another system of equations is obtained by applying the differential operator
:=L^{uj{m+l, n, uiq, U20, U n ) ) ^ - - - - f - ^ u j ( m + l , n ,  Uiq, U20, u n )  ) L^,
OU20 \ 0 u i o  J
where
/  ^  / A  ^ ^  ^Lw := â  w(m,7i,uoo,uio,Woi) %------ ^-------a;(m, n, Uqo, uio, uqi) %-----•\OUqq j  OUiQ you 10  J  OUqq
As S n B 2  doesn’t explicitly depend on Uqo, uiq and « 2 0 ,
0 =  L^,SmUj ( ---- ^ ---- 7^^52(m ,n,-uoo,W io,U 2o) I • (4.19)Va ,^l'^m(a ,^2) Ô'U20 /
In (4.19) B 2  does not depend on Uqi so we can split this expression into a system of PDEs 
according to the coefficients of Mqi-
By symmetry we can carry out the same process as above, with corresponding differential op­
erators, to obtain systems of differential equations tha t A l and A 2  must satisfy. We have used 
this method on seeds th a t have extreme points u _ io ,u q - i , « 2 0 1  ^ 0 2  (which are needed to find 
five-point CLaws). Solving the resulting system of differential equations satisfies the ALSC’s 
dependence on the most extreme points. It may, however, be necessary to solve a linear differ­
ence equation when going back up the hierarchy of equations, e.g. from (4.17), to achieve this. 
This enables us to isolate terms tha t depend on the next most extreme points in the ALSC 
and generate more differential equations for the remaining unknown functions. This suggests 
tha t for more complicated seeds, such as the one used in the discussion above with extreme 
points U - 2o ,U q^2 ,U2o ,uq 2 , the same methods can be applied. Solving the system of differential 
equations generated should satisfy the ALSC’s dependence on the most extreme points. We can 
then use the same techniques to generate more systems of differential equations to remove the 
ALSC’s dependence on its new extreme points and so on. This process is continued until we are 
left with only linear difference equations to solve. A M A P L E  worksheet for an example of this 
process can be found in Appendix B.
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We now apply the above theory to the Hydon-Viallet equation (HV)
the potential Lotka-Volterra equation (pLV)
=  (4.21)
«00 «10
and the potential Hydon-Viallet (pHV) equation
(—l)m(^oi _
« 0 0  (« 1 0  +  « 0 1  )
« 1 1
These three equations have known three-point CLaws and master symmetries [28]. Therefore 
they should have five-point point CLaws which have not previously been found. A five-point 
CLaw must have a seed of the form
Q =  Q{m, n, « _ io ,  « o - i ,  «oo, « lo ,  « o i ,« 2 0 , « 02), (4.22)
so this is the ansatz (combined with (4.13)) that we use. The m a p l e  worksheet used for the 
potential Lotka-Volterra equation is included in Appendix B. The solutions to the ALSC, which 
Mikhailov et al. [41] term cosymmetries, are listed in Tables 4.1-4.3.
Having found solutions of the ALSC evaluated on solutions of the quad-graph equation we now 
need to reconstruct the CLaws. The formula for reconstructing CLaws requires the difference 
equation to be in Kovalevskaya form, so we transform the expressions for the seeds and the 
quad-graph equation into this form using (3.15). For example, the pLV equation transformed to 
Kovalevskaya form is
A =  «21 — Woo — 0, Woo =  «00 T ~ - , (4.23)
«10
and its first cosymmetry in Table 4.2 is transformed to
_ _ _ _ ( —« 2 2 «10«20«1-1  +  « 1 0 « 2 lH l- l  +  «10^21 ~  « 2 2 « 2 0 « l - l« l l )  «  ,Qi(m ,n,Ui,U2) =  -   ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------------— +
«10«1-1«20«21
2 « i o « 2 1  +  «10 « 2 0 « 1 -1  T  2 Ü i o « 2 1 « 1 - 1  +  « 2 0 « l - l « n
« 10« 20« 1- 1«21
where we have used the difference equation to express Qi with terms in û i and Û2. Because the 
difference equations are in Kovalevskaya form, we can follow the start of §4.1 and perform the 
substitution «2j =  Awo(j-i) +  (1 — X)g{m,n,vLi). The density of the CLaw, which determines 
the characteristic, is then obtained using (4.1). For the first cosymmetry of the pLV equation 
we use g{rh, n, û i) =  1, to yield
A /- . 1 ~ ~ r i\ («1 0+ « i i )  («(—Woo+W01 +  woo^  — wooWoi)-f-In(woo)woiWoo) , , .  _F(m +  l .n .u „ M ) = ----------------------------
+  (ln("oo)'^oo'-2 1 n(woo)woo) ^  (4 .2 5)
Woo (WoO — 1) «10
The other density G and the unknown function /  can now be determined (if the cosymmetry 
is the seed of a characteristic) by the direct construction method, provided we insist that they 
depend on enough terms. Having reconstructed the densities we transform them back, using
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Table 4.1; Solutions of the ALSC for the Hydon-Viallet equation
  1 ( —1 ) " ^ « 0 0 ^ (m o  —I ) ^ ( t t 0 i + I ) ( u i 0 +  U 0 0 MX0 ~ ^ 1 0 ^ 2 0 —^ 2 0 ^ 0 0 ^ 1 0  +  ^  —1 0 ^ 0 0 — ^  — 0 ^ 2 0 + ^ — 1 0 ^^ 0 0 ^ 2 0 )
^ ( u i O U 20  —1^10 +  " 2 0  +  l ) ( u i o  +  l + U O O W lO —" O o ) ^  ( « 0 0  +  1 + “ —1 0 * 0^ 0 l o ) ( “ 0 1 — 1 )
^    1 ( — 1 ) ” ^' ^" U O O^( “ 0 1 + 1 ) ^ ( “ 1 0 - 1 ) (  —“ O O W 0 1 + W 0 1 + 1 ‘ 0 1 “ 0 2 —1100“ 01 W 02+W O  —1 “ 0 0 “ 0 2 —“ 0 —1 —^ 0 —l ^ O O + l l O —1'“ 0 2 )
^  ( 1 1 0 1 ^ 0 2 + ^ 1 0 1  — " 0 2  +  l ) (  — " 0 0  +  l + " 0  — 1 " 0 0 + " 0 - 1 ) (  — " 0 1 + 1 + " 0 0 " 0 1 + U O O ) ^ ( " 1 0  +  1 )
Q  _  1 (itQOlllO-HOO—U IQ - l)n o o ( lllO  —l) ( n o i  +  l ) m  _  1 (uoOHOl+llQO+ltOl — l)n i l0 0 ( ll lO -1 ) (H 0 1  + 1 )
4 ( t l l O  +  l ) ( u 0 1  — I ) ( u i 0 + 1 + H 0 0 l l l 0 - H o o )  4  (t l l O  +  l ) ( u o i - 1 ) (  —u o i + l + n o o n o i + n o o )
0  —  i  n o o ( u i O  — 1 ) ( H 0 1  +  1 ) ( H 0 0 1 1 1 0 - H I O —HOO —1 )
^  4 (UQI —l)(w xo  +  l ) ( u i o  +  l+UOOHlO—Hoo)
Q  — I HOo(lllO—1 ) ( U 0 1 + 1 ) ( U 0 0 U 0 1 + " 0 1 + 1 1 0 0  — 1 )
4 ( —" 0 1 + 1 + " 0 0 1 1 0 1 + 1 1 0 0 ) ( 1 1 0 1  — 1 ) ( " 1 0  +  1)
^  UQO s in ^ ^ ” ’' ^ ” ' ^ ^ ^ ( t i i o - l ) ( u o i + l )
(liOl —l)( l l lO  +  l )
^  UQO C0 3 ^ ^— — ^ ( m o  —1)(U Q 1+1)
( " 0 1  — 1 ) ( " 1 0  +  1 )
Table 4.2: Solutions of the ALSC for the potential Lotka-Volterra equation
Q  _  ( ~ n + 2 ) m o  , 2 ^  _______ n u Q ^ u i Q
^  4 U o - l « 0 0  " 0 0  " 0 0 ^ ( " 1 0 + " 0 l )
Q 2 = UQQ-  ^ +  ”  "0-Î"00
Q  _  " i o ( — i n — 1 ) " 2 0  I m " i n     m m o ^ _________
( " 2 0 + " 0 0 ) " 0 0 ( " 1 0 + " 0 1  )  " 0 0 " 0 1  ( " 1 0 + "  —i o ) " o i " o o
Q  _   -----------------m i i M -----------------  _|— Ë12------------- ------------
( " 2 0 + " 0 0 ) " o o ( " 1 0  + " 0 1  )  " o o " o i  '  ( " 1 0 + " —i o ) " o i " o o
0 _____  (  — ( " 0 0 ^ " 1 0 + " 0 0 ^ " 0 1 + " 1 0 ^ " 0 l )
" 0 0 ^ ( " l 0 + " 0 l ) " 0 1
_________ L"
" 0 0 ^ ( " 1 0 + " 0 l ) " 0 1
Qg _  "00 "10+"00 "01—"10 "01
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(3.20) and (3.21), to obtain densities for the original quad-graph equation. We can now simplify 
these expression by adding trivial densities to obtain the densities in Tables 4.4-4.6.
For two of the cosymmetries, Q i of the pLV and pHV equations, it was not possible to reconstruct 
the densities using the direct method. W hatever choices we made for the unknown functions 
/  and G, we found a system of PD Fs that could not be solved. Therefore, we calculated the 
‘characteristic’ for these solutions using (4.2) and sought to determine whether E{Q A )  is zero
or not. For the pHV equations the expressions were to large to determine this condition, but for
the pLV equation we were able to show th a t E{Q A)  ^  0. Using (4.25) and (4.2) we obtain the 
‘characteristic’ which is too large an expression to display. Applying the Euler operator to the 
product of Q and A leads to an even larger expression which MAPLE struggles to simplify. To 
show th a t this expression does not vanish, we differentiate it w.r.t. different variables until an 
expression is obtained which is clearly non-zero. We begin by differentiating w.r.t. W21 and then 
simplifying the expression. We then divide the numerator by the coefficient of
In { (^10 ^ 11)
V Wio
and differentiate the numerator w.r.t. Ü21 and then simplify. We then divide the num erator of 
this new expression by the coefficient of
/ Ûqo (ftio -f till)
 ^ \  Uio
and differentiate w.r.t. Ü21  and then simplify. We then divide this expression by the coefficient 
of ln(ft2i) and differentiate w.r.t. wqi and simplify. Finally differentiating the num erator of this 
expression four times w.r.t. Û21 yields
3 ( —24£ t i i  — 24 £112) O'
Therefore this cosymmetry is not the seed of a CLaw. Hence there are solutions of the ALSO th a t 
do not correspond to CLaws. Therefore an interesting question is: can an additional constraint 
be found th a t guarantees a solution of the ALSO is a seed of a CLaw w ithout needing to work 
through the reconstruction process? This is especially relevant as Mikhailov et al. [41] use a 
co-recursion operator to generate an infinite hierarchy of cosymmetries for the ViaUet equation, 
so a simple test to show th a t this corresponds to an infinite hierarchy of CLaws is apposite.
There are now two methods for finding CLaws of quad-graph equations: the direct construction 
method of Rasin and Hydon [47, 48, 49] and the ALSC method outlined above. The question 
now arises: which is the best method for directly constructing CLaws of difference equations? 
The major disadvantage of the ALSC method is the need to transform the seeds and the quad- 
graph equation into Kovalevskaya form in order to reconstruct the densities and then having to 
transform back to the quad-graph. Hence it is desirable to form a method to reconstruct CLaws, 
from their seeds, for equations on the quad-graph. However, the major advantage of the ALSC 
method is th a t any CLaws found are guaranteed to be distinct from one another. A part from 
these points it is not clear which method is the most efficient. Also, by using operators th a t 
can annihilate more than one term, it may be possible to improve Rasin and Hydon’s m ethod 
to enable it to find higher order CLaws. In addition, Rasin and Hydon’s method is specific 
to quad-graph equations so more generally the ALSC method needs to be adapted and then 
compared with Hydon’s method [26] for equations in Kovalevskaya form.
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Table 4.4: CLaws of the Hydon-Viallet equation
P  — X ( -^lO^OO+^OO+tt-lQ-f 1)( —1)” '^*'^   ^
^ 4  •uoo +  l + ' U — 10
^    JL ( l l—lOttOQ-l-tlGO+lt —1 0 + 1 ) (  —1 ) ^  "noQ ttlO
1 2 (uqo + I+w—loitQo—w—io)('î i^o+l+woo'Uio—wqg)
jp   \  (ugG^^GI^G —1~ '^0—I'ttQOUGl +'UGGllGl+'UG —l^GG+Woo+Ho —l 4 - l  —t:GG^WGl)( —
2 4
=  ................1 (ltG-l'^GG+l)(~l)”’^ ”^4 —« oG +  1+WG —lIlOG +  WO—1
% = ( - (‘r S H S s S C r )  + ”>1" (-i + In ( n o r ^ )
G3 =  (m +  n )  In +  n In ( 4
F i  =  In ( i  
G4 =  In
771   / l  (  — t t G l + l + ' t t G G ^ G l + ^ G o ) ^ ^ G l ( ~ ~ l ) " ^ ^ ^  \
^ \ 4  ( wgI —l)(W G l +  lj«G G ^ /
G5 =  In ^
Fe =  cos In ( « o r ' )  +  sin In
Ge =  s l n  ( M )  In
Ft =  In cos ( |  tt (m +  n ) )  +  sin ^ iïi+slî^  In (woi)
Gr =  -  cos In
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Table 4.6: CLaws of the potential Lotka-Volterra equation
The solution Qi of the ALSC is not the seed of a characteristic.
P _ _(ttpl —tt-lo)(ttO-i+M-lo)
2 uo-itt-io
  ^-10
F s  =  m l n  +  In (tto o " * )
G s  =  In (n* +  1) +  In ( ( m o  +  n _ i o ) ' ' )
^4 =  'n
G4 =  In _  In -  In
P^ _  (- l)^  + ^ ttQO 
Q _  (— Wio^ +WQO^)
 ^ wqo'^ i^o
p  — U00-2U01
Q - _?^ Q9 +yqo
° U00«10
4.4 Summary
We have demonstrated th a t the existence of a characteristic allows the direct construction of 
CLaws for difference equations using the ALSC. This is because we have shown that character­
istics of CLaw are members of the kernel of the ALSC, just as for continuous equations. Using 
this method we have constructed new five-point CLaws, in addition to the known three-point 
CLaws, for the HV, pHV and pLV equations, though their existence was predicted by the ex­
istence of a m aster symmetry. This raises the question: what is the most efficient method for 
directly constructing CLaws of difference equations? We have also demonstrated that there are 
objects in the kernel of the ALSC th a t are not seeds of CLaws, so Mikhailov et aVs parenthetical 
comment th a t cosymmetries are characteristics of CLaws (see [41]) is not always true, and care 
should be taken to distinguish solutions of the ALSC and characteristics.
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Chapter 5
Num erical Schemes
In this chapter we return to the problem of finding finite difference schemes of the KdV equation 
A =  ut +  uux +  Uxxx — 0 th a t preserve as many of its CLaws as possible. The brute-force 
method of Chapter 2 is refined shghtly by searching for CLaws in characteristic form. Instead 
of discretizing the densities and fluxes, the characteristics and the PD E are discretized. The 
discrete Euler operator is then apphed to the product of the discrete characteristics and the 
difference scheme, to find conditions th a t need to be satisfied so th a t the difference scheme has 
CLaws with the desired characteristics. This eliminates the need to be able to solve the scheme 
uniquely for a given point and the need to pull back the CLaw to some set of initial conditions.
We first show how the discrete gradient method for preserving first integrals exploits the char­
acteristic form. We then outline the method for PDEs. The method is still very crude so by 
making some observations we refine the method slightly. Finally we apply the method to KdV 
to find some new and known finite difference schemes.
5.1 D iscrete Gradients
In §1.2.2.1 the method of discrete gradients was outhned for preserving first integrals of ODEs 
[38, 40]. In order to preserve the first integral of an ODE, the ODE is rewritten as a skew 
gradient system
^  =  / W  =  5 V / ,
where S'^ =  —S.  We now note th a t V /  is the characteristic of the first integral,
A I  =  ^  . V /  =  V J • f  ^  -  5 V / ')  +  V I  • (5V J) =  0,
Q.L 0.6 Q6 J
as the last term  vanishes by the skew-symmetry of S.  The system is then discretized using a
skew symmetric m atrix 5 , and a discrete gradient, V, which is defined by the axioms
I{Xn+l) -  I{Xn) = ( v / )  • (ar„+i -  Xn),
V/(3T^, — V/(2:n,) “h ^n)'
This yields the numerical scheme
-  5 V / ( x „ , a ; „ + i )  =  0 ,
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where u is a, fixed time step. As the discrete gradient has been constructed to be a total 
divergence, the method satisfies
E { V I  ■ K + i  -  x„)) =  B ((S„ -  I)I{x„))  =  0, (5.1)
■ S V I )  =  E{0) =  0, (5.2)
where E  is the discrete Euler operator. Therefore the discrete gradient method gives a dis­
cretization for the characteristic and /  th a t satisfies
0 =  E f ( 5 f î 2 ± i : L Î 2 . - / ) ) ,  (5.3)
where Q is a discretization of the characteristic given by VI{xn,Xn+i)  and /  is a discretization 
for /  given by S V I{xn ,X n + i)‘ Hence if we were to search for discretizations of Q and /  th a t 
satisfy (5.3) then discrete gradient methods would be found. In fact more general methods may 
be found because (5.2) is satisfied trivially by the skew-symmetric construction. Also, instead of 
a one-step discretization of the derivative used in (5.3), higher order multi-step methods could 
be found, though this would depart from the geometric integration philosophy (see §1 .2 .2 .1) that 
one-step methods should be used because these are maps on the phase space. Using discrete 
gradients enables multiple first integrals to be preserved by writing the ODE as a skew gradient 
system [40]. The main difficulty is to construct discrete gradients.
5.2 M ethod for PDEs
We now outline our method for finding discretizations of scalar PDEs with independent variables 
X and t  th a t preserve as many CLaws as possible. The basic method is similar to th a t used in 
Chapter 2; however we now aim to preserve the CLaws in characteristic form. As in Chapter 2 
we use tildes to denote discretizations of continuous terms.
1. Choose points for each term in the PDE to depend on. Then discretize each term in the 
PDE, using Taylor series approximations centred at {xm,tn) as in §2.2.1. For example, if 
we desire th a t all the terms in KdV depend on the same points, then the terms in KdV 
are discretized using (2.15),
 ^ R D  ^ R D
^  i = A j = C  i = A j = C
with (2.16)
B D E D  E D  E D
' 0-3^
i = A j = C  i = A j —C i = A j = C  i = A j = C
E D  E D
i = A j = C  i = A j = C
and  (2 .28 )
 ^ R /  R R E D E  \
=  —  X /  I  X ^  X /  +  X /  X ^  l i jk lUi jUkl  I
j= C  \ i = A k = i  i = A l —j + l k —A J
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with (2.29)
Q ~  ^  ] l i jk l ; 1 k)')fijkl,
where is shorthand for the summation used for At this stage the discretization 
may not be consistent. As there is not a unique way of imposing consistency, it seems best 
to search for methods that preserve CLaws and then, if any methods are found, impose 
consistency.
2. Choose the points on which each term of the characteristic of the desired CLaw will de­
pend. Theorem 5.2.1 (see below) states that the discretization of the linear terms in the 
characteristic and the PDE should be centred in the same place.
3. Form the most general discretization of the characteristic with the chosen points. For 
example, KdV’s third CLaw’s characteristic is Qs = + 2uxx- This could be discretized 
using
   ^ D I  B B B D B \   ^ B D
I X ]  X /  +  X /  5 Z  X /  ^ i j k l ' ^ i j ' ^ k l  j  ) Uxx =  X y  X v
j —C \ i —Ak=i  i—A l —j + l k —A J  i= A j = C
(5.4)
with
1  =  X v  0  =  X ]  ^  ~  X y  X y  ( 5 - 5 )
i= A j = C  i—A j = C  i=A j —C
In practice, one may not wish to seek the most general discretization of a term in the 
characteristic or the PDE. The complexity of the problem can be reduced with an assump­
tion about the discretization e.g. that the discretization is symmetric in space or time (see 
Theorem 5.2.2).
4. Apply the discrete Euler operator, which for a scalar PDE with two independent variables 
such as KdV is
E : = ' £ s - ‘S - i ^
duij ’
to the product of the discretized characteristic, Qi, and the discretized PDE, A. The 
difference scheme has a conservation law with the given characteristic if
0 =  E{QiA). (5.6)
Therefore split (5.6) according to the coefficients of the Uij, v  and terms. This process 
will result in an overdetermined system of quadratic equations in the coefficients of the 
discretizations. For example, (5.6) may contain the term
{o i -A-c f iAC  +  O iA cf i - A- c )  
which would yield the condition
0 ~A-cPaC  +  OiAcP-A-C =  0.
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5. Repeat steps 3 to 4 for any additional CLaws that one wishes to preserve, to create a 
system of constraints on the coefficients.
6 . Calculate the Groebner basis of the large system to see if there are any solutions. See 
§2.2.2 for information on Groebner bases and the Buchberger algorithm.
7. Solve the system. This may lead to several disjoint families of discretizations.
8 . Use the direct construction method to construct the densities (this is effectively by inspec­
tion as the characteristic is known). Note that these densities may not be direct analogues 
of the continuous densities as there may be terms that vanish in the limit. Also, it may be 
necessary to add trivial densities to ensure that the discrete flux and densities tend to the 
continuous flux and density as the step sizes tend to zero.
9. Check that the discretization of the PDE is consistent. If it is not consistent then impose 
additional constraints from §2 .2 .1.
In principle this method should, for a given set of points, find any finite difference schemes 
that have analogues of the desired CLaws. However, in practice the method is limited by the 
amount of memory the computer has, as calculating the Groebner basis can require a large 
amount of memory. Thus, rather than searching for the most general discretizations, we impose 
assumptions on them to try and reduce the memory required to calculate the Groebner basis. 
Doing this we may miss possible solutions; however, by choosing sensible ansatze the problem 
can be considerably simplified.
T h eo rem  5.2.1. The discretization of the linear terms in the characteristic and the PDE must 
share the same central point.
Proof. We first prove the theorem for OAEs. Let
A C
P  = ^  ajUj such that a-A,OiA f  0, and Q = X  A'Uj.
j = - A  i=B
Thus the expression P  has an odd number of terms and is centred at the point j  =  0. We prove 
the case B < —A < 0 < C < A. The other cases follow by symmetry or similar reasoning.
Q „   P_
— — T— O— — — — R— — — — — — — O- — — — Bt- ^  — X— L — — — — —
'b ...................... - A ------------------ ÏÏ------- C ^ ~ ~ a '
Figure 5.1: The linear terms in the characteristic and GAE
We require that
A c
0 = E (P Q ) =  D U Q )  +  D'q {P) =  h S - ' ‘P  (5.7)
k=—A k—B
A /  C \  C /  A \  A C
— ^  ] f Qfc ^   ^PjUj—k I 4- ^  ] \Pk 'y ] ^jUj—m I =  y   ^ ^kfij{Uj—k '^k—j)
k=—A V i=B /  k=B y j ——A J k——A i —B
A /-C7-1 C - B  \
— y   ^ I y  ] Oùf.PjUj—k y   ^ {oCkPj P  ^ —kP—j)'^j—k P  y  X^—kP—j'^j—k I • (3 8 )
k ^ - A  V j= B  j ^ - C  j= C + l  J
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The extreme shifts of P  and Q occurring in (5.7) are depicted graphically in Figure 5.2.
B
01-aS^ Q
0 c *■ A -
Figure 5.2: The Euler operator acting on a product of linear terms. The points in the extreme 
shifts of P  and Q in (5.7) are enclosed.
From this it clear that u a - b  is the most extreme point in the positive direction in (5.8) (rightmost 
point in Figure 5.2). This point only occurs in the P b S ^ ^ P  term; hence its coefficient is Pboca- 
Similarly u b -a  is the most extreme point occurring in the negative direction and it only occurs in 
the œ a S ^^Q  term; thus its coefficient is also Pboca- Both of these terms must vanish, therefore 
Pb =  0. Provided that the most extreme point occurring in both directions occurs only in one 
term, the above reasoning can now be repeated to show that Pb+i =  0 . This process is continued 
until the most extreme point occurring in both directions no longer occurs in just one term. This 
will occur when the most extreme point in u-aS^^Q  coincides with the most extreme point in 
P b S ~ ^ P ,  i.e. when u c + a  = u a - b - Thus C  =  —B, so Q must have the same centre point as P.
In addition, only the middle term from (5.8) remains. This equation is satisfied if otk =  ot-k and 
P - j  =  ~ P j . Therefore if one of the linear terms is symmetric about the centre point and the 
other is antisymmetric then their product is in the kernel of the Euler operator.
If P  has an even number of terms then the above reasoning will still apply by considering
E Z (see Figure 5.3).
X" — — — X- — — — X- — — — X- — — — — X- — — — X~ — — — X-|
- A - i  - è  " i  41+1
Figure 5.3: A term with an even number of points
Having proved the theorem for P  and Q containing terms on a line, we now do the case for P  
and Q being a sum of terms on the plane. The proof will work in the same manner; the fact 
that P  is not centred at the same point as Q means that when applying the Euler operator the 
extreme shifts of the extreme points will be isolated, so in order for E{PQ) to vanish Q cannot 
depend on the extreme points. As in the OAE case we will only show the proof for schemes 
centred on (0 , 0) and claim that the other cases (where in at least one direction there is an even 
number of points) are similar.
Let P  = J2f=-N so that it is a sum of points centred at (0,0) (see Figure 5.4). In
addition let ^ - m n  the extreme points on the leftmost edge with N  <  N ,  let aj^ff
and «MN the extreme points on the rightmost edge with N  <  N ,  let and be the 
extreme points on the top edge with M  < M,  and let and tho extreme points
on the bottom edge with M  < M.  The extreme points mark the edge of the P  term and so are 
non-zero. Similarly, let Q =  Y^k=A Y lc  Pki^ki where A < 0 < B < | A] and C < 0  <  D < |C| so 
that it is a sum of variables that does not have a centre on (0,0). Other cases, where Q does not
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P  Q
X X  K-----X---- K----X - ^ ^ X  X )f -  -K - -K -  -X -  -X -  -  -K -  -K -  -K -  -K £ )
I ! I IX J f  K X X X X X * - - X X  ) | C X X X X ) f X
— M N^ — x x x x x x x x : k  -  -»AI N  if x x x x )f x
I I I Ix x x x x e x x x x X  x x x x x x x: 00 < : ;
If X X X X X X X X X ?  X X X X X X----X-----X-
— AIN*~ - I f x x x x x i x x x  ^  - X----X------ X---- X-------X ^ X ----X------X---
X i - . - x  X X X X X X X
M - N  M - N
Figure 5.4: Linear terms with two independent variables. The blue dashed line marks the 
boundary of the points included in each linear term.
have a centre at (0,0) will follow by symmetry and similar reasoning. Now applying the Euler
operator to the product of P  and Q  gives
M  N  B D
0 =E (PQ ) =  DJ.(Q) + D g(F) =  y ;  E
i = ~ M j = ~ N  k = A l = C
M N B D
=  y  ] y  ] y   ^ y  ] ip i jPki  ^  (3t - i - j P -k - i ) ' ^ { k - i ) { i - j )~ i '
i = —M j = —N  k——B l = —D 
M  N  B -D-1
+ ^  +  W(*_k)(j_()) +
i = —M j = —N k ——B  l—C  
M  N  -B -1 D
+ ^ 2  5Z  5Z  P‘i j P k l { U ( k - i ) ( l - j )  +  ' ^ { i - k ) { j - l ) )  (3-9)
i ——M  j ——N  k = A  l—C  
N  D
— ^ M j P A l U ( A - M ) { l - j )  + C T i { u i j ) ,  (5.10)
j = N  l—C
where a i ( u i j )  denotes the sum of all the other U i j  terms with i  > A  — M .  Equation (5.9) can 
always be put in the form (5.10) provided A  <  — B .  From this, we can see tha t the coefficient 
of ï^(A-M)(C-V) is P a c O m n  and the coefficient of W(^_M)(R-iV) is P a d ^ m n -  By assumption
c^ m n ^ ^ m n  A 0, therefore Pa c  — Pa d  =  0 . Now (5.10) still holds with D  replaced with D — 1
and C  replaced with C  +  1 thus Pa {c + i ) =  Pa {d ~ i ) =  0- Continuing this process shows tha t
Paj  =  0 for j  e  Z . If a  +  1 < — B  then (5.9) can still be put in the form (5.10) only with
A replaced by A +  1, and from this it follows tha t PçA+i)j =  0 for j  E Z . Thus Pij =  0 for 
A <  i < B — 1 and j  = C < j  < D.  Therefore (5.9) simplifies to
M  N  B D
0 = y   ^ y   ^ y   ^ y  ] (o^ijPki (^i-i—jf3-k- i ) ' ^ j ' (k - i ){ i - j )p
i = —M  j = —N k = —B l = —D  
M  N B - D - 1
+ ^Z  A2 ^Z  ^ijPkl{l^{k-i){l-j) A'l3-{i-k)(j-l)]i (3-11)
i = —M j = —N k = —B l—C  
M  B
=  CX i N Pk C U{ k- i ) { C- N)  +  (3'2{Uij), (5.12)
i - M  k = - B
where a 2 ( u i j )  denotes the sum of all the other Uij  terras with j  >  C  — N .  Equation (5.11)
can be put into the form (5.12) provided C  <  - D .  From this, the coefficient of U p B - M ) c  is
P-BCOij fy^  and the coefficient of W(b_m)(c-v) is Pb c o c m n - By assumption ^  0, so
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P b c  =  P -B C  =  0. The summation in (5.12) is now over k  =  —B  +  1 ,.. .  B  — 1, so in the same 
way P (B - i ) c  =  P (-B + i)c  =  0. Continuing this process shows th a t Pij =  0  for —B  < i < B  and 
C  < j  < - D  -  1 . Thus Q  =  Y ^ k = - B  PkiUki smà  so it is centred on (0,0). □
We now observe that (5.9) simplifies to
M N B D
0 =  5 Z  X I {ocijpki + a - i - j P - k - i ) u [ k - i ) { i - j ) .
i——M j ——N k ——B l ——D
Thus if aij =  a - i - j  [P has 180 degree rotational symmetry about the centre) and P -k-i  =  ~Pk,i 
(Q has 180 degree rotational antisymmetry about the centre) then E  = (PQ) =  0 is satisfied. 
This observation leads to the following theorem.
T h eo rem  5.2.2. The discrete Euler operator applied to the product of a linear sum of terms 
with 180° rotational symmetry and a linear sum of terms with 180° antisymmetry is zero.
It must be noted that some products of linear terms that are not in this form are also in the 
kernel of the Euler operator. For example, when there is only one independent variable, if
P  =  P - i U - i  +  { P - i  +  P i ) uq +  P \ U i ,
Q =  ^ - * - 1  +Pi P i
then E{PQ) =  0. Theorem 5.2.2 is analogous to the fact, from the continuous theory, that
= 0.
for (mi +  n i) odd and (m2 +  M2) even, where u^rnix,mt =
For KdV the first three CLaws in characteristic form satisfy the following conditions. From the 
first CLaw:
(a) E{ut) =  0 , (6) E{uux), (c) E{uxxx) =  0 . (5.13)
From the second CLaw:
(a) E{u{ut)) =  0 , (6) E{u{uux)) = 0 , (c) E{u{uxxx)) = 0. (5.14)
From the third CLaw:
(a) E{yPut) =  0 , (6) E{2 uxxUt) = 0 , (c) E ( 2 uxxUxxx) = 0 ,
(d) E[u^{uux)) =  0, (e) E[u^Uxxx +  2uxx{uux)) =  0. (5.15)
Thus if the discretizations for the linear terms are antisymmetric for odd derivatives and symmet­
ric for even derivatives, equations (5.13a, 5.13c, 5.14a, 5.14c, 5.15b and 5.15c) are immediately 
satisfied by Theorem 5.2.2.
In addition, we might wish to make assumptions about the nonlinear terms in the discretiza­
tion. By assuming rotational symmetry and antisymmetry about the centre of the discretiza­
tion some simplification is obtained but no equations from (5.14) and (5.15) are automati­
cally satisfied. A order polynomial term is discretized by a sum of terms of the form
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. .  . u The term  is 180° opposite the pre-
viously mentioned term  and we label its coefficient as . The discretization is
symmetric if
'^ HJl^ 232---1'kJk
and antisymmetric if
'^ l^3l^ 232■■■^kJk =  —a _ , v _*fc—jfc---—*1—ji •
This is illustrated in Figure 5.5 for a quadratic term  discretized on a line. (Note tha t, just as 
for linear terms, suitable adjustm ents must be made for schemes not centred at (0,0) i.e. those 
schemes with an even number of points in one direction).
« -22
- 2
« 1 1 « 2 2
« 0 2
Figure 5.5: A graphical representation of the discretization of a quadratic term  of an ODE. Each 
line represents the coefficient of the product of the two points the line is connecting. Coefficients 
tha t are symmetric to each other are depicted by matching lines. Coefficients th a t are in red 
will be zero in the antisymmetric case.
Before proceeding to study a general polynomial term  let us consider a simple example. To avoid 
subscripts, we use a hat to denote the coefficient of a term that is 180° symmetric to a term 
already used in an expression, so for our example
and
P  =  au_iUo +  a u i u o  +  7 U1 M3 +  7 u _ i u _ 3 , and Q  =  +  /3u_i, (5.16)
F  ■ Q  = { a P u - i U Q U i  +  â P u i U Q U ^ i )  +  (a/^u^^wo +  a P u l u o ) ) +
+  (7/5mi'U3Ui +  7/?w_iu_3«_i) +  (7/5î/_iî/_3Wi +  7/3miM3«_i). (5.17)
The product of the two terms can be split into pairs of terms which are symmetric to one 
another. We require th a t E { P  • Q) =  0; expanding this out yields the following conditions on 
the coefficients:
U-iUi :
U-2 U2 : 
U1 U2 :
(a/3 +  â/3)
(7 ^  +  7,^)
(a/3 +  &fi)
=  0 , 
=  0 , 
=  0 , •u_iw_2 : (a/3 +  =  0,
^ -1  : =  0 , uj : â;g =  0 ,
UqU\ : 2a/3 =  0 , Uqu^i : 2â/3 =  0,
: 7;g =  0 , tig : 7/3 =  0,
UqU2 : 2 7 ^ =  0, U-2 U0 : 2 7 / 3  =  0,
: 7/3 =  0, U_2tl-4 : 7/3 =  0. (5.18)
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Adding and subtracting the coefficient of symmetric terms gives an equivalent system of equa­
tions:
(a/3 +  àp)  =  0 ,
{iP  +  i f i )  =  0 ,
(a/3 +  6/3) =  0, 
a^d +  6/3 =  0, a ^  — 6/3 =  0,
7/3 4-7/3 =  0, 7/3 -  7)3 =  0,
7;3 +  7 ^  =  0, 7 ^  —7/3 =  0. (5.19)
Now if we assume that P  is symmetric i.e. 6  =  a  and 7  =  7  and Q is antisymmetric i.e. /3 =  —/3 
or vice-versa (P  is antisymmetric and Q is symmetric) then the left hand column of (5.19) is 
satisfied so the number of equations th a t need to be solved has been more than halved. The 
reason more than half of the equations are satisfied is because the coefficient of self-symmetric 
terms e.g. U-iUqUi in P  • Q must vanish and the coefficient of self-symmetric terms, such as 
U2 U -2 , in P (P  • Q) must also vanish. If instead we assume th a t both P  and Q are symmetric or 
both are antisymmetric then the right hand column of (5.19) is satisfied. This is still a major 
simplification but more than half the equations remain because the self-symmetric terms remain.
For the general case we suppose th a t P  has coefficients denoted by a  and Q has coefficients 
denoted by /3 and, for convenience,
a  =  OLi\jii2j2---ikjkt ^  “  ^ —ik—jk-.-—iiijii
Pik+ijk+i-'-iKjK y ^  P—iK—3K---—ik+i—3k+i'
As seen in the example (5.17) the product of P  and Q can be considered as consisting of pairs 
of terms th a t are symmetric to one another. Applying the Euler operator to each term  in one 
of these pairs gives
t=fc+i
-31H -3 1
l=k+l
:a/3
=6/3
f  k K \
^  IT  Hii-iq)Ui-3q) 
y
(  k K
Thus the coefficient of '^(n-iqKji-jq) must be a sum of multiples of the coefficients of the 
form a)3 which must vanish if the product is in the kernel of the Euler operator. Similarly the 
coefficient of its symmetric term, must be a sum of multiples of coefficients
of the form 6)3 which must also vanish. An equivalent system of equations (which must also 
vanish) is obtained by adding and subtracting these two coefficients together. This gives two sets 
of equations one set is formed by a sum of terms of the form (a/3 -f 6^3) and the other set by sums 
of terms of the form {a/3 — 6/3). Thus if a  =  6  and /3 =  —y3, i.e. one of the polynomial terms 
is a symmetric discretization and the other is an antisymmetric discretization, the first set of 
equations is satisfied. Alternatively if a  =  6  and ^  =  3^, or a  =  —6  and /3 =  —^3, the second set 
of equations is satisfied, i.e. both discretizations are symmetric or antisymmetric respectively. 
Thus by assuming antisymmetry or symmetry on the appropriate polynomial terms the number 
of equations th a t need to be satisfied is approximately halved. As in the example, term s th a t
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are self-symmetric in P  Q and E {P  • Q) will vanish for the symmetric antisymmetric case but 
not the other cases. Therefore making symmetry assumptions on the polynomial terms in the 
characteristic and PDE seems a sensible ansatz to make.
For discretizing KdV, this ansatz is imposed by insisting that has 180° antisymmetry and 
th a t V? has 180° symmetry. This ansatz combined with the previous ansatz on the linear terms 
is equivalent to imposing th a t the discretization preserves the discrete symmetry of KdV
1 1—y —t, X I—^ KdV —^ — uu^ — =  0.
By adding additional restrictions (more severe ansatze) the number of variables is reduced, so the 
computer may be able to find a solution to the Groebner basis. Some possible extra restrictions 
are:
If a term  in (5.13, 5.14, 5.15) is in the kernel of the Euler operator because it a total 
difference in either x  or t  then we can use the Euler operator just in th a t direction. Instead 
of the usual discrete Euler operator we can use discrete Euler operators th a t treats the us at 
different time or space levels as independent variables (see (1.18)), e.g. for two independent 
variables we have
E m + i  ■= ^ u d  E n + j  :=  -S',
For example, the condition (5.15a) is a consequence of the fact th a t u^ut = D t{ \u^)  so 
rather than insisting th a t E{u^ut) =  0 we can require th a t Em+iiu^ut) =  0 for î G Z. This 
amounts to insisting th a t u'^ut =  (S„ — I)g  for some function p (H ) , rather than insisting 
on the less restrictive requirement th a t u^ut = {Sn — I)  g + {Sm — I) f  for some functions 
f{[u]) and p(M ).
A more restrictive assumption than 180° symmetry or antisymmetry is imposing symme­
try  in one direction (e.g. symmetry in the x  direction if discretizing a t  derivative) and 
antisymmetry or symmetry in the other direction depending on whether an odd or even 
derivative is being discretized.
We could require th a t a given term  is the result of discretizing along a line and then 
imposing that the actual discretization is a weighted average of this discretization along a 
line a t the different space or time levels. This will lead to cubic equations in the coefficients 
unless specific weights are imposed beforehand.
We could impose th a t the nonhnear terms such as uu^ and factorize. This will again 
lead to cubic equations in the coefficients rather than quadratic equations.
5.3 Numerical Schemes for KdV
Having outlined the method for finding finite difference schemes th a t preserve CLaws, we now 
apply the method to find schemes th a t preserve some of the first three CLaws of KdV. We recall, 
from §1.1, th a t the first three CLaws of KdV, A =  Wt +  uux +  Uxxx =  0, in characteristic form,
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are
0 =Dt(u) +  Dx ( 2^^ +  '^xx) =  A,
0 = A  +  Dx +  uuxx -  ^u l)  = wA,
0 =Dt -  u^) +  Dx {\u^  +  u^Uxx +  2 uxUt +  w ^) =  A.
We want to look for schemes that are as compact as possible to eliminate the occurrence of 
spurious waves [11] so we will focus on schemes with four and five spatial points and one step
in time; however, when searching for some schemes it will be necessary to have more than one
step in time. Below we present the schemes we have found, and the assumptions that we made 
in order to find them.
5.3.1 Schemes that preserve the first and second CLaws
5.3.1.1 Eight-point one-step schemes
We begin by looking for schemes with only four spatial points, which should give the most 
compact discretization. Three new eight-point schemes were found by discretizing the densities 
of the first CLaw and then applying difference operators to obtain a discretization for KdV. The 
discretization of Uxx in the first CLaw’s flux was assumed to be a weighted average over two rows 
of the discretization on just a single row. The discretization for the second characteristic, Qg, 
was symmetric in time. In what follows we have included the local truncation error (LTE) about 
the point {xm,tn)- However for the eight-point schemes the resulting discretization of KdV and 
the characteristic should be considered as an approximation to u{xm — 1/ 2/ ,^ (n. +  l / 2f/), the 
densities to u[xm — 1/ 2/i, and the fluxes to u{xm — P,tn + l / 2p).
First scheme
^  + ji{Sm — I)Fi,
Q2 —\ { S n I )  = U 0 {u) + 0 {n),
Gi =  {u- 2 0  — u-iQ — uqo +  Wio) V’ T  |u _ io  -f- |uoo =  u +  0 (/x),
El =^£Uqo^  +  uoicuqo +  ^w_2oeuoo +  ^ew_2iUoo +  —g^) w_ioUoo +  g^) 'n_iiUoo+
-f- |euoi^ +  |e u _ 2oUoi -f- ^ew_giUoi 4- — |e )  u-iqUqi 4- '^-ii'^oi 4- |eu_go^4-
4- eu_goU-gi 4- ( ^ ~ 2 )^ u - 20'^-10 4- ( ^ ~ 2 )^ u -u U -20  4- |eu_2i^4- ( ^  —§c) u_2iw_io4- 
T ( ^ ~ 2 )^ ^ - 11^-21 4- w -10  ^+  (A  "  4  ^ - 11^-10  4- u_ii^4-
4- 2^("^a 4-1) (u- 2 0  ~  2u_io 4- Woo) =  2^^ T Uxx 4- 4- 0{fi). (5.20)
This discretization contains two parameters: ip in the ut term and e in the uu^ term. Prom 
Figure 5.6 it is clear that setting e =  0 (removing the turquoise and green lines in Figure 5.6) 
will give the most compact discretization and setting e =  ^  (removing the blue and navy lines in 
Figure 5.6) will give the least compact discretization for in Fi. Thus e =  0 will give the most 
compact discretizations of uUx in KdV. This suggests that e =  0 may be the best discretization 
and we will investigate this further in Chapter 6 .
To find the densities of the second CLaw, given the characteristic, the direct construction method 
is used. To simplify the construction, note that the expression QgA can be split according to 
the coefficients /i and v. As neither the density or the flux of the second CLaw contain any t
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0
;
-  2 ^) 
(à “ è^ )
Figure 5.6: The discretization of in Fi for the first scheme. A line joining two points 
indicates that the product of the variable at the two endpoints is included in the discretization. 
The colour of the line designates the coefficient of the product in the discretization.
derivatives, we desire that any v terms must be the result of applying the difference operator in 
the n direction. Thus we search for a function G2 {u-2 0 iU-iq,uqq,uiq) that satisfies
( S „  -  / ) S ;  =  c o e f ï ( À .  i ) ,
where coeff(A, i )  denotes the coefficient of ^ in the expression A. In order to satisfy this equation 
it is necessary to set '0 =  0. If 0  is a different value then u terms will be introduced into the 
discrete flux, F2, and 11 terms into the discrete density G2 , which will give terms that vanish 
in the limit. It seems reasonable to want to avoid this situation; however, we will numerically 
examine some schemes with 0  /  0 in Chapter 6. To find the discrete flux we search for a 
function, F^(u_2o, u_io,uoo,u_2i , t t o i ) ,  that satisfies
=  À -
The densities found by this process are
=1(^00 +  U - i o Ÿ  ~  T  0 { j l ) ,
F 2 ( u - l l  +  U - 2 0  +  U - 2 1  +  U - i o )  ( U - 1 0  +  U q o  +  +  'Uoi)
(12cuoo 4- 12'U_2oc T  n_io — 24e'u_n +  12e'Uoi +  12'u_2i^ ~  24u_ioe +  m_ h ) +
+  8 ^  ((W - 1 0  +  U qo  +  U-ii T  U q i ) U - 2 0  +  ( ^ - 1 0  +  U qq  +  U - H  +  U q i ) U-21  +
—3w_io^ — 'U-io'Uoo +  6u_io'*-*-ii “  ^-10^01 4- 'U_nuoo ~  S u - n ^  4* r^-ii'Uoi)
=  ^u^ 4- uUxx  — 2^1 4- 0 { i y )  4-
The discretization for KdV is now a one-parameter family given by
A =p(5'^ — I) 4- l^oo) 4- “ (‘S'm — I) 4-1) {u- 2 0  — 2u-io 4- Uoo)  ^ 4-
4- jii^m ~ I) (f  (2'Uoi'Uoo — W-ii^oi ~ W-ii^oo 4- uqi^ — 2u_ioU_ii 4- 2'U_2o'n-2i4- 
—  U - i o ^  — U_11  ^—  M-ioUoi 4- U - 2 1 U qq —  U-j^qUqo —  U_2lU_n 4* U_2lUoi —  U_2iU_io4-
4- U - 2 Q U oi  4- U - 2 Q U qq  4- U qq —  U - 2 0 ^ - 1 1  4" U-21 U - 2 q U- I Q  4" ut 
4- ^  (w-10 4- u _ ii) (u_io 4- Uoi 4- U - n  4- u q q  + U - 2 0  +  U - 21 ) )
-Ut +  uUx 4- Uxxx 4- 0{iy) 4- 0{iF).
20 -20^ - 11) 4-
(5.21)
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S u b s e q u e n t a n a ly s is  m a y  h e lp  d e te rm in e  th e  v a lu e  o f  e t h a t  sh o u ld  b e  ch osen .
Second schem e
A (5.22)
Q2 =^{Sn  +  / ) ( u _20 +  W-1 0  +  ^00 +  Wio) =  w +  0{u)  +
G i  =  (w _20 — ^ -1 0  ~  ^00 +  ^ lo )  V' +  \ u —\Q +  \ uqq — U +
Fl = '^U -iiU oi  +  ■^U-iiUqo +  -^U-iqUqi +  ^W_10W00 +  ' ^ U - 2 iUqi +  ^W_2iWoo+ 
+  ^ U - 2 lU-U  +  ■^U-2 lU-io  +  ^U_2oWoi +  ^U_2oUQO +  ^U_20W-H +  ^W_20^i-10+
+  2j^(Fn +  (u -20  — 2u_io +  Uqo) =  +  Uxx +  ^ ( f )  +  ^ (^)-
T o c o n s t ru c t  th e  d e n s i ty  a n d  flux  o f  th e  se c o n d  C L aw  so  t h a t  n o  f/ te r m s  o c c u r  in  F 2,  i t  is
n e c e s s a ry  to  s e t  0  =  - | . T h is  g ives
G2 = '^  {u— 20 +  w-io +  Uqo +  U1 0 Ÿ  — f +  ^(f)>
F2 =-j|2(^-20+W-21+î^-10 +  W-ll) (î^01+W - l l + ^ 0 0 + W _ i o )  ( u o o + W _ 2 0  +  W _ 2 l + U o i )  +
+  (—2u_2oW_io +  4u_2oUoo — 2 U -2 0 U-H  +  4u_2oWoi +  W_20  ^+  2^00^01 +  ^01^ T
+  2 w — 2lW_20 —  2U—2iU —\q T  4 m _ 2iWoo —  2w_2iW_ii +  AU—2iUqi — 2 w — 11^ +  W O O ^ T
T  U—21^ — 2u _ io u o i  — 2u_io^^oo “  4u_ioW —n  2'u_ io^  — 2u _ n U o i  2u _ n U o o )
— \ u ^  +  UUxx — f  +  ^ ( f )  +  ^ { F ) .
T h e  d is c re tiz a tio n  fo r  K d V  is th u s
A = - ^ { S n  — I )  ( U -2 0  +  ^-10 +  U qo +  U iq) + I )  +  I )  { U - 2 0  ~  2u_io +  Woo)^+
— 2iJI (U- 2 0  — U \ i  — UiQ +  W-21) (wol +  W-11 +  Woo +  W _io) (5.23)
= U t  +  UUx +  Uxxx  +  ^ ( f )  T  ^ { F ) .
Third schem e
A  = ' i ( 5n —/ ) C i  +  ^ ( 5 „a — J ) F i ,  (5.24)
Q 2  ='|;(S'n +  /) (^ w _ 2 o +  w_io +  Woo +  5 W1 0 ) =  w +  0 { y )  +  0 { f i ) ,
G i  =  (w_20 — W -io — Woo +  Wio) 01  +  ^W -io  +  5W00 =  w +
F l  (w _io  +  W_21 +  W_20 +  W _ ii) (woo +  W -ii +  W_io +  Woi) +
+  (W-20 —  2w_io +  Woo) =  §W^ +  Uxx +  ^ ( ,^) +  ^ (f)>
T o e n su re  t h a t  F2  d o e s  n o t  d e p e n d  on  u  i t  is n e c e ssa ry  to  s e t  0  =  '§. T h is  g ives
G 2 (w- 2 0  + 2u_io + 2woo + wio)^  = §w^  + 0 (/2),
F 2  = 3 5 4  (W -li  +  W -io  +  W-21 +  W_2o) (woO +  Wol +  W _io T  W _ n )
(woo +  w—21 +  2 u _ io  +  w—20 T  2 w _ ii +  w ol) T
+  ^  (^W _2oW oo —•^W_20W_10 —^W _2oW _ii +  ^ W _2oW oi +  ^W oo^ +  ^ W o i^  —^ W _ 1 1 ^ +
+  ^ W _ 2 0 ^  +  ^ W _ 2 l W _ 2 0  — W-21 W_10 +  ^  W-21 Woo — ^ W _ 2 l W _ i i  —  ^ W _ i i U o i  +  -^WooWoi+ 
+  ^W_2iWoi +  ^ W_2l^ — ■^W-ioWoo — ■^W-io^ — ^ W_ioW_n — '^W-ioWoi — -^W-nWoo)
=  iw ^ T  UUxx  — 2 ^x  +  "I" ^ ( /^ ) )
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The discretization for KdV is now
A = - ^ { S n —I) (W-20 + 2w_io + 2woo+Wio)+^ (‘S',n—-^ ) (2^ ( ‘S'n +  I) (w_20 ~ 2w_io + Woo)^ +
+  3^  (woo +  W _ i i+ W _ io + W o i ) ( w o o —W _ 2 0 ~ W _ 2 l + W o i + W i i + U i o —W _11—W _io) , (5.25)
=Ut +  uUx +  Uxxx +  ^ ( f )  T  ^ iy ) -  (5.26)
It is noteworthy th a t all three schemes, with the chosen values of 0 , preserve the density of 
the second CLaw in the same manner: G 2 — |C i  . Therefore, we can take the results of 
each of the discretizations above and then form the average, ü rn - i/2,n =  G i, which will be an 
alternative discretization of KdV th a t preserves the first and second conserved quantities exactly. 
It is tempting to think th a t this will give unconditional stability in the ^2-norm with periodic 
boundary conditions. However, the original schemes, from which the average is calculated, may 
not themselves be unconditionally stable.
A dditional schem es
It seems that the assumptions to find the above three schemes are very restrictive. Why insist 
that the CLaws do not have additional terms in the density and flux th a t vanish as the step sizes 
tends to zero? A more sensible restriction is to search for methods that have 180° symmetry 
assumptions. Hence (5.13a, 5.13c, 5.14a, 5.14c) are automatically satisfied. Therefore we are free 
to choose any discretizations for u* and Uxxx that have 180° antisymmetry. So for our numerical 
investigations in Chapter 6 we will choose
Ut =  — I) (^ W - io  +  |w o o )  , Uxxx = ~  I) {{Sn + I)  {U- 2 0  ~  2w _ io  +  U q q ) )  ,
to  make the discretizations as compact and symmetric as possible. This will ensure th a t the 
resulting schemes are aU consistent. The only discretizations th a t need to be determined are 
those for Q 2 and uUx] the results are shown in Table 5.1. To help visuahze the schemes, stencils 
are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, in which different colours are used to represent terms with 
different coefficients. To demonstrate how to reconstruct the uu^ term  from the stencil, let us 
study the first scheme in Figure 5.7. There is a solid red line joining the points (1,0) and (0,1) 
and so ( ^  — ei)uioWoi is a term  in the discretization; a red dashed line joins (—1 , 0 ) and (—2 , 1) 
hence —( ^  — ei)u_ioW_2i is another term. Similarly, there is a purple solid loop attached to 
(1 , 0 ) and a purple dashed loop attached to (—2 , 1); therefore eo(wiQ — wigi) forms part of the 
discretization. Thus, from the stencil, we can ascertain that
fiuux = {-^ — ei)(wioWoi — u_iow_2i) +  eo(wjo — w^2i) +  • • • > 
which we can compare with the first scheme in Table 5.1.
Using our chosen assumptions, we have found four families of schemes th a t preserve the first and 
second CLaws of KdV in characteristic form. There are ten schemes shown in the table; however, 
six of the schemes are special cases of the seventh scheme, which has three parameters, {k , ei, 62). 
The param eter choices th a t yield the other schemes are as follows: the second scheme is given 
by (1/4, ei, 62), the third scheme by (1/2, ei, 62), the fourth scheme results from (1/6, ei, 62), the 
fifth scheme is obtained by {k , — ^, 62), the sixth scheme is obtained with (k, e i ,0 ) and
finally the eighth scheme is obtained by (1/2 — 663,0 ,0). The reason for including these schemes 
in the table is to demonstrate the effects of some different param eter choices, and it should also 
be clearer which param eter values to pick for numerical investigation.
The most striking observation about the schemes is th a t they seem to be skewed in two different 
directions, and the characteristic and the uu^ term  are skewed in the same direction. We say
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th a t a discretization of a linear term  is skewed/angled upwards (downwards) if pairs of points 
lying on a diagonal with positive (negative) gradient have a greater weighting than the pair of 
points lying on the opposite diagonal. So in Table 5.1 the discretizations for Q 2 for the first and 
fourth schemes are angled downwards, the third scheme is angled upwards, the second and tenth 
schemes are symmetric (no skew). The other schemes all involve a choice of parameters which 
will affect how they are skewed (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8). The nonlinear terms are now seen to 
be lying roughly along a diagonal lying in the same direction as the characteristic is skewed. It 
should be noted th a t for the second scheme, even though the characteristic is symmetric, the 
nonlinear part requires ei =  2c2 to be symmetric.
We now observe th a t the schemes occur in pairs which are skewed in opposite directions; this 
is most obvious with the first and third schemes and the fifth and sixth schemes (see Figure 
5.7). The partner of a scheme can be obtained by a reflection in the line n  =  1/2 (n =  —n  +  1, 
m  — m  and w- —ly). This transformation is in G L(2,Z)  and so, by Lemma 3.2.1, a divergence 
expression is mapped to a divergence expression, hence the product of the transformed Q and 
A must be mapped to a divergence expression and is thus in the kernel of the Euler operator. 
Thus the only remaining question is whether the reflected numerical scheme and characteristic 
are discretizations of uUx and Q 2 respectively. To be a discretization of Q2, the coefficients of 
the UijS must add up to one; this will be unaffected by the transformation, so the transformed 
characteristic is still an appropriate discretization. Now, for a one-step scheme.
uu.
 ^ /  1 B B B B \
=  -  I ^  +  XI TiOfclWiOWfci ,
\ j = O i = A k = i  i= A k= A  J
with the necessary conditions
0 = X  X  X  +  X  X
j = 0  i —A k=i  i—A k = A
I B B  B B
0 =  X  X  X ( ^  +  X  X  f^)'yiOkl-UioUkl, (5.28)
j —O i = A k = i  i —A k —A
The transformed equation is
1 I B B  B B
UUx ~ ~  I ^  ^   ^^  y j'+l)flfe(— j-l-1) T  ^  ^  ] 'yiOklÙiiÛkO
1
, j =0 i = A  k—i i = A  k =A
/  1 B B B B
y Ï-  2 ^  2_. 'TiokiUiiUko\ j = 0  i = A  k=i  i—A k = A J
SO the necessary conditions for u u x  —> u U x  as /r, -4 0 are
I B B  B B I B B  B B
0 = X X X '^ f f i - 3 ') f e ( i - 3 )  +  X X 0 =  X X X ( ^ + F)^i{i-j)k{i-j) + X X
j = Q i —A k —i i = A k —A j —Q i = A k —i i = A  k = A
By relabeling the summation we retrieve the original conditions (5.27) and (5.28). So we have 
mapped the discretization to discretizations which also preserve the second CLaw. So if a one- 
step scheme th a t preserves the second CLaw of KdV in characteristic form is reflected in the 
line n  =  1/2, another scheme th a t preserves the second CLaw is obtained.
We are now faced with a problem: which param eter values are best for each family of schemes? 
So what choices of parameters should be numerically investigated? One of the things we can
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investigate is how the schemes are skewed. An interesting question is whether being skewed in 
one direction, or being symmetric, is preferable. It is also interesting to make the schemes as 
compact as possible, to see if this makes the schemes more stable. Finally, where possible, we 
make the discretization for Ux in the linearized scheme (see §6.1 and Appendix A) as compact 
as possible and symmetric in time, so that
Ux =  +  «00 — « —10 — « —ii)- (5.29)
and then compare the schemes with this hnearization (see Table A .l for hnearizations of the 
relevant schemes).
Below are some parameter values for the different schemes th a t are noteworthy:
• First Scheme: (eo,ei) =  (—^ ,0 )  causes the linearization to be (5.29), (0,0) makes the 
scheme as compact as possible (this kills the purple and orange terms in Figure 5.7), 
(0 , ^ )  gives the least compact scheme (kills the purple, red and blue terms).
• Third Scheme: this is the first scheme’s ‘partner’, i.e. it is angled in the opposite direction 
and can be obtained by reflecting the first scheme in the line n  =  1/2. For the hnearization 
we need (ei, eg) =  (0 , —^ ) ;  compactness requires (0 , 0) (kills the purple and orange terms) 
and the least compact case is given by ( ^ , 0 ), (kills the blue, red and purple terms).
• Second Scheme: this scheme’s characteristic is symmetric in time and space. To make the 
««^ term symmetric, set ei =  26g (this is the first scheme (5.20) in the previous section with 
e =  ei). To make the hnearization as compact as possible choose (ei, eg) =  (—'^ ,  —^ ) ;  for 
the actual scheme to be as compact as possible choose (0 , 0) (this is the symmetric case 
of the eighth scheme in the table). The ««^ discretization is angled up with ( ^ ,  ^ ) ;  this 
kiUs orange, blue, red and dark red terms. Its partner, given by the reflection, is given by 
( ^ , 0 ) which kihs the turquoise, red, dark red and hght green terms.
• Fourth scheme: to make the hnearization compact and symmetric set (e i, eg) =  (—•^ , — - j^ ) ; 
for compactness choose (0 , 0); to make the scheme as symmetric as possible set ( j ^ ,  ^ ) -
•  Ninth Scheme: for symmetry k — (this is the third scheme (5.24) in the previous 
section); it is skewed up if K =  and skewed down if /c =  0 .
•  Tenth Scheme: there are no parameters to choose (this is the second scheme (5.22) previ­
ously found).
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First Scheme
Second Scheme
Third Scheme
Fourth Scheme
Fifth Scheme
Sixth Scheme
2(53 “ (1)
2c2 -  ei
r  -
J , — (2 — (1 ^
2eo — 2ei +
5eo -  2ei
f-2 ( l ~ 2/c)
2(2^ 2 -  2ei +  | ( 2£2 -  2ei +
2 (2 (2  — (-1)
3c2 — Cl + ^
K — ‘2k - 6c2~l~12/tL2
12«
2^
-t~3c2 — 12k £2 
6k
12Kfi — 6f 14"K—2k12k£l(l —2k) K — 6ci-t~24K€i —2k 12k
Figure 5.7: Stencils for the eight-point discretizations of Q2 and uUx- Lines indicate that the 
multiple of the two end points is included in the scheme. Different colour lines represent different 
coefficients and a dashed line represents the negative of its solid counterpart.
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Seventh Scheme
X 4KC2 —C2-K2KC] — —46| K
4f(f 2 — f 2 4-2K&1 —Ak £i
2K^+24Ke9 — i — 36t?K^ — 24/<^ —
- 2h 'K -j-3t?>—6 k (.i —6^fc? ( ,6k ^ 2, ,K +3t’a —6k£i —12Kti K +3e2—6Kti — 12k626k 12k2K —2k^ —6£7 + 12kc? K^ — 18K6% 4-6(9 — 6kci12k 6k
Eighth scheme
— 6ej
Ninth Scheme
Tenth Scheme
—^
i.
Factors of uUx
— i(6«: — 1) —
Figure 5.8: More stencils for the eight-point discretizations of Q2 and uu^. Lines indicate that 
the multiple of the two end points is included in the scheme. Different colour lines represent 
different coefficients and a dashed fine represents the negative of its solid counterpart. A cross 
represents the negative value of the coefficient (depicted by the colour) for a linear term.
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5.3.1.2 Ten-point one-step schemes
We now search for schemes that have five points in space instead of four. The wider stencil may 
cause problems in the numerics, but schemes with good preservation properties may be found by 
using a wider stencil, such as the norm-preserving scheme in [11]. All the eight-point schemes we 
have found used all the points to discretize uUx, so by using an odd number of points, we may 
be able to find schemes that have a more compact discretization for the uUx term than the eight 
point schemes. However, the u ^ x  term will have a wide stencil. The following two schemes were 
found by making the following assumptions: Ut must satisfy the consistency condition (2.24);
u ^ x  must satisfy the consistency condition (2.18), and Q2 and uu^ depend only on the central
six points.
First scheme
A =^{uqi — Woo) — ^  (—^11 — wio +  w_ii + u-io)  (uoi +  Woo) +
+  ^  (“ î?w_2o —  eu_io + [^ + 2t) + 2 e )  u q o  +  ( — 1  ~  wio +  ~  W20 +
+  ( —§ 4-77) W-21 -t- (e +  1) w _ i i  -h ^ — 2e — 2z/) wgi +  e u n  +  , (5.30)
=Ut +  uUx +  Uxxx +  (e — I  +  ^v)uxxt^  +  +  0 {u) -F
Q2 =|w_io + |woo + |wio + |w_u -t- |uoi +  |wii =  U +  0{u) -h
Unlike the eight-point schemes, this discretization was not found by discretizing the density and 
flux of the first CLaw. Therefore they need to be constructed using the direct construction 
method. The result of this is
GI =uqo,
Fl =1 (w_io +  w_ii) (uoi +  Woo) +  ^  ((~2 ~  ~  Woo +  (^ +  c) woi +  'nu- 2 0  +  (è “  ^ - 21+
+  {t} +  €.) U - io -h ^ —  77 —  c) U-ll +  (2 ~  ^10 +  7?Wii)
=  -f- Uxx +  (e “  2 ^ v ) u x t ^  +  +  0 ( p )  +
and so the mass is conserved exactly. When constructing the densities of the second CLaw, it is 
not possible in this case to choose parameter values so that the F2 does not depend on p. The 
resulting density and flux for the second CLaw are
G2 =^uioUoo +  ^woo  ^+  ((2euoo^ +  (—1 — 2r] — 2e) uiqUoo 4- (1 -I- 4?; -f- 4e) U20W00) +
+  ( ( —1 +  477) W20W -10 +  (1 — 4?7 — 2e) U2o^ +  ( “ 2r/ — 2e ) W20W10))
=  2 '^^  +  i 3 ~ V - l ^ ) u U x - ^ + 0 { ^ )  +  0 { f l ) ,
F2 (W-10 +  W_ii) (Uoi +  Woo) (woO +  Wol +  W-io +  W_ii) +
+  i^ j2 (277Wiiw_io 4- (—26 — 2) u_n^ 4- {—2r) — 1 — 4e) w nU -n -f- (1 — 477 — 2e) uio^ 4- 
4* (—1 4- 477 -f- 2e) uii^ — 2u_iiu_io 4- (1 — 2t]) woiu_2i 4- (677 -1- 6e 4-1) u_ioUoi-l- 
4- (277 -f- 2e) woiw_ii 4- (1 — 277) woiWio — 2uooWoi 4- (—1 — 4r} — 4e) uoo^4- 
4- 2 t}U-2oUqq -p 277U11U00 4- (1 — 277) uii7i._2i 4- 2eu_io^ 4- (1 — 2r)) woow_2i4- 
4- (—1 — 2tj — 2e) U—loWoo 4* (—677 — 2 — 6e) uooW—n  -1- (1 — 477 — 2e) wioUoo4- 
4- (1 — 277) u_ 2iw_io 4- (1 — 277) w_2iu _ ii 4- (1 — 277) u_2i'Uio 4- (2 -f- 4e 4- 2rf) w_ioUio4- 
4- (1 — 277) uioW—11 -f- (4e — 1 4- 477) uoi^ 4- 2 rjU—2oUoi 4- (4?7 4- 2e) wnuoi 4- 277U_2ow_io4- 
4 - 277U_2ow_ii 4- 2t]U-2oUiq -h 2rjUiiU-2o) 4- ^  (woo — woi) (w_io -h w _n )
=§w^ 4- uUxx -  ^ u l  4- (77 -  I  4- |e ) u u t ^  4- 0 { ^ )  4- 0 { ^ )  4- 0( f i ) .
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In order to minimize the LTE of the discretization of KdV and F j, set e — |  +  477 =  0. To 
minimize the LTE of the density and flux of the second CLaw, set 77 — |  +  | e  =  0. Solving these 
equations simultaneously yields 77 =  0 and e =  ■5 and so the u ^ x  term  becomes symmetric in 
time. Therefore, this choice of parameters will be investigated in Chapter 6 .
Second schem e
0 =^(î^01—‘^ Oo)~ 2I/I ( ~ ^ l l  ~ '^ 10+ î ^ - l l + î ^ - l o ) ( î ^ - 10+ î ^ - l l + î ^ 01+Î^OO +  Wii+Wio) +
+  7^  ( —7777-20 +  (1 ~  0  W-10 +  ( —§ +  277 +  2^) 7700 — ^%40 +  ( I  ~  ^) ^20 +
+  (—§ +  I?) ^ -2 1  +  ^ 1^ -11 +  (I “  2^ ~  277) 77oi +  ( — 1 +  77ii +  777721) (5.31)
—Ut  +  7777a; +  Uxxx  "b "  2 ^' U)Uxx t^  +  ^ ( ^ )  +  ^ ( ^ )  +
Q 2 (uqo  +  7701 )  =  77 +  0 ( u ) .
The density and flux of the first CLaw are 
G i  =w oo ,
F i  = ^ (7 7 —10^+277—1077—11+77—io77oi+77_io77oo+W —11^+77—ii77oi +77-117700 +  7700^+277017700+7701^)
+  2^  (27777-20 +  (277 — 2 +  2^) 77-10 +  (1 — 277 — 2^) 7700 +  (1 — 2rf) T7io) +
+  (1 — 277) 77-21 +  (1 — 277 — 2^) 77-11 +  (277 — 2 +  2^) 77qi +  27/7711 )
=  ^ 77^  +  Uxx +  (477 — I  +  ^)Uxt^ +  C ( ^ )  +  0 (p )  +  0 (77).
The density and flux of the second CLaw are
G 2 = ^ 7 7 0 0 ^  +  7^  ( (  — % +  77)  77207700 +  (C  ~  ^ )  77207^10 +  ( ~ 7 /  — ^  +  | )  7720^) ,
—V? +  (1 -  277 -  e)uux-p  +  0 { ^ )  +  O (^),
F 2  (77-10 +  7 7 - i i )  (uqo +  7701 ) (7700 +  7701 +  77-10 +  7 7 - n )  +
+  7^  ( (“ 2 +  ^-107701 +  ( —2 +  1 0  77-1077oo “  ^ 77-n 77oi^  — ^77_n77oo^ +
+  § 7 / 7 7 0 1 7 7 - 2 0 + ( —77 —  ^ + I )  7 7 i o ^  +  (  — f + 7 / + 0  7 7 n ^  +  ( — | + 7 / + ^ )  7 7 o i ^  +  § 7 / 7 7 o o 7 7 - 2 0 +
+  § 7 /7 7 1 0 7 7 -1 0 +  ( — 7/ ~ ^  +  f )  77oo^ +  § 7 / 7 7 i i 7 7 - i o +  (  — § 7 / + § )  77oo77-21 +  (  — § 7 / + § )  7 7 n 7 7 - i i  +  
+  (—§77+%) 770177-21+ (^ — §) 77io77oo +  (§ “ 0  77ll77oi+ ( —§77+§) 77io77_n)
=§77^ — §77^  +  uuxx +  (277 — 1 +  e ) u u f ^  +  +  0 (fJ,).
If the parameters are chosen to be 77 =  § and e =  § then the 77^  term  becomes symmetric in 
time and antisymmetric in space and the local truncation errors are aU reduced. In addition, 
the densities become
C l  =  7700) G 2 =  2^ 00)
so th a t both the mass and the momentum are conserved exactly. The exact conservation of the 
momentum imphes non-linear stability in the ^2-norm. In fact this choice of param eters gives 
the norm-preserving scheme in [11] and we can now see it preserves the second CLaw locally and 
not just globally.
A dditional schem es w ith  rotational sym m etry
As for the case with eight points, it seems th a t our assumptions to find the above two schemes 
are very restrictive. So we relax them to only require th a t the schemes have 180° rotational 
symmetry assumptions. W ith this we are free to choose
Ut  =  § ( 5 ' „  — I ) u q o , U xxx  =  7 & ( 'S 'n ,  +  — / ) ( 7 7 - 2 0  ~  7 7 - iq  — 77qo +  7 7 iq ) ,
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to make the discretizations as compact and symmetric as possible. Due to computational con­
siderations, we remove the points u -21  and «20 from the discretization of uux so th a t it only 
uses eight points which are sheared to the right^. From the numerics (see Chapter 6), we observe 
that, for the single soliton problem, the schemes which are skewed upwards appear to produce 
sohtons th a t travel faster than symmetric schemes (which generally travel slower than the actual 
sohton), so it seems sensible to focus on schemes sheared to the right rather than to the left. 
However, schemes th a t are sheared to the left can be obtained from the schemes presented here 
by reflecting the characteristic and uu^ terms in the line n  =  1/2, as we discussed in §5.3.1.1.
The schemes found with these assumptions are shown in Table 5.2 and the stencils of the schemes 
are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. It appears th a t there are ten different schemes; however, six of 
these schemes are consequences of specific parameter choices for the seventh scheme in Table 5.2, 
which has three parameters (ac, €3 , £4). The second scheme in the table is given by (1/4, €3, £4); 
the third scheme is the choice (1/ 2 , £3 , £4); the fourth scheme is obtained by (1/ 6 , £3 , £4); the 
fifth scheme results from (r , , £4); the sixth scheme is the choice £3 , 0); and
finally the eighth scheme is obtained by (6£3 , £3 , 0 ). We have chosen to keep these schemes in 
Table 5.2 so th a t the effects of the different param eter choices can be seen.
If one compares Figures 5.9 and 5.10 with Figures 5.7 and 5.8, it should be immediately apparent 
th a t all of these schemes are generated by shearing the eight-point schemes and changing the 
parameters. It is interesting th a t no schemes have been found th a t aren’t generated by shearing 
an eight-point scheme. From Lemma 3.2.1, if the shear m =  m  +  n, n  =  n  is applied to the 
product of the discrete Q 2 and the result will still be in the kernel of the Euler Operator. 
The transformed discretization of uUx for a one-step scheme is
I B B  B B
^  7i0fclÛi0Û(fc+i)i I ,
i = A  k —i i = A  k = A  J
^ /  1 B + j  B + j  B 5 + 1  \
I X  X  X  +  X  X  i^O(k-l)l i^OHo 1 >
\ j = 0  i —A ^ j  k = A + l  J
SO the first necessary condition for uu^  -+ uUx as //, 1/ — 0 is
1 B + j  B + j  B  B + 1
•^  =  X  X  X "*■ X  X  Tm(k-I)i'
j = O i = A + j  k = i  i = ^ k = A + l
which by relabehng the indicies yields (5.27) and so must be satisfied. The second necessary 
condition is
1 B + j  B + j   ^ 5 5+1
® ^  X  X  X  X  X  ^)%0(k-l)l!
.7=0 i = A + j  k=f k = A + l
1 5 5 5 5
— X  X  X ^ ^  +  ^ +  ‘^ j ) l i jk j  +  X  X  +  A: +  l)7iow,
j = O i = A k = i  i = A k = A
5 5 5 5
=  X  X  ^Tiiki +  X  X  TtOki, (using (5.28)). (5.32)
i = A k = i  i = A k = A
^If these points are left in, calculating the Groebner basis with the total degree ordering was quick to accom­
plish. However, when transforming the resulting basis to one with lexicographic ordering, the computer was left 
running for a week without completing the task.
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Hence, in general, applying a shear to a one-step discretization will not yield an alternative 
discretization for uU x.  However, if we assume th a t u u ^  has 180° antisymmetry then (5.32) will 
be satisfied. In this case, the second term  in (5.32) must vanish as it contains all the coefficients 
of the products of terms of the form UioUki  and so if it contains 7 ioki it must also contain 
7-ii-fco- The remaining term  is
A A A A A A 1 A A
X  X  =  X  X  Tnki -  X  X  7-io-fco =  X  X  X  Tfjkj =  0.
i = —A k = i  i= A  k=i i = —A k = i  j = O i = —A k = i
Thus, because we have imposed th a t the uUx  terms have 180° antisymmetry, there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between the eight-point schemes we found in Table 5.1 and the schemes 
found in Table 5.2.
As for the eight-point schemes, we will want to investigate param eter choices th a t make the 
schemes as compact and symmetric as possible, and compare the cases where the linearization 
yields a discretization for Ux th a t is as compact and symmetric as possible (the linearizations 
for the schemes are shown in Table A.2), so that
Ux — § ( —77-11 — 77-10 +  77iO +  7 7 n ).
Therefore the following param eter choices will be of interest;
To make the first scheme symmetric in time and give the desired linearization, set (£2 , 63) =  
( ^ ,0 )  (this is the second scheme (5.31) in the previous section). The choice ( ^ ,  0), for the first 
scheme kills the the orange and purple terms (see Figure 5.9), so the scheme is skewed upwards; 
the resulting linearization for this is
Ux — —§77-11 — §77-10 — §7701 +  §7700 +  §77n +  §77io-
To obtain the opposite scheme, which is skewed downwards, killing the blue and orange terms, 
we need (0 , 0 ) and its linearization is
Ux — —§77-11 — §77-10 +  §7701 ~  §7700 +  §77n +  §77io.
Finally, we choose (§, —^ )  to include the orange terms and also kill the 0{fiu)  term  and the 
0{fj?) term  in the LTE. This gives a linearization of
Ux =  ^ 7 7 -2 0  — §77-11 — §77-10 — §77oi +  §77oo +  §77n  +  §77io — ^7721-
We wish to investigate the second, third and fourth schemes as well. As it is not clear which 
param eter values to choose, we shall pick the param eter values th a t give the schemes the same 
linearizations as we have found above. So for the second scheme we need (£3 , £ 4 )  =  (0, —^ )  
for the symmetric case, (—^ ,  —^ )  for the downwards case, ( ^ ,  —n )  the upwards case and 
( • ^ ,—^ )  for the elongated case. For the third scheme we require (£3, £4) =  ( ^ ,  " A )  tor the 
symmetric case, (0, — ^ )  for the downwards case, ( ^ ,  — t^ ) for the upwards case and ( § ,—§) for 
the elongated case. And for the fourth scheme ( £ 3 , £ 4 )  =  (—^ ,  —]§g) gives the symmetric case, 
(—•^ ,  —ï§g) the downwards case, (ï§g, —ï§g) the upwards case and (—^ ,  —^ )  the elongated 
case. The ninth and tenth schemes both have characteristics depending on more points, so they 
too should be investigated. Fortunately, the tenth  scheme doesn’t have any param eters th a t 
need choosing. So finally, choosing r  =  0 causes the ninth scheme to become symmetric (this is 
the first scheme (5.30) in the previous section) ; the choice R =  § kills the central terms.
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First Scheme
Second
Scheme
Third Scheme
Fourth Scheme
Fifth Scheme
£3 — £4 2(63 — 64)£4 + £3
£4 + £3
-  3£4 — £3 ; 2(£3 -  £4 -  3G
— 263 + £4
£3 — 2e4 2(£3 — 2£4) 3(£3 2£4)
K+12i<g.i ~2/c —6 4^
(M i—f. 1  _  C 4 ( 1 - 2 k )
Figure 5.9: Stencils for the ten-point discretizations of Q2 and uUx. Lines indicate that the 
multiple of the two end points is included in the scheme. Different colour lines represent different 
coefficients and a dashed line represents the negative of its solid counterpart.
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Sixth Scheme
2(c2+«:3)
2{f-2-¥^3)
Seventh Scheme
Eighth Scheme
 ^ _ V
«--2(1 — 12' 2~~12» 3) €3(1 —12k2 —IZtg)12(f2+f3) 12(«^2 + f3)
12e -3 ^ + ta — 12cn'^ t-i12(«2 + ^3) 12(t2-f-(j)
(c, + Cj) £2 «3
2KtA-i-2Kt^  — t j —2%^ — ]8Kt j ^ 6KtT+3^ 4~£24tjK^  12k4k^ 12«22>ce4+2iC£.-i-€4 X^j ■ .iLi
— — 18/t£4 ~ 6 k £4 + 3 £ 4  + 1 2 t4 K ^  +  12K^£4
-  - X
Ninth Scheme
Tenth Scheme
5(1 — 6ac) 3k 1 ( 1 - 6 k )  | k
Figure 5.10; More stencils for the ten-point discretizations of Q 2 and uu^. Lines indicate that 
the multiple of the two end points is included in the scheme. Different colour lines represent 
different coefficients and a dashed line represents the negative of its solid counterpart. A cross 
represents the negative value of the coefficient (depicted by the colour) for a linear term.
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5 .3 .1 .3  T w o-step  schem es
W ith appropriate assumptions the three-parameter exphcit family of schemes from §2.3, which 
includes the Zabusky-Kruskal scheme, can be found. Note th a t the term  in the three- 
param eter family is not antisymmetric in space; this is also true for the (0 ,1 /6 ,0 ) scheme which 
was found to perform very well.
5.3.2 Schemes that preserve the first and third Claws 
5.3 .2 .1  E ight-poin t on e-step  schem es
As we desire our discretizations to be compact, we searched for discretizations that preserve the 
first and third CLaws using a stencil th a t was only four points wide. In order to find a scheme 
with eight points we assumed th a t all the linear terms had 180° symmetry if they were even 
derivatives or antisymmetry if they were odd derivatives, th a t uu^ =  where
the discretization v? had no additional assumptions, and finally, the discretization for v? in the 
characteristic was assumed to be symmetric is space and time. W ith these assumptions the 
following novel scheme was found:
0 — — I )  (w_io +  Uoo)+ jliS m  ~  I )  (^ ^ -2 0 ^  +  ^ ^ ^-2 0 ^ - 1 0  +  ^U _20^00 +  ^ U _ io ^  +
+  -^U - iqUqq -f +  ^U_20W_21 +  ^ U _ 2 0 ^ -ll +  ^U_20^01 +  ^W_ioU-21 +
+  ^ U _ io U _ ii -j- -^ U - iqUqi +  ■^UoqU-21  +  ^U qoW -h +  +  ^ ^ - 21  ^+
+  ^W_2lW_ii -h ^U_2lUoi +  +
-j-j^ (^ —2 ctU —2 0 —T]U—io  — (T}-{-3 )  W o o ~ (2o; —1) U x q -\-{2 oc— V) W_21 +  (t7+ 3) W_ii-f-77Woi+2<3;Wii)
(5.33)
=Ut -f uUx +  Uxxx +  (4o +  277 -1- 2 )^  +  O ^  (il^) 4 -
with characteristic
Qs =•^^00^ +  ^W_21^ +  +  ^U_20^ +  +  ^W ll^ +
+  -g U -io U o o  +  ^ W _ io U io  +  ^W ooW io +  ^ U _ 2 0 W _ 1 1  -j- ^ U _ 2 0 W o i +  ^ U _ io U _ 2 1  +
+  ^W _ioU_ii -f ^U_ioUoi +  -f ^UooW_21 +  ^ U qqU -xi -f ^^00^01 +
+  ^ w o o ^ ii 4- ^ u i o u _ i i  +  -^u iouoi 4- ^ w _ 2 iU - n  4- ^ w _2iU oi 4- ^ w _ iiU o i4 -  
4- -f- ^ U o iU ii -f ^ W _ 20W00 4 - ^ U _ 20W_ 2 1  4" ^W ioU ii 4- ^U_20W _io4-
4- 7^  (au_2o4-(o —I) u_io —o:uoo4-(|—o) uio4-(^ — u _ 2i —o u _ i i - f ( a —|)  uoi4-o;uii)
-j- 2uxa: 4- (8a — 2)uxt 4- O  4- 0 {y )  4- 0{fi).
In order to reconstruct the density and flux for the first CLaw, we set 77 =  — 1 — 2a; this prevents
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any u  term s occurring in F i . The reconstruction yielded 
G\  = 'iu _ io  +  ^^00 =  w +  0 {fi) +  0 (p ),
Fl =7  ^(2au-2o + u_2i — 2au—2i — w-io — 'R-ii + (1 ~ 2a) uqo + 2uoia) +
+  -^U - 2 0  ^+  ^W-20W-10 +  ^U-20'ROO +  +  ^W-iqUOO +  ^^00^  +
+  •^U_2oW_2l +  ^U_20W_11 +  ^U_2oWoi +  ^U _ioU -21 +  ^ 'R _ io U -H  +
+  ^UooU- 2 1  +  T^WooW-ii +  ■^UooUm,n +  +  ^U _2lU _n  +  ^«-21^01 +
+  +  ^U _ iiU o i +  +  ^W-lO^Ol
+  Uxx +  (4a  — l)ua;t^  +  O ( i ' )  +  G( f i ) .
The density and flux for the th ird  CLaw are
G 3 = ï^ W io  (iSwooWio +  18uoo^ +  lOuio^ +  3u_ioUio +  3u_io^ +  12u_ioUoo) +
— 2^  ( ^ 0 0  — W-io) (uoo — ^ - 2 0 ) +  (uoo — W-lo) (^00 +  U - 20)
- u ^ +  A a ^u U x -^  +  o  + O  7^^  ^,
F 3 =  — (277-20^-10^-11 —6U - 20W-10U00 +  3u _ 20R -10Wo1+ W -20Wo0Woi +  3U -20W-11U01 +
— 3u _21U _ioU oO ~3U -21U ooW —11 —77—21^00^01 — 277—2l7 7 _ io 7 7 _ n  +  6 7 7-2 l77 -n 77o i +  
+77-io77oo77oi +  277-io77-i i 77oi —77_n77oo77oi+77_ i i 77_20^—WOO^-20^—277-io77ooW-11+
+  77-20^^01 —  1477-10^7700 —  77— 21^77— 10 +  277-io^77oi +  1477— n^77oi +  77— 21^77-H +
— 77—21^7700 — 277—11^7700 +  W—21^^01 +  577— — 10t7oo^  ~  577—10^ +  1077oi^+  
+77-20^-1177-21 —77-20^'î^ -IO —77-20^00^-21 —477-2077-10^—277-20^00^ +
+  277-2077-11^ —77-2077_io77_21 +77-2077o1^—77-2i 77oo^ —277-2177-10^+477-2i 77-11^ +
+  277—2177oi  ^+77—io77oi^— 1777—io77oo^ + 1777—n77oi^ —77—n77oo^+77—20770l77_2l) +
+  ^  (77oia77-21—77oia77_20 +  77-lia77oi—77_ioa77oi +  ( ' |—a) 77oo77_21 +  ( a —^) 77-207700 +
+  ( | —a) 77oo77-ll +  ( a  —• )^ 77-107700 +  (a  —1) 77-2177-11+  ( ^ —a )  77_io77_2l+
+  a 7 7 - i i ^  +  ( | — 2 a )  77—1Q 77-11 +  (—^ + a )  7 7 - iQ ^ +  ( a + 4 )  77—l o 77—20 — a 7 7 -2 0 7 7 —n )  +
+  ^  (7700  ^+77001^01 + 7 7 0 0 7 7 -2 1  + 2 7 7 - 2 0 ^ 0 0  +  2 7 7 0 0 ^ -1 1  + 4 7 7 _ io 7 7 o O  +  ^ 01^  + 4 7 7 _ io ^  +  
+ 4 7 7 - 1 1 ^ + 2 7 7 —2 1 7 7 o i+ 7 7 -2 o 7 7 o i+ 4 7 7 —i i 7 7 o i + 2 7 7 —io 7 7 o i+ 7 7 —20^ +  ^ - 2 1 ^ + 2 7 7 - 2 0 ^ —11 +
+  277-1077-21 +  477-2177-11 +  477—io77-n +  477—2077—10 +  77_2077-2l)
(—77—10 — 77-11 +  77-21 +  77oo +  2a77—2 0  — 2a77_ 2 1  — 2a77QO +  277oi a )  +
+  ^  (4a^77oi^ +  877—2077oia^ — 4 a  ( — 1 +  2a) 77—2i T7oi — 477—ioa77oi — 477—iiaTIoi +
—4 a  (2 a —1) 77oo77oi +  (2 a —1) 77oo^  —4 a  (2a —1) 77_2o77oo+2 ( 2 a —1) 77—2 1 7 7 0 0 +
+  (—2 + 4 a )  77—io77oo+(—2 + 4 a )  77_iiT7oo+(-l+2a)^ 77—2 1  ^ — 4 a  (—l+ 2 a )  77—2 0 7 7 —2 1 +
+  ( - 2  +  4 a) 77-1077-21 +  ( - 2  +  4 a ) 77_n77_2l +  4a^77-20^ -  477-ioa77-20 +
—4a77—2077—11  +  277—1077—11 +  (2a^ +  1 ) 77—10  ^+  ( l  — 2a^) 77—11^) +
+  g^ÏQ {uqq^ +  77oo77oi +  77oo77-21 +  277-207700 +  277oo77-H +  4t7-1o77oo +  77oi  ^+
+  477— 10^ + 4 7 7 — 11^ + 2 7 7 — 2i77oi + 7 7 — 2077oi + 4 7 7 — h77oi + 2 7 7 — io77oi +77-20^ +7 7 — 21^+
+  277-2077-11 +  277-1077— 21 +  477— 2l77— n  +  477— io77-H +  477-2077-10 +  77-2077-2l)^
=UxxU^ +  ‘2UtUx +  %77^  +  77^ x "  4a^77^77  ^+  O ( ^ )  +  0 {-^)  +  0 {fl).
Two interesting choices are a  =  | ,  in which case the u ^ x  term  becomes sym m etric in tim e
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and antisymmetric in space (which minimizes the local truncation error), and a  =  0 , which 
minimizes the truncation error of the third CLaw’s density and flux.
A dditional schem es w ith  rotational sym m etry
Just as we did for the schemes th a t preserve the first and second CLaws, we relax the assumptions 
to just 180° rotational symmetry assumptions. Because the Ut  and u ^ x  expressions occur in 
(5.15a) and (5.15e), we are no longer free to choose them  as we desire. Therefore, we need to 
take into account consistency when choosing any parameters in the linear terms.
Five families of schemes result from the above considerations. The first scheme is the scheme 
we explored above (5.33), which is as symmetric as possible. The other schemes are all skewed 
and occur in pairs: one skewed up and the other skewed down. This is a consequence of the 
fact that, for one-step schemes, the transformation h  = —n  +  1 , m =  m  and u —i/ is linear 
and maps each discretization of KdV and Q 3 to another discretization of KdV and Q 3 . For a 
given scheme, the Ut,  u u ^  and v ?  terms are aU skewed in the same direction (see Figure 5.11). 
Because the u t  term  is skewed, for the scheme to be consistent \ i  v  — Xf/", we require the u ^ x  
term  to be antisymmetric in space and symmetric in time (which we can choose the parameters 
in this term  to accomphsh) and r  <  1. Thus, the time steps will need to be of a similar size or 
larger than the space steps.
Only the second and third schemes have a param eter in the nonlinear term  th a t we are free to 
choose. Here are some suggested choices of the parameters for numerical investigation:
Second scheme:
yd =  1/72 - symmetric in time except for the orange diagonals which have no opposites. The 
linearization of its u u ^  term  is
Ux - ■^(—5u_2i — 4u_2o ~  4u_ ii — 5î/_io +  5uoi +  4uoo +  4 u n  +  5uio).
yd =  1 /96 - gives the same linearization for u ^  as the first scheme, which is
Ux —  ^ ( —77—21 — 77—20 “  U —n  — 77—iQ +  77qi +  Uqo +  +  7 7 iq ) .
yd =  1 /48 - gives the same linearization for uu^ as the fourth scheme,
U x =  ^ ( —2 7 7 -2 1  — 7 7 -2 0  ~  7 7 _ n  — 2 7 7 _ io  +  277oi +  77qo +  7 7 n  +  277i o ) -
yd =  0 - (kills orange terms) gives the same linearization for uu^ as the fifth scheme,
U x =  ■j^(—77— 21 — 277—20 ~  277—n  — 77—lo  +  77oi +  277oo +  2 7 7 n  +  77%o).
yd =  1/24 - kills the red, dark red and pink terms so th a t neither u^ or uu^ depend on the points
77—20 Rud 7 7 ii .
yd =  —1/24 - kills the central blue and dark terms.
Third scheme:
yd =  1/72 - symmetric in time except for the orange diagonals which have no opposites. The 
linearization for this is
U x =  ^ ( — 477— 21 —  577— 20 —  577— n  —  477 _io +  477qi +  577oo +  577% i +  477i q ).
yd =  1/64 - gives the same linearization for uu^ as the first scheme.
yd =  1 /48 - (kills the orange terms) gives the same linearization for uu^ as the fourth scheme,
yd =  1/96 - gives the same linearization for uu^ as the fifth scheme.
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^  =  0 - kills red, dark red and pink terms so th a t neither or uu^ depend on the points u _ 2i 
and uio-
yd =  1/24 - kills the central blue and dark blue terms.
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First Scheme
Ut
_5_J ,
9 6  2 4  4 8  9 6  1 2
JL J_J, J,
1
Second
Scheme
Third
Scheme
X
4 8
3 to
^(24^ + 1) ^(1-24/9)
^(1-24^)
à W - 1) ^(72/3 + 1)
< -
Fourth
Scheme
Fifth
Scheme
 ^ 2/3
-3^
J- X
2 4  1 2
i  i
2 4  1 2
^(1-24^ ) ^(1-72/3)
;^(l-4S/3) ^(1-36/3)
2/3
«
X
Figure 5.11: Stencils of the eight-point discretizations of uu^ and tf*. Lines indicate that 
the multiple of the two end points is included in the scheme. Different colour lines represent 
different coefficients and a dashed line represents the negative of its solid counterpart. A cross 
represents the negative value of the coefficient (depicted by the colour) for a linear term.
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5 .3 .2 .2  T en-point on e-step  schem es
We now extend our search to discretizations with a wider stencil, but with a more compact 
discretization for the uUx term. The following scheme was found by making the following as­
sumptions: Ut has one consistency condition (2.24), Q2 and uu^  depend only on the central six 
points and u ^ x  has one consistency condition (2.18).
0 =^(woi — Uqo) +  (^11^ +  ^10^11 +  ^10^ — ^-11^ — W_ioW_ii — u_io^) +
+  ( ( ~ 4  +  ^ - 2 0  +  | w _ i o  —  7] U q o  —  • | u i o  +  ( I  +  ^ 2 0  +
+  (—4 — |î? ) u-21  +  \ u - i i  -f 77U01 — 2^11 +  (4 ~  2^) ^21) (5.34)
=ut + uUx +  Uxxx — +  C ?(^) 4- 0 {y) -f
Qz = § ^ 01  ^ +  ^UoiWoo +  5 ^ 00  ^+
/F ( ( I  — ^) ^ -1 0  — ^00 +  ( f  +  77) Ulo +  ( I  +  77) U -ii — Uqi +  ( I  — ^) Wll)
-f- 2uxx — 4uxt?7^ +  O ( ^ )  -f 0 { u )  -f  0 (/i^).
The density and flux for the flrst CLaw are 
G I =uqo,
Fl = 3^  (^ —10  ^ +  U_ioU_ii +  U_11  ^ -b Woo^  +  UoiUoo +  +
+  4^  ( ( —1 +  277) Uoo +  ( “ 1 — 277) Uoi -f (1 — 277) U_20 +  (1 +  277) U_21 +
+  (—1 — 277) U-io +  ( — 1 +  277) U -ii  -b (1 +  277) Ulo +  (1 — 277) Uii) ,
=  \ y ^  -b  Uxx — 2Ux(77^ -b  o ( ^ )  -b  0 { v )  +
The density and flux for the third CLaw are
G 3 =^uoo^ +  ( ~ 2uoo^ +  uoqW-1 0  +  woo^io) =  -b uuxx T
F3 (u_io^ +  U_ioU_ii +  U_11^) (uoi^ +  WolUoo +  Woo^ ) +
+  ^  (  — ^ W o iU o o ^ -1 1  — ^ U o iU o o W -1 0  +  ^ W io 7 7 U _ ii^  — ^ U i i7 7 7 i_ i i^  -b
— \uQ-j^U—ii  — -|uoi^U_io — •|uoo^W_ii — ■gUoo^ 'li—10 +
+  ^  (woi^ +  UoiUoo +  ^ 00^) (1 +  277) U-21  +  ^Woi^Uoo +  ^Woo^Woi +
+  ^^^ 00  ^+  fw -ii^U -io  +  ^U_10^U_11 — ^77U_10  ^+  ^ U io ^ - 10  ^+
— ■|uoiU_io^ +  -^UiiU-iQ^ — ■|uooW_io^ +  ^Uio77U_iiU_io — ■|uii77U_iiU_io +
+  i ^ ^ - 11  ^ — ^ ^ - 11^^00 +  3^ WioU_ii^ — -|uoiM-ll^ +
+  ^  (uoi^ +  UoiUoo +  Woo^ ) ( —1 +  277) U_20 +
+  ^ ^ 00  ^+  3^ W_10  ^ +  -^U ioU -iiU -io — ^UoiU_iiU_io “  ^Uii77U_io^ +
— ■|uooU_iiU_io +  l /1 2 u iiU _ iiU _ io  +  |uio77U_io^ — •^Uoi^ ( — 1 +  277))  +
+  7^  ( —2777i_iiUoi — 2 7 /7700^ ^ -10  — ( — 1 — 277) 77_ i i 7700 — (1 — 27/) Uoi77_ io )  +
— 4 ^  ( —'^ - 1 0  +  2 t 7 _ i o ^  +  2 u 0 0  — ^ 1 0  — 2t7io77 — 7I_11  — 2 7 7 _ ii7 7  -b  27701 ~  ^ 1 1  +  2 7 7 ii7 /)  
( — 277—2077 +  2777700 — 2777701 +  277-2177 — 2 7 7 -1 0  +  7 7 -2 0  +  77—21 +  7700 +  77oi — 277—n )
=  177^ —7777x7+77^ 2; 4-77^  77xx +  ^z^7 — ^ (277  ^+  277^ 77a;7 — 477x777xx) ^  -b 0 (^ )4 -0 (7 /)  +  0  (77) .
By setting 7/ =  0, the local truncation errors are minimized and the u ^ x  term  becomes sym­
metric in time and antisym metric in space. Doing this results in the scheme th a t Purihata [23] 
constructed.
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A dditional schem es w ith  rotational an tisym m etry
Once again, we relax our previous assumptions and search for schemes th a t have 180° rotational 
antisymmetry. However, as for ten-point schemes that preserve the first and second CLaws, 
due to computer limitations we have om itted the points u _ 2i and U20 from the uu^ term. Two 
one-parameter families of schemes were found which are shown in Table 5.4; their stencils are 
shown in Figure 5.12. Unlike the eight-point schemes, the Ut term is symmetric in space and so 
consistency is not an issue. Also, in both famihes, we can choose u ^ x  to be symmetric in time.
For the one-step schemes th a t preserve the third CLaw, there is no correspondence between the 
eight-point schemes and the ten-point schemes found here. This is because the shear transfor­
mation, though it preserves the divergence expressions, does not map a discretization of Uxx in 
the characteristic to another discretization of Uxx- For
1 B
'^xx — 'y  ^y  1 c t i jU ij , 
j=0 i=A
to be a discretization of Uxxi the necessary conditions that the coefficients must satisfy are
0 =  0 =  21 = (5.35)
j=O i=A 3=0 i—A j=0 i=A
If in addition we wish th a t when the scheme is sheared, with rrn-¥ m  + n  and n  n, th a t it too 
is a discretization of then the coefficients must also satisfy
I B  I B  I B
j=0 i —A 3=0 i=A j=0 i=A
Using the original conditions, the additional conditions simplify to
B B
0 =  ^ a n ,  l  =  ^ ï û ! i i .  (5.36)
i=A i=A
Thus in general it is not possible to generate a one-step scheme th a t preserves the third CLaw 
of KdV by shearing another scheme that already does. If one compares the first scheme in Table 
5.4 with the second scheme in Table 5.4, even though the nonlinear terms are related by a shear 
(/3 M- —ei), the and terms are not.
The following are some suggested choices of param eters to investigate. Setting ei =  —1/24 
in the first family and 62 =  — in the second family (this is Furihata’s scheme, which we 
studied above) causes both schemes to be symmetric in time and as compact as possible. The 
linearization of both schemes coincide as
Ux =  — \ u - i l  +  \ u i i  -f ^UiQ.
To remove the central points of the second family, choose €2 =  0, which gives a linearization of
Un — —^ w-2 0  — — ^woi +  +  1 2 U10  +  \ u 2 i.
The first scheme has the same linearization if ei =  0, which removes the orange terms. To cause 
the «^1 0  to have the opposite sign to the Uqq term  in the second family, so th a t the interior 
(red) and exterior terms terms (blue) have the same weighting, choose 62 =  — The  resulting 
linearization is
Ux =  —•^ W-2 0  — ^ ^ - 1 1  — ^ U - i i  — ^Uoi T  ^UOO +  ^ '^ 1 1  +  +  ^U2l.
The scheme from the first family with the same linearization is given by ei =  — ^ .
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5 .3 .2 .3  T h e  3 - s t e p  e x p l ic i t  s c h e m e
Since it is possible to preserve the first and second CLaws with an explicit scheme, it was an 
interesting question to see whether an explicit scheme could be found to preserve the first and 
third CLaws. We found that instead of two time steps it was necessary to have three time 
steps to find such a scheme. To find this scheme, the density and flux for the first CLaw were 
discretized and then the appropriate difference operators were applied. The only restrictions on 
the discretizations were the number of points each term could depend on:
Ut =  (^<S'n — I)u  where ü  used the points uqj with j  =  —2 , —1, 0 , 
uu^ : ji{Sjn — I)u^ where depended on points with i • —1 ,0  and j  =  —1 ,0  
u ^ x  =  u («S'm -  where depended on i =  —2 , . . . ,  1 and j  =  - 1 , 0 .
Both terms in the characteristic for the third CLaw used the central six points with i =  — 1,0,1, 
and j  = —1,0, but was assumed to be a total divergence in the m  direction. The resulting 
difference scheme is
0 =^(W 01 — ^0-2) +  ^  (wi_lUio — U _i_iU _io) +  ^  ~  2^1-1 — 1^10 +  r]U -2-l — W20^  +
+  ( ~ 2  ~  ^ - 2 0  +  ( 2  ^ 2 - 1  +  ( 2  +  277) U qo + (—2r/ — I )  u o - i  +  (5.37)
= U t  +  UUx  +  Ux xx  — (1 +  ^'n)Uxxt^ +  "b 0 ( h ) .
The characteristic is
Qs —wq-iUoo + (—2uoo — 2uo-i — 4u_i_iT7 + (2 + 477) u - iq + (2 + 477) ui_i — 477U10)
=U^ +  2Ua:a: ~  2(1 +  4 7 7 ) +  O (^ )  +  0 {u) +
The density and flux for the first CLaw are
Gi = |u o -2  +  31 0^-1  +  3W00 — u +  0 {u),
F l  = | u o - 1^ 00  +  |u _ i _ i U _ i o  4- ^  (uo-l77  — 77U_2_1 — (|^-77)'U_l_l^-(|^-77)^Xl_l +  (i-|-77)u_2(^^- 
+ ^ W _ l0 — ( I + 77)7700 ~ ^ ^ io )  =  §77  ^ +  UxX  — (1 +  4 r ] ) u x t ^  +  0 { ^ )  +  0 { u )  +  0 { n ) .
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The density and  flux for the th ird  CLaw are
Gz ='|uo_iUooWO- 2  +  (~|wooWo-2  — §Wo-iUoo — |u_i_277Uoo — § ( — 1 — 277) Uoo77_i_i +
— I  ( — 1 — 2 rj) U i_ 2 Uoo — § 77^ 00 ^^ 1 - 1  — §WO-177o-2 +  ( — §77 — I )  W_i__iUo- 2  +
+  (§ +  § 77) U _i_ 2 Uo-l +  §Ui_iUo - 2  +  §77o-1Ui_2 —  ■|wi_i77i_2)
= \u ^  +  \uUxx — +  (1 +  477)(—UxtU — ^UxUt)^ +  "b ^(^)>
^  (§770-1^00 +  § 77- 1 -2 7 7 7 7 0 0  — §77oq77_i_i — §77o-l77o_2 +  ( f  +  §7/) 77_io77o-2 +
+  §77_i_i77o_2 +  ( — §77 — §) 77q_i77_io +  (—§77 — §) 77_i_277o-l) +
+  ^  (—77770- 1 7 7 0 0  ^ +  § (1 +  2rf) UqqUq- I ^  +  § (1 +  2rj) T7_2077oo770-1 — §77_i_i77_io77o-l +
— 7777—2-l77o—i77oo — §770—i77oo77—10 — §77—i —i77o—i77qo ~  §77-i_i77_io77oo+
+  § ( 1  +  2 7 7)77—1 —1 7 7- 1 0  ^—7777—1 —1 ^7 7 - 1 0  —7777—i-i77iq77-io + § ( 1 + 2 7 7)77 1—i77—i —i77—1 0 ) +
+  §77o- i 77oo77_i - i 77_io +
— ^  (771— 1 +  2771 — 177 — 77oo — 2777710 — 277—1—177 — 7 7q -1  +  77—iQ +  27777—10)
(2777700 +  27777—2— 1 — 2770— 177 — 277—207? +  7 7 -1 0  — 77o-l ~  7 7 -2 0  +  77—i —1)  ,
=  § 77'^  +  77^ g. +  U^Uxx +  §77x77t — §77^777+
+  (1 +  477) (—77^ 77x7 +  §777777 — 2 UxtUxx — §77j)^ +  0 { ~ )  +  0 {y) +
Note th a t F 3 contains u  term s and to  ensure these term s did not blow up in the lim it, as the step
sizes tend  to  zero, triv ial CLaws were added during the reconstruction. Setting  77 =  — § causes
th e  u ^ x  term  to  become sym m etric in tim e and antisym m etric in space and  th is minimizes the  
LTE of the difference scheme.
5.3.3 Preserving all three CLaws together?
U ltim ately we would like to  find a difference scheme th a t preserves the flrst th ree CLaws of 
K dV  together. However we have been unsuccessful. Such a m ethod  m ay exist b u t by using the 
b ru te  force approach outlined in th is chapter we have been unable to  find it due the  am ount 
of tim e and m em ory th a t  the  G roebner basis calculations require (see §2.2.2). For exam ple, 
when looking for a  one-step m ethod w ith  22 points (i.e. m  =  —5 , . . . ,  5) w ith  no assum ptions 
on the  term s o ther th an  th a t  they are discretizations, calculating^ the  G roebner basis (using 
th e  to ta l degree ordering) required 8.1 GiB of RAM  and 5796.5s (% 97mins). In  contrast, when 
searching for the additional schemes th a t preserve the  first and th ird  CLaws, using 5 x 2  points 
(which resulted in 688 equations in 51 unknowns) calculating the  G roebner basis required 8.6s 
and 26.6MB. Because we were unable to  find a one-step scheme w ith eleven spatia l points, th a t  
preserves all th ree CLaws it suggests th a t, if it is possible to  find a m ethod  th a t  preserves all 
three CLaws, it will require a t least two tim e steps. However, once we investigate tw o-step 
schemes we s ta r t  to run  ou t of memory. We were unable to  calculate the G roebner basis for a 
scheme w ith 4 x 3  points, w ith 180° sym m etry and an tisym m etry  assum ptions on all the  term s, 
as we ran  ou t of m em ory (63 GiB). However by assum ing th a t the Ut term  was sym m etric in 
space we could quickly show there were no solutions. So if solutions do exist for th is case they  
will have a counter-intuitive discretization for 777. Similarly, when using 5 x 3  points, we run  ou t 
of m em ory even when we assume th a t the  ut te rm  is sym m etric in space and  the  u ^ x  te rm  is
^These calculations were conducted on the departmental server which has 63.0 GiB of RAM and 4 AM D  
Opteron(tm) 6134 Processors (2.3 GHz) giving 32 cores.
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symmetric in time. Thus it is desirable to develop a more efficient method of solving the system 
of equations.
The system of equations th a t need to be solved to find schemes th a t preserve CLaws has a 
special structure. To demonstrate this we return the simple example of the effects of the Euler 
operator on nonlinear terms. If we order the coefficients of P  and Q (from (5 .1 6 ) )  in vectors 
p  =  (a, â, 7 , 7 )^  and q  =  (/5, jd)^ respectively and let Ay be the four by two m atrix [Ay]fci =  
ôikôji then we can rewrite the system of equations (5 .1 8 ) ,  th a t results from the condition that 
E {P  • Q) =  0, as
0  = aP = p ^ A iaq , 
0  =  j / 3  =  p ^ A 4 i q ,
0 =  7)8 =  p^A 42q,
0 =  7 /? =  p ^ A s iq ,
0 =  6 ^  =  p ^ A 2iq , 
0 =  7)8 =  p ^ A s2 q.
0 =  (a )8 +  â)8 ) =  p ^ (A ii  +  A 22)q, 
0  = {'yl3 + 7 )8 ) =  P ^(A 4i +  Ag2 )q,
Clearly, this system has the trivial solutions p  =  0 and q  =  0; however, for our problems this is 
not possible as P  and Q are discretizations for some terms. So not all of their coefficients can 
be zero, i.e. p  and q  must also satisfy some conditions of the form
/ 0 \ /  0 \
B p  =
0
V 1 y
C q  =
0
\ i y
for some matrices B and C. So if we seek to preserve a given CLaw of an equation with 
polynomial nonlinearities, we will obtain a system of equations with a similar structure. To 
illustrate this, the the coefficients of and for the discretized characteristic Qz can be 
ordered into vectors /3 and C respectively, and the parameters in the discretizations of Ut, uUx 
and Uxxx can be ordered into vectors 7 , e and a  respectively. Then from (5.15), to find a 
discretization of KdV th a t preserves the structure of the third CLaw, with 180° symmetry 
assumptions, we need to find vectors a , )8 , 7 , e, C that solve the system of equations of the form
0 =  ) 8 A i 7 ,  i  =  1 , . . .  , r i a ,
0 =  ^ B ;6, 7 — 1 , . . .  , 725,
0 =  ^CiO ; +  CDiC, i = l , . . . , T i c ,
along with the conditions th a t come from discretizations
/  0 \
0 \ _ 0
(5 .3 8 )
(5 .3 9 )
(5 .4 0 )
DutT —
0
1
D. .e = D, a  =
0
\  3! /
^UxxC — D u2^  =  (1) ,
where D ut, Duux» are matrices containing the information in (2.16, 2.29, 5.5).
Clearly the above system can have solutions, as we showed in the previous sections by finding 
the Groebner basis for the resulting polynomial equations. However finding the Groebner basis 
will work for any system of polynomial equations and is very expensive, as we have found, to 
use. Therefore can we exploit the above structure to find a more efficient method of finding 
solutions?
A splitting strategy does speed the process up. We can assume th a t a given variable is either 
nonzero or zero and thus gain two systems of equations with fewer variables. The aim is to chose
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a variable th a t by being nonzero or zero immediately makes several other equations linear. Then 
we can solve them  and either find th a t there are no possible solutions or else we have further 
reduced the number of variables. This in tu rn  may cause other equations to become linear, etc. 
Once all the consequences of our assumption have been worked through, we can either choose 
another variable to make assumptions on, or else calculate the Groebner basis for the two new 
systems we have found. To illustrate this we show th a t our example system of equations, (5.16), 
only has the trivial solutions p  =  0 or q  =  0. To begin, assume o; 7^  0; this implies th a t =  0 
and so )8 =  0 as well. Therefore, for a nontrivial solution a  =  0. If we now, in addition, assume 
7  7^ 0 then this too implies )8 =  0 which in tu rn  implies ^  =  0. Therefore, for nontrivial solutions, 
CK =  0 and 7  =  0 . Continuing this process by making assumptions on à  and 7 ,  we can show th a t 
this system of equations only has trivial solutions.
5.4 Direct construction of explicit schemes to  preserve one 
CLaw
In this section we use the theory from Chapter 3 to illustrate problems th a t can arise when we 
construct explicit discretizations that preserve a single chosen CLaw. Given an explicit PAE, 
A =  uoi — w(z), where z denotes all the terms of the form uij with j  < 0, the characteristic for 
a CLaw
(5^^-L )G (z) +  (6 r ^ - L ) F ( z )  =  0 ,
is given by
dX.
So the characteristic typically depends on the difference equation. However, if G  is linear in the 
variables u^o, i.e. G = h + where the functions gt and h depend on Uij with j  < —1,
then the characteristic no longer depends on the equation:
Q — 'y  ^ ^n9i,
i
so the characteristic equals the seed. Using this observation, we can now construct schemes to 
preserve a given CLaw.
Given a CLaw for an PDE in characteristic form.
Dt(G) +  D x(F) =  QA,
if the LHS is discretized as
iËn— D-G +  ^ — ï l p  =  QA,
then a discretization for QA is obtained. If QA factors to give QÂ where Q is a discretization 
of the characteristic and Â is a discretization of the PD E then a discretization of the PD E has 
been found th a t preserves the CLaw. This is the form of discretization th a t is sought by the 
method of §5.2. However, by imposing th a t
G = ^  +  /2, F  = F{z ),
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where g and h are functions depending on variables of the form Uij with j  <  — 1 and A is a 
non-zero constant, we obtain
(■>-!? ( 5 - Ï S ) -
Thus the discretization of the CLaw is a difference CLaw for the explicit difference equation 
uoi — =  0. Therefore is its characteristic which cannot be the zero function on solutions
of the difference equation (see Chapter 3). If Sng is a discretization for the PD E ’s characteristic 
then ^  must be an explicit discretization of the PDE. Therefore to construct an explicit
finite difference scheme th a t preserves a given CLaw, we use the following approach.
1. Write the CLaw in characteristic form.
2. Add trivial CLaws of the second kind so th a t the density, G, is written as uQ  and some 
additional terms. For example, the density of the third CLaw of KdV can be written as 
Gg =  u{v? +  2Uxx)  ~  §77^  — UUxx'
3. Replace the u th a t multiplies the characteristic by uqq and discretize all the other terms in 
G with points of the form Uij (with j  <  — 1) to construct G. Thus, for the above example 
we might choose
f  2 , ~  ^ ' ^ 0 -1  + 77 i_ i'\ 2 3 U o -1  (w_i_i —  2 u o - l  +  Ui_i)
G 3 — 7 7 o o  I  770— 1  + 2  ^ 2  J  3770—1 ^ 2
4. The discretization of the characteristic Q is given by applied to the coefficient of uoo in 
G.
5. Discretize the flux using points of the form Uij with j  < 0 to get F.
6 . The discretization for the PD E is given by
A =  -1 - +  S îL Z -Q .^ ^  . (5.41)
This method inevitably leads to schemes which involve dividing by the discrete characteristic. 
This may cause difficulties because, even though the characteristic cannot be the zero function, 
the characteristic could be zero or close to zero at a specific grid-point. The Zabusky-Kruskal
(2.3) and the three-step exphcit scheme (5.37) both could be constructed in this way; however
in both these cases the discretization was found by searching for discretizations of the CLaw of 
the form Q A  and hence no division is necessary.
We used the above method to discretize KdV so as to preserve given CLaws. The resulting 
schemes are given below.
5.4.1 Preserving the second CLaw of KdV
A discretization for KdV that preserves the second CLaw is given by (5.41) with 
G2 =§Woo77o-l =  §77^
F 2  — § 7700^  +  (7700 (7710 — 27700 +  7 7 _ i o ) )  —  T —  ^ ( ( u q o  ~  7 7 _ i o )  (7 7 % o  ~  7 7 o o ) )
J. 
2/7
=  §77^ +  7777xx — §77^ +  G ( / 7 ^ ) ,
Q 2  — U qq.
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As the discretization for the flux is not determined by the discretization for the density, an 
alternative discretization is to use
Fza =  § (j^ 2  +  ^ 2 ^ ~  §77^  +  7777xx ~  §77^  +
instead of F2 . The discretization of KdV using F2 has a local truncation error of 0 {i')  +  
whereas the discretization using F2a has a local truncation error of 0 (iy) +  0 {p?).
In order to apply the method, all th a t is necessary is th a t the resulting discretization can be put 
in Kovaleveskya form. Thus we could choose to make the flux linear in its highest shifted term  
and create a m ethod th a t is not explicit. For example, insisting th a t F2 is hnear in T7io and all 
other terms have i < 0 will give a scheme th a t can be solved uniquely for 7720,
G 2 =§77oo,
^ 2 —\  (77^10 +  77qq) +  ^  (7710 — 27700 +  77_lo) 77-10 +  2^(^00 “  ^ - lo Y  ~  § +7777xx — §77^  +^(/7), 
Q2 —77oo '
The resulting discretization of KdV preserves the second CLaw exactly. However it can only 
be solved uniquely for 77q i , not 77q i , so the solutions are not unique; however, when modeling a 
problem where u {x ,t) > 0 (such as soliton solutions), the positive square root could be chosen to 
give an explicit scheme. However, in §2.5 the numerical soliton solutions developed wave trains 
th a t followed the soliton which a t times are negative.
5.4.2 Preserving the third CLaw of KdV
In order to construct a scheme th a t preserves the third CLaw, the CLaw needs to be written as 
G z  — ^77 +  7777xx) F s  ”  4 77 +  77 U x x  +  7 7 x 7 7 7 7 7 7 x 7  +  '^xx> Q s  — 77 +  2 U x x '
A scheme th a t preserves the third CLaw is then given by (5.41) with 
G z  =77qo ^77q-1^ +  (77- 1-1 — 2t7o-1 +  7 7 i_ i)^  — |77q -1^  — ^ 7 7 q -1  (7 7 _ i_ i  — 277q-1 +  7 7 i_ i)
=  §77^  +  UUxx +  G { y )  +  0(/7^),
F 3 =§77oo'^ +  J^77qo^ (t7io ~  277qo +  7 7 -io ) +  ^  (t7oo ~  7 7 -io ) (t7oo ~  7 7 q -i) +
— 7§^77oo (7700 — 77-10 — 770-1 +  7 7 - i - i )  +  ^  (77io — 277oo +  77_io)^
=  § 7 7 ^  +  U ^ U x x  +  7 7 x 7 7 7  -  7 7 7 7 x 7  +  7 7 ^ x ,  + G > { v )  +  0 { f j )
At
5.4.3 Preserving the fourth CLaw of KdV
To demonstrate th a t higher order CLaws can also be constructed in this way, a scheme th a t 
preserves the fourth CLaw of KdV is constructed. The fourth CLaw for KdV is
G4 =5t7^ +  60t777^  +  6077^  77xx +  T2 uUxxxx — 3677^ .^,
F4 =477  ^+  2Û77^ 77xx +  3077^ 77^  +  72uUxUxxx +  3677^^g.+
+  247777^ g. 1277g.77x x  72u U f , x x x  +  72U x U f , x x  6077 777x ,
Q4 =2077^ +  6Ü77^  +  12Ü7777xx +  72Uxxxx"
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A finite difference scheme, of the form (5.41), that preserves it is constructed as follows
G 4 = 2 0 uqqUq- i  ^ — 1 5 w o - l ‘^  +  ^ U qq ( w i_ i  — Uq- i ) (u o -1  — u _ i _ i )  +
+  §^U 00770-1 (77- I - I  — 2 u o - l  +  7 7 l - l )  — ( u _ i _ i  — 2 U o - l  +  U i _ i )  +
+  ^ 7700 (7 7 2 -1  — 4 t7 i_ i  +  6 7 7 0 -1  — 4 7 7 -1 -1  +  7 7 _ 2 - l)  +
— ^  (77- 1-1  — 2770-1 +  77i_i) ,
F4 = 477qo^ +  ^ 7700^ (7710 —  27700 +  77-io) +  ^ 77oo^ (77io ~  77oo) (77oO ~  77-io) +
+  ^ 7 7 o o  (7700— 77- 10) (t7io — 3T7oo+377-10— 77_2o) +  ^  (77io —  3t7oo +  377-io — 77_2o) +
+  ^7700 (7710 —  27700 +  77_io)^ ~  §§ (Uqq —  77_io) (77io —  77oo) (77io —  277oo +  77- 1q) +
— - ^ U qq (7710 — 37700 +  377-10 ~  77-20 — 77i—i  +  3t7o-1 — 3 7 7 -1 -1  +  7 7 - 2 - l )  +
+  (uqo —  77_io) (7710 —  27700 +  77_lo —  77i_i +  277o-l —  77-i-i) +
— ^7700^ (t7oo — 77-10 — 77o-l +  7 7 - i - i )  ,
Q 4 =20T7oo^ +  ^  (t700 — 77- 1 0 ) (7710 — 77oo) +  §^77oo (t7io — 27700 +  7 7 -io ) +
+  ^ ( 7 7 2 0  — 47710 +  67700 — 477—10 +  77—2 0 ).
Unfortunately, all these schemes proved to be unstable when attem pting to implement them. 
Even though the discrete characteristic function cannot be the zero function, it may become zero 
or be close to zero at a given point, causing the scheme to blow up. Thus, we have demonstrated 
th a t having a numerical scheme th a t algebraically satisfies the CLaw may lead to a useless 
numerical method.
5.4.4 Summary
In this chapter we have developed a method for searching for CLaws th a t preserve CLaws. This 
m ethod is limited by computing power and the amount of memory the resulting Croebner basis 
requires to be calculated. So far, the method has only been tested on KdV; however, the method 
should be capable of finding discretizations for other PDEs th a t have polynomial nonlinearities. 
The method has found schemes th a t preserve the first and second CLaws and the first and third 
CLaws simultaneously for KdV. Some of these schemes are novel and others are known. In 
Chapter 6 we will study these schemes further.
In addition we have directly constructed explicit schemes th a t preserve a single CLaw of KdV 
using the characteristic. This method appears limited to finding methods th a t preserve only a 
single CLaw at a time and the discretization may be a rational function which will be problematic 
to  implement.
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Chapter 6
Analysis and Numerical 
Exp er iment at ion
In this chapter we analyze the numerical schemes for the KdV equation th a t we found in the 
previous chapter. We begin by linearizing the schemes and studying their linear stability so as 
to find any step size restrictions. We then use the exact conservation of the second conserved 
quantity for the eight-point schemes (5.21, 5.23, 5.25) to give a nonlinear stability result. Having 
studied the linearized schemes, we implement the schemes using MATLAB to model two different 
problems to compare the behavior of the schemes. We then study the numerical dispersion 
relations of the discretized schemes to seek to better understand the behaviour we have observed.
6.1 Linear Stability Analysis of Schemes
As in Chapter 2 we linearize the schemes about the constant solution Umn — P- The linearized 
numerical schemes are thus discretizations of
0 — Ut +  pUx +  7/xxx‘
The stability analysis is performed by assuming Vmn =  and so the scheme is stable if
Id <  1 .
L em m a 6.1.1. I f  a one-step linear discretization only consists o f terms with 180° sym m etry or 
terms with only 180° antisymmetry then the discretization is uneonditionally stable.
Proof. We prove the lemma for when there are an odd number of points in each row, so th a t 
each row is centred a t m =  0. If a linear one-step scheme has such a symmetry then it can be 
written as
3
where aj G R; the plus is used for a symmetric scheme and the minus for an antisymmetric
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scheme. Therefore if v^n  —
0 = A  y   ^ ±  A^ +  Aao(l ±  ^), (6 .1)
j  ij¥o j^o
= z  ±  z^, (6 .2 )
where z is a complex function of w and z is its conjugate. Hence
1(1
z
T -z =  1,
so the scheme is unconditionally stable. For the case where there is an even number of points, 
with each row centred a t m =  —§, multiplying through (6.1) by will reveal the conjugate 
pairs. In addition, there wiU be no purely real terms, as there are no points at the centre of the 
grid. □
L em m a 6.1.2. I f  a polynomial term has been discretized so that the discretization is either 180° 
symmetric or 180° antisymmetric then the diseretization’s linearization is also 180° symmetrie 
or 180° antisymmetric respectively.
Proof. If a order polynomial term has been discretized in a symmetric or antisymmetric 
manner then the discretization is a sum of terms of the form
k k
1 = 1  1 = 1
The linearization of this expression about the solution Umn =  p is given by 
/  k k
o J 'J [ ^  J_J[(77—ij—kI= 1  1— 1 / Umn=P/  e = 0
Therefore the linearization inherits the symmetry of the original scheme. □
W hen searching for numerical schemes th a t preserved the CLaws of KdV in §5.3, we required 
th a t the discretizations for KdV had to have 180° antisymmetry. Therefore, by combining the 
above two lemmas:
C o ro lla ry  6.1.3. The linearizations of all the one-step schemes found in §5.5 are uneondition­
ally stable.
Hence the only remaining scheme, th a t we need to study the linear stability of, is the three-step 
exphcit scheme th a t preserves the first and third CLaws (5.37). The linearization of th a t scheme 
is
1/3^01 — 1/3770-2 1 P  (77-1-1 +  77-10 ~  77l-l — 77io) (§  +  2r}) 77oo +  ( -2 7 / — § ) 77o-iy -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1-----  1_
P  ^ (1
^  (  — §  — 77)  77 -20  +  7 /7 7 -2 -1  +  § 7 7 -1 0  +  § 7 7 - 1 - 1  — §77io  — § 7 7 l - l  — 77207/ +  ( §  +  7/) 772-1
(6.3)
Note th a t 7/ =  — § makes Uxxx symmetric and minimizes the LTE. The trial solution Vmn = 
A^n^iwm in the condition
0 =  +  ^^(A +  J5î) +  ^ (—A +  7jB) — 1, (6.4)
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where
^  ( i  +  ^5 ) (1 — cos(2w)),
B  = ~  ^  sm(w) +  ^  (— sin(w) +  § sin(2w))^ .
So
i-bi< p ( |¥| a^  + ¥ ) -
When 77 =  — i.e. the case when the discretization for Uxxx is symmetric in time and each row 
is antisymmetric (and the LTE is minimized), A =  0. The roots of (6.4), G C, must satisfy
^) —( 1( 2(3 =  !) b) ( 1(2 +  ( 1(3 +  ( 2(3 =  —A +  (B, c) — ((1 +  (2  +  ( 3) =  A +  FL
(6.5)
We want to know what conditions A and B  need to satisfy to ensure th a t |^| <  1. Clearly 
A =  0 and F  =  0 provides such a condition but this is not possible. To find a necessary but 
not sufficient condition for stability, we assume th a t stability holds, so <  1 , and find the 
conditions A and F  must, as a consequence, satisfy. Equation (6.5 a) imphes th a t |^i| =  1. 
Hence (6.5 b) and (6.5 c) give the necessary conditions that |A +  iB \ < 3 and |A — iB \ < 3. So 
if stability holds then
A ^ < 9 ,  F^ < 9 - A \
Clearly when 7/ =  — §, the first of these conditions is satisfied and the condition on F  is less 
stringent, suggesting th a t this is the most stable param eter choice. So assuming this, a necessary 
but not sufficient condition for stability is that
3y77^ +  < 3 ,  (6 .6 )
where we have assumed that \p\ < Umax- This is very similar to the stability condition found 
for the three-parameter family of exphcit schemes (2.33), even though this is a three-step rather 
than a two-step scheme. However, if a sufficient condition can be found, it may be far more 
restrictive.
6.2 A Nonlinear Stability Consideration
We now consider the stability of the eight-point schemes (5.21), (5.23) and (5.25) on a periodic 
domain so th a t u ij =  umj for all j .  Each of these schemes exactly preserve the structure of the 
second CLaw so th a t it can be written in the form
(S„ -  / )  f i  f ^  Oiîiy)  ) +  -  7)?^ =  0, (6.7)
where 0 <  G M and p < M  and in these cases p is either 2 or 4. Summing over the domain 
then yields the conserved quantity
M — 1 /  p \  2
y  ] I y   ^OiiUm+i,n+j |  =  A, (5.8)
m=0 \ i = l
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where A is a constant. We now seek to show th a t as a consequence of (6 .8) and the periodic 
boundary conditions, if p  divides M  then \ u i j \  must be bounded.
The case p =  1 is trivial and occurs for the ten-point norm-preserving scheme. So let us begin 
with p  = 2 . We wish to show th a t if Uij > B i  > 0 becomes large enough then there exist 
numbers B i  >  0 such th a t u i j  <  — B i  for i  even, and U { j  >  B i  for i  odd. Therefore if M  is 
even, UMj < 0. But the periodic boundary conditions imply that um j = u ij > 0; hence, the 
assumption th a t > B i  must be false.
For p =  2 we can use a  and in preference to a i  and »2  and, as we are a t a fixed time level, 
the j s  have been dropped, so (6 .8 ) implies that
- V Â - aum < /3um+i < V Â - aum, Vm. (6.9)
Let us assume that m is odd and Um >  Bm  >  0- Then (6.9) implies that
Um+l <  ^ (V Â  — aUm) <  ^ (V Â  — aBm)-
So, to ensure th a t Um+i < —Bm+i < 0, Bm  must satisfy
— aBm ) ^  —Bm+l) so Bm ^  + ^Bm+l)-
Similarly, suppose th a t m is even and th a t —Um >  Bm > 0. Hence (6.9) yields
^ -f aBm/j <  ^  {^—yfÂ  — aum^ <  Um+i>
so for Um+I > Bm+I, Bm  must satisfy
Bm  >  a (V Â  +
As the condition is the same for both cases, we have a weU defined sequence to satisfy to ensure 
th a t Uij oscillates. Given Bm > 0, we can then find a suitable B m -i > 0, etc. until I find B \ >  0. 
This sequence yields
>  è ( V Â  +  / 3 B . )  +  ! ( f  +  I B 3)  > - > ^ ( e  ( § y )  +  B m .
Hence if B , >  ^  (X w o  ^  ( a )  )  then B m  > 0, and so if M  is even then UMj <  0, which is a
contradiction. Thus we have shown the solution must be bounded by
< i “ A # )
a  = 0 .
For p >  2, we only suggest how the proof should work. Equation (6 .8) implies that
(^2 a iU m + i,n + ^  < A ,  Vm. (6.10)
If u ij —¥ 00  then
p
^  ''^ (XiUij  —> —CO, (6.11)
i =2
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in order to satisfy (6.10). Now we also have the condition th a t Because
all the ai are positive, (6.10) imphes th a t Y^i= 2  —oo, and so U(^p+i)j —> oo. In the
same manner, we can move along the domain and use (6 .10) to show th a t U(p+i)j must have the 
same asymptotic behaviour as Uij, either tending to plus infinity, minus infinity, or remaining 
bounded. We can now relabel our periodic domain so th a t u y  -4- oo and Upj -4 —oo or is 
bounded. Thus if p divides M  we have a contradiction, because Uij =  u m j- Therefore, the 
solution must remain bounded. However this gives us no information on the size of this bound, 
which could be very large.
Therefore, the presence of a CLaw in the form (6.7), combined with periodic boundary conditions 
with the correct number of points, prevents the modes th a t cause the scheme to blow up from 
growing.
6.3 Numerics
In this section, we compare some of the different numerical schemes we have found by using 
them  to solve the one-soliton initial value problem for KdV, 0 =  wt +  uu^ +  Uxxx- The exact 
solution to this problem on an infinite domain is
u (x ,t)  =  Scsech^ — c£)^ .
For the numerics we use a periodic domain with x  G [—20, 20] and let £ =  [0,2]; M  denotes the 
number of spatial steps and N  denotes the number of time-steps, so p. = ^  and ^  The
resulting solution profiles are compared with th a t of the exact, infinite domain, solution. This is 
fine provided th a t c£ is small enough th a t the soliton does not get close to the boundary. Since 
we are interested in how the different schemes preserve the CLaws, we will use fairly coarse 
discretizations to emphasize the qualitative differences between the different schemes. In order 
to solve the imphcit schemes we used fsolve in MATLAB, which was allowed to run until the 
error reached the default tolerance, so th a t the difference between the schemes should be due to 
their different discretizations rather than due to the nonlinear solver. We calculate the error in 
preserving the different conservation laws by approximating the conserved quantities by
^  ] Ujn,ni  ^  ] ^m .n) ^  (^ m —l,n  ' i ' U m + l , n )
at each time step.
Not only do we compare the schemes with each other but also with the eight-point multisym- 
plectic method of As cher and McLachlan [12, 11],
0 =^(<5'n — / ) ( « _ 2 0  +  3«_10 +  3wqO +  ^lo) +  +  ■^)(—^ -2 0  +  3w_iq — 3Wqo +  ^ l^o) +
+  ((^00  +  ^10 +  ^01 +  Wii)^ — (W-2 0  +  ^ -1 0  T  U- 2 1  T  W_ii)^) ,
and their narrow box scheme
0 = ^ ( 5 'n —/)(W-1 0  +  Woo) +  ^ ( ' S' m—/ ) ( ( ' î ^ - l l + W _ l o ) ^ ) + +  3uoO +  Wio),
which was found using a finite volume discretization. In particular they conducted numerics for 
the alternative form of KdV,
0 — Ui -)- UU  ^ -j-
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with Ô =  0.022^ and initial condition cos(7ra:) on a periodic domain with x  G [0,2]. They showed 
th a t the multisymplectic scheme stayed remarkably smooth despite a very coarse discretization 
whereas the other schemes couldn’t  cope with the discretization and the norm-preserving scheme, 
even though it didn’t blow up, resembled noise. They concluded th a t this was due to the 
compactness of the discretization used for the multisymplectic scheme and th a t its Unearization 
is the most accurate unconditionally stable box semi-discretization a t the steady state [12]. Thus 
it will be interesting to replicate this experiment for the schemes th a t we have found. In addition 
this problem is interesting because the nonlinear part of KdV will be more significant than in the 
sofiton problem { 6  =  1), and the problem becomes close to Burger’s equation, which develops 
shocks. This should be a good problem to see how the different schemes handle the nonlinear 
part of KdV. (Note th a t for this form of KdV the density of the 3rd CLaw is ~u^ + SuUxx)-
The first case to examine is the original eight-point schemes found in §5.3.1.1 (the first scheme 
(5.20), second (5.22) and third (5.24)), with different values of -0 which affect how ut is dis­
cretized. For 0  =  0, the Ut term  uses only the four central points and so is the most compact 
discretization possible. However, what is of interest is whether it is im portant to discretize the 
structure of second CLaw exactly (i.e. so th a t there are no additional terms in the discrete den­
sity and flux th a t tend to zero as the step sizes tend to zero) or just in characteristic form. For 
0  =  0, 0  =  1/4, 0  =  1/6, the first, second and third schemes conserve the second CLaw with no 
additional term s in the fluxes respectively, but for all other values additional u terms will appear 
in the flux and p  terms in the density which will need to vanish in the limit. Finally, 0  =  1/8 
will cause the schemes to differ from the multisymplectic scheme only in how they discretize 
the uux term. The value 0  =  —1/24 was suggested by Ascher and McLachlan, to increase the 
accuracy of the Ut term. For the single soliton solution the most accurate of the choices of 0  
for each scheme is shown in Figure 6.1. The only case where preserving the structure of the 
CLaw exactly yields the best discretization is for the first scheme. For the other two schemes 
this is not the case, the most remarkable example being the second scheme with 0  =  1/ 6 , which 
appears to preserve the second and third CLaws better than all the other schemes, even though 
the discretization only preserves the CLaw in characteristic form. It is not clear why this scheme 
is performing so well. It is also of note th a t as 0  increases, the speed of the numerical soliton 
increases; in §6.4 we seek to explain this using the dispersion relation of the hnearized schemes. 
Finally, for the 6  =  0.022^ example with a very coarse grid (for which the narrow box scheme 
blows up) all the schemes except the second and third schemes with 0  =  1/4 coped with the 
discretization and produced relatively smooth solutions. The most accurate schemes in this case 
all had 0  =  —1/24 (shown in Figure 6.2), though the compact choice of 0  =  0 was not much 
worse a t preserving the conserved quantities. The first scheme out-performs the third which in 
tu rn  out-performs the second scheme. Having 0  =  1/6 in the second scheme no longer performs 
as well. If we double the number of time and spatial steps then the narrow box scheme is able to 
out-perform all the schemes a t conserving the second and especially the third CLaw (see Figure 
6.3).
I t appears th a t preserving the structure of the second CLaw exactly does not makes a significant 
difference compared to just preserving it in characteristic form. However, the presence of this 
conservation law along with the compactness of the discretization seems to enable our finite 
difference schemes, like the multisymplectic scheme, to cope with very coarse discretizations and 
remain smooth. W hat is also clear is th a t the two different problems we have examined favoured 
different schemes - the narrow box scheme was the most accurate for the Ô =  0 .022  ^ case but 
the second scheme with 0  =  1/6 was the best a t preserving the second CLaw for the soliton
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problem.
Having said all this, in §5.3.1.1 we noted that when the structure of each CLaw was preserved 
exactly, the density of the second CLaw is half the density of the first CLaw squared, i.e. Gg =  
\G i . So by taking the results of each scheme and forming the average, u{xm — tn) ~  Gi, 
we should have an alternative scheme for KdV that preserves the first and second conserved 
quantities exactly. The results of doing this are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. It is clear that the 
second conserved quantity has been conserved exactly by all three averaged schemes. Prom the 
image of the profiles, we can see that the solutions from the averaged schemes have a slightly lower 
soliton that is traveling slightly slower than the actual solution, but this is the correct qualitative 
behaviour. In addition all three averaged schemes preserve the third CLaw slightly better than 
the non-averaged schemes. However the narrow box scheme still significantly outperforms them 
at this. Of particular note is the second scheme (yellow) in Figure 6.5; the original scheme fails 
to cope with the coarse discretization and has become a wave that resembles noise with a large 
amplitude, but the averaged scheme is still exactly preserving the second conserved quantity 
and its amplitude remains correct. However, it doesn’t look smooth. This illustrates that even 
though the averaged scheme looks like it is unconditionally nonlinearly stable, the scheme it is 
derived from may become unstable, in which case it will be impossible to calculate the averaged 
scheme.
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Having examined the original three schemes from §5.3.1.1, we now examine the output from 
the additional schemes found in Table 5.1. We reiterate th a t the original three schemes (just 
discussed) are special cases of these schemes: the first scheme (5.20) is the second scheme in the 
table with e =  ci =  2 c2, the second scheme (5.22) is the ninth scheme in the table with ac =  1/12 
and the third scheme (5.24) is the tenth scheme in the table. For the numerics we use
( f ^ - io  +  2 ^0o) , U^xx =  ~  I)  +  I)  (^ -2 0  ~  2m_io +  ^Oo)) ,
SO th a t both expressions are as compact and symmetric as possible. Hence any differences 
between the schemes are due to how they handle the uUx term . However, as we have seen, this 
may not be the optimal discretization of ut for the given problem.
The most intriguing question about the schemes is: what is the effect of being skewed? We 
examined the schemes with the param eter choices we suggested in §5.3.1.1. We found th a t 
different param eter choices resulted in the numerical solitons traveling a t different speeds and 
the CLaws were conserved differently. Prom the numerical experiments we see th a t schemes th a t 
are angled in the upwards direction travel faster than equivalent schemes angled downwards. 
In Figure 6.6  we demonstrate the effect of the different skews on the schemes. The first four 
schemes and the narrow box scheme, all share the same Unearization; so the differences between 
the different schemes are due to  the nonUnearity. The first and third schemes are partners (the 
nonlinear term  in one scheme can be obtained from the other by a reflection in the line n  =  1/ 2 ), 
the first scheme is angled downwards and the third scheme is angled upwards. We can see th a t 
the third scheme travels faster than the second and narrow box schemes, which are symmetric, 
and these, in turn, travel faster than the first and fourth schemes which are angled downwards. 
The multisymplectic, ninth and tenth schemes are all symmetric but have different linearizations; 
they are traveUng at different speeds but they are all slower than the actual solution. This picture 
shows th a t angling a scheme upwards increases the speed of a soliton. It should also be noted 
that, for this example, it is the fourth scheme th a t is preserving the second CLaw the best, even 
though other solution profiles are closer to the correct position. The other noticeable property 
of the skewed schemes is th a t the first conserved quantity is no longer exactly conserved. This 
is because we have no longer constructed the schemes to exactly preserve the structure of the 
first CLaw, but rather, have only insisted on the discretization for KdV being in the kernel of 
the discrete Euler operator.
We also attem pted to adjust the parameters to find schemes th a t had the soliton traveling close 
to the exact solution, and param eter choices th a t minimized the error in the second CLaw for the 
soUton solution. However, unlike for the exphcit schemes we found in §2.5, matching the soliton 
speed, did not result in the best conservation properties. In Figure 6.7 we show the schemes, with 
the parameters we have found by experimentation, th a t preserve the second conserved quantity 
the best for the soliton with c =  8 . However if we change the speed of the soliton, or the ratio of 
the step sizes, then these are no longer the best schemes. This can be seen by comparing Figure 
6 .6  to Figure 6 .8 . The relative performance of the different schemes has changed and the only 
difference between the two cases is the speed of the soliton. Therefore it is far from clear how 
the parameters should be chosen. It is also worth noting, th a t in Figure 6 .8 , schemes with the 
same linearization are traveling a t approximately the same speed.
W hen studying the case with Ô — 0.022^, the schemes th a t did badly, and failed to  cope with 
the very coarse discretization (M  =  60 and N  =  1500), were those schemes th a t had the same 
linearization as the narrow box scheme. The rest produced relatively smooth solution profiles. 
The schemes which now conserve the second CLaw the best are those th a t are as compact
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as possible. (We only examined the parameter choices th a t were used for the investigation of 
the sohton problem). This is shown in Figure 6.9 where we have refined the mesh to include 
the narrow box scheme, which now preserves the CLaws better than any of the schemes we 
have found. The schemes th a t have the same linearization as the narrow box scheme (Figure 
6.10), conserve the second CLaw slightly worse than the compact schemes, but they they are 
significantly better at preserving the third Claw in this situation, though again, not as well as 
the narrow box scheme.
Overall, the best schemes seem to be better at preserving the CLaws than the multisymplectic 
scheme for the soliton case and only shghtly better for the Ô = 0.022^ problem. For the soliton 
solution, we can find parameters so that the schemes conserve the second CLaw more accurately 
than the narrow box scheme, for given step sizes and speed. However, for the Ô =  0.022^ case the 
narrow box scheme is significantly better at preserving the second and especially the third CLaws, 
but it is less able to cope with coarse discretizations than the conservative schemes. Hence being 
compact appears to be an im portant property for dealing with very coarse discretizations or 
when the nonlinear term  is large.
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We now investigate the ten-point schemes that preserve the first and second CLaws in charac­
teristic form. We reiterate that for all these schemes we use
Ut =  pC'S'n — /)W00) Uxxx =  ~  ^) { U- 20  ~  W_io — Uqq Wio),
SO that we can compare how they handle the nonlinear term. However, as we demonstrated 
when examining the eight-point schemes, a different discretization for the Ut term can make a 
significant (potentially beneficial) difference for a specific problem.
The most striking result is that all the parameter choices for the first scheme preserve the 
second conserved quantity exactly (see Figures 6.11 and 6.13), though they do display different 
sensitivities to the coarseness of the mesh, for example the blue scheme (the elongated scheme) 
in Figures 6.11 has not coped with the chosen step sizes. This is despite the fact some of these 
schemes are not symmetric in. time for the uu^ term and are thus counter-intuitive. Having said 
this, the only scheme that appears to preserve the first CLaw exactly is the symmetric scheme, 
which is the norm-preserving scheme in [11, 12]. Also of note, for the one soliton problem, 
the scheme which is angled upwards (red scheme) travels slightly faster than the symmetric 
scheme, which in turn is faster than the scheme that is angled downwards (green scheme). For 
this problem, the scheme that is compact and very slightly angled upwards (the cyan scheme) 
appears to be conserving the third CLaw the best. In the Ô = 0.022^ problem it is the downwards 
scheme that performs best, but in both cases the narrow box scheme is preserving the third CLaw 
the best. For the very coarse Ô =  0.022^ problem, M  =  60 and N  =  1500, the schemes don’t 
blow up but their solution profiles merely resemble noise. Increasing the number of points to 
M  = 120 and N  = 3000, shown in Figure 6.13, we can see that, even though the overall shape 
of the solution is roughly correct, small sawtooth waves have developed. Thus the extra-spatial 
step used in these schemes has allowed for the existence of these spurious waves which, with a 
coarse grid, can cause the solution to eventually resemble noise.
The results of the other schemes are shown in Figure 6.12. This figure displays the schemes for 
the parameter choices that were found to best preserve the second CLaw, with the chosen step 
sizes, from the suggestions made in §5.3.1.2. Clearly these schemes do not preserve the second 
CLaw exactly, and their performance is comparable to the eight-point schemes. Of interest is 
the fact, for each of these cases, the best choice of parameters was for the scheme with had the 
most compact and symmetric linearization. However, by playing with the parameters, schemes 
can be found, for this problem, that preserve the second CLaw better than this choice; but there 
seems to be little to be gained from this, due to the exact conservation of the second conserved 
quantity attained by schemes from the first family.
The tenth and eleventh schemes’ discretized characteristic is not very compact and neither 
scheme seems to preserve the second CLaw particularly well.
Overall, using the wider stencil enables us to find methods that preserve the second Claw exactly, 
and so give us nonlinear stability, which is desirable. However the cost of the extra spatial step is 
that it allows for the existence of spurious waves which, as the schemes are conservative, persist 
and can break up the solution profile. Thus unless exact conservation can be attained, as in the 
first family of schemes, it is preferable to use more compact schemes, as comparable conservation 
properties can be attained.
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The most curious schemes discovered in §5.3 were those that that preserve the first and third 
CLaws in characteristic form (Table 5.3) which had skewed discretizations of Ut. In Figures 6.14 
and 6.15 the results of the first scheme are shown in green, this is the only symmetric scheme, the 
schemes which are angled downwards are the second (cyan) and fourth schemes (red), and the 
schemes which are angled upwards are the third (magenta) and the fifth (blue). The skewness 
of the time discretizations imposes a step-size restriction, l î  u = A//'', for consistency we require 
r  < 1, so the time steps need to be of a similar size or larger than the spatial steps. Changing 
the value of the parameters in the second and third schemes had little effect on the solution 
profile, though the parameter values that best preserved the third CLaw are shown in Figure 
6.14. It is clear from this that the schemes where ut is angled downwards have the soliton 
traveling too slowly and the schemes which are angled upwards have the soliton traveling too 
fast. Additionally, the schemes which are angled downwards are preserving the CLaws better 
than the upwards, and even the symmetric, scherhes.
The step-size restrictions means that we are unable to directly compare these schemes with the 
others for the coarse 6  = 0.022^ example, so instead we have halved the space step and doubled 
the time step so that M  = 120 and N  = 750. For this example the fifth scheme doesn’t cope 
and neither does ^  = 0 in the third scheme; however, other values of P such as 1/48 do cope 
and the narrow box scheme also copes. Does this suggest that a downwards angle is preferable 
in this situation? To alleviate concerns about whether these schemes converge, we have refined 
the step sizes in Figure 6.15 to show that all the schemes are behaving well despite the strange 
discretizations. We also show the second and third schemes with the best values of /? we found 
at preserving the third CLaw in this situation. However, some values are much worse than those 
shown, for example /5 =  0 in the second scheme and P = 1/96 in the third scheme have an error 
in the third CLaw of around 3 x 10“ ,^ whereas the error in the multisymplectic scheme is about 
1 X 10“ .^
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We now examine the two ten-point schemes th a t preserve the third CLaw in characteristic form, 
(see Table 5.4). Schemes with the same linearization are depicted with the same line-styles in the 
following figures. The sohd line is the choice that makes the schemes symmetric and compact. 
The dotted line is the case where the central terms have been removed, the dashed scheme is 
the case where we have sought to give equal weight to the outer and inner terms, and finally 
the dash-dotted case was chosen by trying to improve the preservation of the third conserved 
quantity for the first scheme, for the soliton problem.
Figure 6.16 shows the results from the single soliton problem. Clearly, of the param eter choices 
not found by experimentation, the symmetric and compact choice preserves the 3rd CLaw the 
best for each family. The second scheme with this parameter choice is Furihata’s scheme which 
preserves the 3rd Claw exactly. However, by experimenting, we have found a param eter choice 
(dash-dotted) for the first scheme th a t slightly outperforms the symmetric case. Not surprisingly, 
the least compact schemes (the dotted ones) are doing a poor job at preserving the CLaws. 
Though, for this choice of step sizes and soliton speed, their solution profiles are closest to the 
position of the actual soliton. Apart from Furihata’s scheme, the narrow box scheme preserves 
both the second and third CLaws in a similar manner to the best of the other schemes, even 
though it is not constructed to do so.
For the 6  — 0.022^ problem, with M  — 60 and N  =  1500 the symmetric and the dash-dotted 
schemes cannot cope with the coarseness of the discretization, however, for the schemes that 
do cope the resulting solutions are no longer smooth. If we refine the mesh to M  =  120 and 
N  =  3000 shown in Figure 6.17 all the schemes cope. It is interesting to note th a t the schemes 
which have the same linearization but are from different families, and so preserve the third CLaw 
differently, have very similar behaviour. There is one major difference: the schemes from the 
second family (blue) are very smooth, whereas some of the first family’s solutions have developed 
small sawtooth waves. This is similar to the ten-point schemes th a t preserve the first and second 
CLaws and it is what we expect from the wider stencil, so it is remarkable th a t the second family’s 
solutions remain so smooth. The good performance of the second family compared with the first 
family for this problem could be because schemes from this family have underestim ated the 
second conserved quantity, thus maybe introducing some dissipation, whereas schemes from the 
first family have increased the second conserved quantity slightly.
By increasing the number of points in the discretizations, we have been able to find a scheme 
th a t preserves the 3rd CLaw much better than any of the eight-point schemes. However, the 
cost of this is th a t the resulting schemes do not cope with the very coarse discretization where 
the nonhnear term  is large.
The final scheme we need to study is the three-step explicit scheme th a t preserves the first and 
third CLaws. As it is explicit, we will use more time steps than the implicit schemes so as 
to ensure stability. We found th a t we needed i/ — for the three-step scheme to be stable, 
which is similar to the necessary condition we found (6.6); this is similar to the condition for 
the three-parameter family, where we found using u =  produced stable results. W ith the 
increased number of time steps used for Figure 6.18, the explicit scheme takes approximately 
the same amount of time to solve as the imphcit schemes, which use i/ =  |/ i .  We also include, 
from Chapter 2, the three-parameter explicit scheme with (0,1/6, 0) th a t preserves the first two 
CLaws and does a good job preserving the third CLaw. We compare these two schemes with 
the symmetric ten-point implicit schemes th a t preserve the first and th ird  CLaws. From Figure 
6.18 we can see the three-step exphcit scheme does a better job at preserving the th ird  CLaw
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than the three-parameter scheme and the first implicit scheme. In fact, the performance of the 
three-step exphcit scheme also exceeds th a t of the narrow box scheme (not shown.in this figure). 
It is also of note that the three-parameter scheme is actually doing a better job of preserving the 
third CLaw than the first imphcit ten-point scheme, even though it was not designed to do this. 
When attem pting to use the exphcit schemes to solve the Ô =  0.022^ problem we encounter a 
problem: we have to use a very large number of time steps. Because the exphcit schemes both 
use five points in space they allow the parasitic waves to  form, so to get a smooth solution we 
need a small spatial step and hence a very smah time step. Using u — to ensure stabihty
means th a t when M  =  80 in Figure 6.19 we need 256000 time steps for the exphcit schemes, 
whereas we can chose to use N  =  150 for the imphcit schemes. The exphcit schemes take far 
longer than the imphcit schemes and the resulting profile is still far from smooth. Thus the 
exphcit schemes are not practical for this problem.
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6.4 Numerical Dispersion Relations
In order to try to better understand the behaviour of the schemes we have numerically inves­
tigated, we linearize them about the constant solution u{x,t) = p and study their numerical 
dispersion relations. The linearizations and their dispersion relations are shown in Appendix A 
in Tables A.l, A.2, A.3 and A.4. The numerical dispersion relation is calculated by using the 
trial solution Vmn = in the linearized schemes. The trial solution is 27r-periodic so
we only need to consider
—7T < pk <T:, —7T < uu < tt.
However, before plotting the dispersion relations for the the linearized KdV equation, to under­
stand the effects of the skew derivative, let us consider the one-way wave equation Ut — cux =  0. 
Its dispersion relation isuo — ck and so its phase velocity is Cp =  ^  =  c and its group velocity is 
Cp =  ^  =  c. We now consider the discretization
0  =  ^ ('S 'n  — / ) ( u _ i o  +  Uqo) — ^ ( « 0 1  — U - i o )  — {Uqo — U _ n ) ,
so for q; =  0 the ty  term is angled downwards, for a  =  |  the scheme is symmetric, and for a  =  1 
it is skewed upwards. We can now calculate the dispersion relation for this equation and see 
the effects of changing a  on the phase and group velocities. The numerical dispersion relation 
is thus
0 =  (ïï -  -  1)) sin ( ^ )  cos -  f  sin cos ( ^ )  .
If cos = 0  then cos ( ^ )  =  0 s o w  =  fc =  0. We can therefore consider the dispersion 
relation as
w =  f  arctan t^n ( ^ ) )  . (6.12)
Hence the numerical phase velocity and group velocity are
Cp =  è  arctan (7 (a) tan ( ^ )  )  , Cg = ^  ( ^ )  ’ =  p-,/c(2«Ziy •
Now because tan and arctan are monotonie functions, the dispersion relation will have the correct 
shape provided that ^ > c(2a — 1) and if this case the sign of the group and phase velocities 
will be preserved. Note that the symmetric case, a  = ^, will preserve the correct shape for all 
values of c. In addition
because sgn(l/A;) =  sgn(tan(2A:/2)). Therefore the more the scheme is angled upwards the 
greater the phase velocity of the numerical wave form which we can see demonstrated in Figure 
6.20(c). However this is not true for the group velocity which can be seen in Figure 6.20(b).
We will now examine the numerical dispersion relations for the linearized KdV equation
0 — Uf -f- pUx -|" ^Uxxxj
which has the dispersion relation uj =  Sk^ — pk. We plot figures for two different cases: firstly 
p = Ô = 1 with p  =  2/15 and 1/  =  and secondly p = 1, Ô = 0.05, p = 2/15 and u = p.
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\  .  :
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------a  = -1 ~ a  = 0 —— a  = -^ a  = 1
----- a  = 2 -------a  = actual
(a) Dispersion Relation (b) Group Velocity (c) Phase Velocity
Figure 6.20: Dispersion relations of numerical schemes with different values of a  for the one-way 
wave equation (/i =  0.1, // =  0.075)
The first dispersion relation we examine is for the first three schemes that preserve the first and 
second CLaws (5.20, 5.22, 5.24) and the effect of different discretizations of Uf The first thing 
to note is that the different schemes are indistinguishable for the same value of ^  so Figure 6.21 
only depicts the case of the first scheme (5.20) with e =  0. We note that 'ip = 1/8 yields the 
Ut term from the multisymplectic scheme, and ip = 0 yields the narrow box scheme. For both 
cases Ip =  —1/24,0, and 1/8 all retain the correct qualitative shape of the dispersion relation, 
with the '0 =  0 case following the exact relation most accurately. For 0  =  1/6 and 0  = 1/4, 
the dispersion relation no longer has the correct shape; for large k there exist two values of u) 
that satisfy the dispersion relation, and the additional high frequency term is referred to as a 
parasitic wave. For Figure 6.21(b), if S is increased the the parasitic waves disappear for the 
0  =  1/6 case, but they persist for the 0  =  1/4 case at least until 5 =  10. This shows that 
compactness appears to be more important than preserving the exact structure of the second 
CLaw, and explains the superior performance of the 0  = 0 and 0  =  —1/24 schemes when close 
to the Burger’s equation in Figure 6.2. Additionally, Figure 6.21 shows that as 0  increases the 
numerical dispersion relation steepens, hence the phase speed and group velocity increase with 
0 .  This explains why increasing 0  resulted in faster solitons.
We then examined the dispersion relations for the rest of the eight-point schemes that we nu­
merically examined that preserve the first and second CLaws. All these schemes had the most 
compact and symmetric Ut ( 0  =  0) and u^xx discretizations. For the p =  5 =  l , /x =  ^  and 
1/ = case the schemes were indistinguishable, showing the same behaviour as the 0  =  0 
scheme in Figure 6.21(a). However in the p = I, 6  = 0.05, =  ^  and v = p case, the schemes
are qualitatively the same, however they now all approximately lie between the 0  = —1/24 and 
the 0  =  1/8 (multisymplectic case) curves in Figure 6.21(b). Therefore the skewness of the 0^ 
term appears to be having little effect in these cases; the compactness of the discretizations for 
Ut and Uxxx seems to be the most important factor.
For the ten-point schemes shown in Figure 6.22 there is, as in the eight-point case, no qualitative 
difference between the behaviour of the different schemes. However one can see that the most 
upwardly skewed scheme (1/8, —1/24) from the first family will have a greater phase speed for 
a given wavenumber than the other schemes. The major thing of note is that the shape of the 
dispersion relation is no longer correct. For low frequencies there exist additional waves with 
large values of |fc|. As a» —)• 0 and |fc| —> these will resemble sawtooth waves in space. We can
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(a) The p =  0 = l ,  f / ,= ^  and v  =  (b) The p =  1, 6 =  0.05, M =  ^  and u =  p,
case. case.
Figure 6.21: Dispersion relations of the eight-point schemes that preserve the 1st and 2nd CLaws 
with different values of -0, for fc G and ^ [ - p ,
1
2 4 '  
FirsHO. 0 )
f ir s ( | A - .  0
NmfA(O)
 M«f^ | —
T en th
“  M ü îtisym p îec tic2 0 0 0 -
3 0 0 0 -
(a) The p =  0 =  l ,  p — jg  and i> =  gp^ case. (b) The p =  1, 5 =  0.05, p  =  and
Figure 6.22: Dispersion relations of the 10-point schemes that preserve the 1st and 2nd CLaws, 
for k f r o m - ^ t o ^  and uj from — p to ^
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see these waves occurring in the solution profile in Figure 6.13. Having a non-compact spatial 
stencil allows for the existence of spurious waves.
Figure 6.23 shows the dispersion relations for the schemes which preserve the first and third 
CLaw with only eight-points. Not surprisingly, when u = only the symmetric scheme 
bears any real resemblance to the actual dispersion relation, and is closer to the actual relation 
than the multisymplectic case. The reason for this is because with this choice of step sizes the 
schemes are inconsistent. As schemes with different linearizations, but from the same family, are 
behaving very similarly, it is the skewed discretization of the ut term that is causing the observed 
disparity. However, when fj, = u in Figure 6.23(b), the first three schemes are qualitatively 
correct. The fourth and fifth schemes have the correct shape for larger values of Ô'. The more 
skewed the schemes, the further they stray from the actual dispersion relation. The upwardly 
skewed schemes (third and fifth) have too great a phase velocity and the downwardly skewed 
schemes (second and fourth) are too slow. The effects of this in the nonlinear scheme can be 
seen in the markedly different speeds the solitons travel at in Figure 6.15.
S e c o n d !  4
S e c o n d !  4
S eco n d {0 )
" 4 ^
T h ird !
M ültisymplectTC
(a) The p =  5 =  l,  p = - ^  and u =  case. (b) The p — 1, Ô =  0.05, p  =  ^  
u =  p  case.
and
Figure 6.23: Dispersion relations of the eight-point schemes that preserve the 1st and 3rd CLaws 
used in the numerics, for k from —^ t o ^  and w from —^ t o ^
Figure 6.24 depicts dispersion relations for the schemes that preserve the first and third CLaws 
using ten points. Qualitatively, these dispersion relations are the same as those of the ten-point 
schemes that preserve the first and second Cl^aws (see Figure 6.22), allowing for spurious waves 
with low frequencies and high wave numbers. For u = the different schemes give the
same result. However, for the ^  — u case (Figure 6.24(b)) differences can now be seen between 
the different schemes which will affect the phase speed of the waves. However, what is most 
interesting is that at low wave numbers the dispersion relation matches the actual relation very 
closely, unlike any of the ten-point schemes that preserve the first and second CLaws.
Finally, Figure 6.25 shows the dispersion relation for the three-step explicit scheme that preserves 
the third CLaw. Clearly, when // =  i/, the dispersion relation is very poor and this choice is not 
allowed by the linear stability analysis. For u =  1/3//^ and y =  there exist high-frequency 
parasitic waves for all wave-numbers. Unsurprisingly, not being compact in space or (in this case 
especially) time allows for the existence of parasitic waves.
Overall, the dispersion relations for the linearized schemes have confirmed the importance of
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 M ultisym plecthc
(b) The p — 1, 8 =  0.05, p. — ^  and
u =  p  case.
(a) The p =  8 =  l ,  p = - ^  and v  =  case.
Figure 6.24: Dispersion relations of the ten-point schemes that preserve the 1st and 3rd CLaws 
used in the numerics, for k from —^ t o ^  and oo from —^ t o ^
/
\-20 ° 10 20
\  ^
/
Three^step.schem e Actual\
(a) The p =  8 =  l ,  p = - ^  and (b) The p =  I, 5 =  0.05, M ^  (c) The p = l ,  8 = 1 ,  p = - ^
i> =  ^p^ case. and V =  p  case. and V =  p^ case.
Figure 6.25: Dispersion relation for the explicit three-step scheme that preserve the 1st and 3rd 
CLaws, for k from —^ t o ^  and u) from —^ t o ^
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having as compact a discretization as possible in space and time, to prevent parasitic waves 
from occurring. By choosing '0 =  0 for the eight-point schemes that preserve the first two 
CLaws, we can match the dispersion relation in the same manner as the narrow box scheme 
and better than the multisymplectic scheme. The dispersion relations indicate, along with our 
investigation of the one-way wave equation, that skewing the term upwards results in a faster 
phase speed, but does not appear to greatly affect the shape of the dispersion relation. It is also 
of interest that the ten-point schemes that preserved the third CLaw had a closer match to the 
actual dispersion relation than those ten-point schemes that preserved the second CLaw. This 
leads to the question: when it is not possible to preserve all the CLaws of an equation, which 
one is the most important to preserve?
6.5 Summary
Our numerics have shown that, for given parameter choices, the CLaw preserving schemes can 
outperform a multisymplectic and a volume preserving scheme, at preserving the CLaw it is 
designed to preserve. In particular by widening the stencil to five spatial points, schemes that 
exactly preserve the second and third CLaws can be found. However this comes at a cost; 
we have clearly demonstrated that compact schemes are to be preferred over wider stencils to 
prevent the formation of parasitic waves. Overall the volume preserving method seems to do the 
best job at approximately preserving all three physical CLaws.
The most interesting schemes that we have discovered are the three eight-point schemes that, 
when we form their averages, preserve the second CLaw exactly. Hence we have the exact 
conservation property along with compactness. Additionally, for a periodic domain, a restriction 
on the number of spatial steps will ensure unconditional stability for these schemes. Also of 
note was the good performance, for the soliton problem, of the three-step explicit scheme that 
preserves the third CLaw.
A major unanswered question is, if there is a free parameter in the scheme, how should it be 
chosen? In this chapter we were using a trial and error approach which is not very satisfying. 
Insisting on compactness, either of the scheme or its linearization, is probably a reasonable 
approach.
We also showed that when the uu^ term was skewed, the schemes behaved reasonably well and 
in some cases better than the symmetric case. Therefore further study needs to be done to 
ascertain the effects of such discretizations and when such a discretization might be desirable. 
The work in this chapter indicates that the more a scheme is skewed upwards, the faster the 
phase speed is.
Finally, as it appears difficult to find a method that preserves multiple CLaws, for a given 
problem, which is the most important CLaw to preserve?
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Study
7.1 The Best-Perform ing M ethods
The motivation for studying CLaws of difference equations was to develop numerical methods for 
a given PDE th a t locally preserves its CLaws. Therefore, to conclude, I present what I believe 
to be the most significant methods for discretizing KdV th a t we have found. These schemes are 
displayed in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, where we have used u =  1/5/i and u =  respectively for the 
implicit schemes.
Firstly, we found the three-param eter family of explicit schemes in Table 2.1 which preserve 
the first second CLaws. This family included the Zabusky-Kruskal (Z-K) scheme; however, the 
param eter choice (0 ,1 /6 ,0) was found to be the best performing scheme, significantly outper­
forming the Z-K scheme at tracking the position of the single soliton and preserving the third 
CLaw (see Figures 2.4 and 7.1). Its good behaviour is not understood. It uses a wider stencil 
than the Z-K scheme to discretize the uux term  th a t is not symmetric about its centre. The 
advantage of being explicit means the scheme is cheap to compute; however, as the method uses 
two time steps, the step size restriction v  = means th a t for problems th a t require a fine 
spatial mesh, it is not practical (see Figure 6.19).
The next notable schemes are the eight-point one-step schemes th a t preserve the first and second 
CLaws. The best of these is the first scheme (5.21). If the average of the scheme is considered, so 
th a t u(xjn —1/2/i, tn) ~  |(^mn+W (m-i)n)> then the mass and momentum are exactly conserved. 
This scheme has one param eter in the non-linear term. It is not clear how to choose this; however, 
I believe there are two sensible a priori choices. The choice e =  0 (the blue scheme in Figures 7.1 
and 7.2) makes the nonlinear term  as compact as possible. This scheme can cope well with very 
coarse meshes; however, the numerical soliton travels slower than the actual solution and the 
third CLaw is not preserved very well. The alternative is e =  —1/24 (the red scheme in Figures
7.1 and 7.2), which causes the linearization to be as compact as possible. This scheme’s soliton 
travels faster, closer to the actual position, and the third CLaw is better preserved. The cost 
of this is th a t the scheme cannot cope with very coarse discretizations. An alternative method 
is to tune the param eter to best preserve the third CLaw, or some other property, for a given 
problem and mesh size of interest.
W ith eight points we were also able to preserve the first and third schemes. Some of these 
schemes were highly skewed, which resulted in the numerical soliton traveling either too fast
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or too slow. Therefore, the most noteworthy scheme is the sole symmetric one (5.33) (the 
cyan scheme in Figures 7.1 and 7.2). This scheme does not preserve the energy particularly 
well (considering it preserves the third CLaw in characteristic form); however, it is interesting 
simply because it shows th a t it is possible to preserve the third CLaw using a compact stencil 
and so obtain better behaviour on a coarse grid. In fact, it has the same hnearization as the 
multisymplectic scheme against which we compared it. Also, for all these schemes th a t preserve 
the first and third CLaws, as the time step increases compared to the spatial step, they preserve 
the third CLaw better compared to other schemes. (The multisymplectic scheme’s performance 
also improves especially compared to the narrow box scheme.)
The final scheme th a t deserves mention is the three-step explicit scheme (the magenta scheme in 
Figure 7.1) that preserves the first and third CLaws (5.37). This suffers, like the three-parameter 
family, from requiring a very large number of time steps if the spatial mesh needs to be fine. 
However, when this stability requirement is satisfied, it preserves the third CLaw very well.
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7.2 Summary and Some Open Questions
The main result of this thesis has been to form a method for characterizing CLaws of difference 
equations. By showing a one-to-one correspondence between seeds of characteristics and CLaws 
we can then prove the converse of Noether’s theorem for difference equations: th a t there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between variational symmetries and CLaws for difference equations 
th a t can be put into Kovalevskaya form.
We have then shown th a t the seeds of CLaws are in the kernel of the ALSC and have used this 
to form a new method for constructing CLaws of quad-graph equations. This method requires 
us being able to construct the CLaws from the seeds, which is a non-trivial procedure. In order 
to do this, we require the difference equation to be in Kovalevskaya form. So an open problem 
is how to the construct CLaws from seeds for quad-graphs, without needing to transform to 
Kovalevskaya form. Another interesting question is: what else is in the kernel of the ALSC 
other than seeds of CLaws? In particular, can an additional constraint on the solutions of the 
ALSC be found, which will ensure th a t they are seeds of CLaws, thereby escaping the need to 
reconstruct the characteristic?
Finally, a larger problem: can a characteristic for CLaws of some class of implicit difference 
equations be found? This is an interesting question because evolution equations (which are in 
Kovalevskaya form) can be discretized by fully implicit methods, as we do in this thesis.
The second focus of this thesis was on developing a method to integrate a partial difference 
equation numerically so as to locally preserve as many CLaws as possible. The method devel­
oped is a brute force approach th a t is apphcable to PD Fs in two dimensions with polynomial 
nonlinearities on a fixed mesh. The method requires solving a large overdetermined system of 
quadratic equations; this is its main limiting factor. We currently calculate the Groebner basis 
to solve the system, which is very expensive in time and memory. Thus, an im portant area for 
future research is to find a more efficient method for solving this highly-structured system of 
equations.
The method is practical for searching for one-step methods, for which we were able to find new 
and known methods th a t discretize KdV to preserve the first and second CLaws together and 
the first and third CLaws together. It is an open problem as to whether the second and third 
CLaws of KdV can be preserved together. We suspect th a t if it is possible, this will require at 
least two time steps; this has the potential to allow parasitic waves to form. However, the extra 
constraint on the behaviour, th a t comes from preserving the additional CLaw may prevent them  
from occurring. Since we are unable, a t least currently, to preserve all the CLaws we desire, this 
raises the question: what is the most im portant CLaw to preserve?
The methods th a t we have found behave comparably to a multisymplectic scheme, and can 
outperform it for conserving a given CLaw. This suggests th a t if no multisymplectic structure 
is known for an equation th a t has CLaws, this brute force approach may yield a good method. 
However, apart from very coarse discretizations, a compact scheme found by a volume preserving 
technique performed the best. Nevertheless, some of the new eight-point schemes we have found 
can be considered to preserve the second CLaw exactly whilst having a compact stencil, which 
is a very desirable property.
Another area for further research is whether the method can be extended to cope with complex­
valued equations, such as the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS), and with systems of equa­
tions. Also, can we adapt the method for equations with a non-polynomial nonlinearity such as
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the sine-Gordon equation (sG)? However it should be noted, that unlike KdV [5], the NLS and 
sG equations are integrable equations th a t have homo clinic structures. This presents a greater 
numerical challenge, as for solutions close to the homoclinic solution, round off errors can lead 
to numerically induced chaos [5, 4, 2, 3]. O ther possible questions to investigate are: can the 
aim of preserving CLaws be combined with an adaptive mesh method? And finally, can some 
form of backwards error analysis be used on the methods that we have found?
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A ppendix A
Linearizations of the Schemes
To linearize the different schemes for KdV, about the constant solution, we take the Gâteaux 
derivative (see §4.2 for a definition) of the scheme acting on Vmn and then substitute Uij = p. 
The hnearization of the multisymplectic scheme is
0 ~  I ) { y - 2 Q  +  3u _ i o  +  3^00 +  %lo) +  +  I ) { — V - 2 0  +  3u _ i o  — 3uqo +  ^ l o )  +
+  ^  (—U_20 +  V \ \  +  t?io — V —21 +  ^00 — V - i i  +  î;01 — V—io) 
and its numerical dispersion relation is
+  ( - -  i ^ y )  +  +  è  J  +  | / ^  s i n  ( § & p  +  i w y )  •
The narrow box scheme’s linearization is
0 = '^ ( S n —/)(u _ io+ U oo) +  ^  (uoi+UoQ—■f-ll —'W-lo) +  2 ^ ( ‘^ n+-^)(“^-20 +  3u_io — 3uoo+^^lo)> 
and its numerical dispersion relation is
0 =  -  I s i n  {^kp, -  §wf/) +  -  §M~^) sin (^ k p  +  ^wi/) +
J sin (3/2fc/i — |w //)  ^ sin (|A:/z +  |a;z/)
+  2   +  2 - 3  •
The hnearization of the three-step exphcit scheme is given in (6.3) and its numerical dispersion 
relation is
0 = è  ( ^ )  +  ^  cos ( ^ )  sin (kp) +  ^  ( ( f  +  27?) sin ( ^ )  -  ( |  +  3?) sin ( ^  -  2 kp) 4- 
4- ^ sin ( ^  — kp^ — ^ sin ( ^  4- kp j — 77sin ( ^  4- 2 kp^^ . (A .l)
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A ppendix B
M aple Code for Solving the  
ALSC
In this section we provide the MAPLE code used to solve the ALSC for the potential Lotka- 
Volterra equation (4.21) with a seed of the form (4.22).
We begin by loading the packages we require, solving the quad-graph equation in the four 
different directions, providing the ansatz for the seed and the ALSC.
> re s ta r t ;w ith (L R E to o ls ) :w ith (D E to o ls ) :
>omega : = (m, n) ->u [m, n] +u [m, n+1] *u [m, n] /u  [m+1, n] ;
>Omega_L: = (m ,n )-> -(-u [m , n + l]+ u[m -l, n])*u[m , n ] /u [m -l ,  n] ;
>Omega_R: = (m ,n)->-u[m , n]*u[m, n - l ] / ( - u [m + l ,  n]+u[m, n-1] ) ;
>Omega: = (m ,n)->u[m, n]*u[m, n - l ] / (u [m , n - l]+ u [m -l, n ] ) ;
>q : =A1 (m, n , u [m, n - 1] , u [m, n] , u [m, n+1] ) /  ( (d i f  f  (omega(m, n) , u [m, n+1] ) ) ) + 
B l(m ,n ,u [m -l,n ] ,u[m ,n] ,u [ m + l ,n ] ) / ( ( d i f f  (omega(m,n) ,u [m + l,n ]) ) )  + 
(A2(m,n,u[m,n] ,u [m ,n+ l] ,u[m,n+2] )+B2(m ,n,u[m ,n] ,u[m +l,n] ,u[m+2,n] ) ) /
( d i f f  (omega(m,n) ,u[m ,n] ))+C(m ,n,u[m ,n] ,u [m +l,n] ,u [m ,n+ l] ) ;
> A L S C := sh ift(sh ift(d iff(o m eg a(m ,n ),u [m ,n ])* Q ,m ,1 ) , n , 1)+ 
sh if t(d if f (o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m + l,n ])* Q ,n ,1)
+ sh ift(d iff(o m eg a(m ,n ),u [m ,n + l])* Q ,m ,l)-Q :
We now consider the initial conditions on the cross with centre (0, 0) and isolate the B1  term  
by differentiating w.r.t. u_io, following the reasoning of (4.14) to (4.15).
>A LSC1:=collect(subs(u[m -l,n+l]=Om ega_L(m ,n),A LSC),B1):
> e q l:= c o lle c t(d if f (A L S C l,u [m -l,n ]) ,B 1 );
> eq la := co lle c t(c o m b in e (eq l* d iff(o m e g a(m ,n ) ,u [m + l,n ]) ) ,B 1 );
> e q la l :=subs(u  [m+1,n+l]=omega(m,n), subs(u[m +2, n+1]=omega(m+l, n ) , e q la ) ) ;
> eq la2 := num er(sim plify(subs(u[m +1, n]=Omega_R(m, n+ 1 ), subs({u[m -1 , n]=Omega (m, n+1 )
, u[m+2, n]=Omega_R(m+1, n+1)} ,d i f f ( e q l a l ,u [ m ,n + l ] ) ) ) ) ) :
> s y s la := { c o e f f s ( c o l l e c t ( s h i f t ( e q la 2 ,n , - l ) ,u [ m ,n - l ] ) ,u [m ,n - l ] )}
To generate the next system of equations we define the necessary differential operators and 
rearrange eçl as described up to (4.16) in §4,3.
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> e q lb := c o lle c t(e q l/(d if f (O m e g a _ L (m ,n ) ,u [m -l,n ] ) ) ,B 1 ,s im p lify ) ;
>L:=f->diff(Omega_L(m, n ) , u[m -1, n ] ) + d i f f ( f , u[m, n ] ) -  
d iff(O m e g a _ L (m ,n ) ,u [m ,n ])* d iff(f ,u [m -l,n ]) ;
>L1:=f->L(omega(m, n ) ) * d i f f ( f , u[m+1, n ] ) -d iff(om ega(m , n ) , u[m+1, n ] ) +L(f) ;
> e q lb l:= c o lle c t(n u m e r(s im p lify (L I(e q lb ) ) ) ,u [m ,n + l] ) :
> s y s lb := { c o e ffs (e q lb l ,u [m ,n + l])} :
In order to use the function pdsolve all the functions need to have scalar arguments. By making 
the required substitutions we can then solve the system of PDEs and assign the solution. Going 
back up the hierarchy of equations gives a linear difference equation to solve.
>subvar : ={u [m, n-1] =a, u [m-1, n] =b, u [m, n] =c, u [m+1, n] =d, u [m+2 ,n] = e , 
u [m ,n+ l]= f ,u[m ,n+2]=g};
> s y s l := su b s(su b v ar, s y s la  un ion s y s lb ) :
> p d s o lv e (s y s l) ;
>Bl:=(m, n, b , c , d) -> _Fl(m, n , c , d)+_F3(m, n ) / (b + d ) ;
> s im p lify (subs(u[m +1, n+1]=omega(m,n ) , e q l b ) ) ;
>_F3:= (m, n )-> _ f3 (m);
We make the further simplification
_Fl:=(m , n, c , d )-> 0 ;
because it, along with its coefficient in the ALSC, have the same arguments as the undetermined 
function C.
We can now isolate the function A1 by differentiating w.r.t. wq-i- We then follow the same 
procedures as for B l.
>ALSC2:= co llec t(su b s(u [m + 1 , n-1]=Omega_R(m, n),ALSC), A l) :
> eq 2 := c o lle c t(d iff(A L S C 2 ,u [m ,n -l]) , A l) ;
> eq 2 a := co llec t(co m b in e(eq 2 * d iff(o m eg a(m ,n ),u [m ,n + l]) ) , A l) ;
> eq 2 a l:=subs(u[m+1, n+1]=omega(m, n ) , subs(u[m +1, n+2]=omega(m, n+1) , eq2a)) :
>eq2a2:= fa c to r(n u m e r(s im p lify (d iff(e q 2 a l,u [m + 1 ,n ] ) ) ) ) :
>eq2a2a:= subs( u[m,n+1]=Omega_L(m+1, n ) , subs({u[m , n-1]=Omega(m+l, n ) , 
u[m, n+2]=Omega_L(m+1, n+1)} , eq2a2)) ;
>eq2a2b:= s h if t(c o lle c t( fa c to r (n u m e r ( s im p lify (e q 2 a 2 a ) ) ) ,A 1 ) ,m ,- l ) ;
> sy s2 a := { c o e ffs (c o lle c t(e q 2 a 2 b ,u [m -1 ,n ]) ,u [m - l ,n ] )} ;
> eq 2 b := c o lle c t(eq 2 /d iff(O m eg a_ R (m ,n ),u [m ,n -l]) ,A 1 ,s im p lify );
>L1:= f-> d if  f(Omega_R(m, n ) , u [m ,n -1 ]) * d i f f ( f , u[m, n] ) -  
d i f f  (Omega_R(m,n) ,u[m ,n] ) * d i f f  (f  ,u [m ,n -l]  ) ;
> L 2 := f-> L l(o m eg a (m ,n ))* d iff(f ,u [m ,n + l])-d iff(o m eg a (m ,n ),u [m ,n + l])* L l(f) ;
> eq2b l:= co llec t(n u m er(s im p lify (L 2 (e q 2 b )) ) ,u [m + l,n ]) ;
>sys2b:= { c o e ffs (e q 2 b l, u[m+1, n ] )} ;
>sy s2 := su b s(su b v a r ,sy s2 a  union sy s2 b ) :
> p d so lv e (sy s2 );
>Al:=(m, n , a , c , f )  ->_F2(m, n , c , f)+_F4(m, n ) /a ;
> s im p lify (e q 2 b );
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>_F4:= (m, n )-> _ f4 ( n ) ;
> _ F 2 := (m ,n ,c ,f)-> 0 ;
We now consider the initial conditions on the cross centred at (1,0). Following the reasoning of 
(4.17) to (4.18) we can isolate B2.
>ALSC3:=subs(u[m+3,n+l]=omega(m+2,n),ALSC):
>eq3:=diff(A LSC3,u[m +3,n]) ;
> e q 3 a := c o lle c t(s h if t(e q 3 ,m ,- l)* d if f (o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m ,n ]) /  
d if f (o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m ,n + l]) ,B 2 ,s im p lify ) ;
> eq3a l:= d iff(subs(u [m + 1 ,n+ 1]= om ega(m ,n ),eq3a),u [m ,n+ l]) :
> e q 3 a la := sh if t(n u m e r(s im p lify ( (subs(u[m +1, n]=Omega_R(m,n+l), 
su b s(u  [m + 2 ,n ]= O m eg a_ R (m + l,n + 1 ),eq 3 a l))))) ,n ,-l);
> sy s 3 a := { c o e ff s (c o lle c t(e q 3 a la ,u [m ,n -1 ]) ,u [m ,n - l ] )} :
By defining suitable differential operators we can generate the system of equations resulting from 
(4.19)
>eq3b:= c o l le c t ( s h i f t ( e q 3 ,m ,- 1 ) /s h if t(d if f (o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m + l,n ] ) ,m ,1) ,
B 2 ,s im p lify ) ;
> L 1 := f-> d iff(o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m ,n ])+ d iff(f ,u [m + l,n ]) -  
d i f  f(omega(m, n ) ,u[m+1 ,n ] ) * d i f f ( f , u [m, n ] ) ;
>L2:=f->L1(omega(m+1, n ) ) * d i f f ( f , u[m+2, n ] ) -  
d iff(om ega(m + 1 ,n ),u [m + 2 ,n ])+ L l(f) ;
> eq3b l:= (num er(sim plify(subs(u[m +1, n+1]=omega(m,n ) , (L 2(eq3b)) ) ) ) ) ;
> sys3b:= { c o e f f s ( c o l le c t(e q 3 b l , u[m, n+1]) ,u [m ,n + l])}
> sy s3 := su b s(su b v ar,sy s3 a  union sy s3 b ) :
> p d so lv e (sy s3 );
>B2:=(m, n, c , d , e) -> _F5(m, n , c , d)+_F7(m, n ) / ( e + c ) ;
> s im p lify (subs(u[m +1, n+1]=omega(m,n), s h if t (e q 3 ,m ,- 1 ) ) ) ;
>_F7:=(m ,n)->_f7 (m);
> _F 5:= (m ,n ,c ,d )-> 0 ;
The last two statem ents are a result of reducing eqZ to a Unear difference equation and th a t _F5 
and its coefficient in the ALSC can be absorbed by C.
By shifting the centre of our cross of initial conditions to (0,1) we can perform similar operations 
on A2.
>ALSC4:=subs(u[m+1,n+3]=omega(m, n+ 2 ), ALSC):
> e q 4 := s h i f t ( d i f f (ALSC4, u[m, n+3]) , n , - l ) ;
>eq4a:=subs(u[m +1, n+1]=omega(m, n ) , c o lle c t(eq 4 + d iff(o m eg a (m ,n ),u [m ,n ]) /
(d iff(o m eg a(m ,n ), u[m+1, n ] ) ) , A2, s im p li fy ) ) ;
> eq 4 a l:= num er(sim plify (subs(u[m -1 , n+1]=Omega_L(m,n),
subs(u [m -1 ,n+2]=Omega_L(m,n+1) , s h i f t ( d i f f ( e q 4 a ,u [ m + l ,n ] ) , m , - l ) ) ) ) ) ; 
> sys4a:= { c o e f f s ( c o l le c t( e q 4 a l , u[m -1, n ] ) ,u [m - l ,n ] )} ;
For the potential Lotka-Volterra equation, we don’t need the additional system of equations but 
we can generate it using the following code.
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> e q 4 b := c o lle c t(e q 4 /s h if t(d if f (o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m ,n + l] ) ,n ,l) ,A 2 ,s im p lify ) ; 
> L l:= f-> d if f(o m e g a (m ,n ) ,u [m ,n ])* d iff( f ,u [m ,n + l])
-d iff(om ega(m , n ) , u[m, n+1]) * d i f f ( f , u [m, n ] ) ;
>L2:=f->L1(o m eg a(m ,n + l))* d iff(f,u [m ,n + 2 ]) - d i f  f (omega(m, n+1) , u[m, n + 2 ])+ L l(f ) ; 
> eq4b l:= (num er(sim plify(subs(u[m +1, n+1]=omega(m,n ) , (L2(eq4b)) ) ) ) ) ;
>sys4b:= {coeff s ( c o l le c t ( e q 4 b l , u[m+1, n ] ) , u[m+1, n ] )} ;
All th a t remains is to solve the system of equations.
> sy s4 := su b s(su b v ar,sy s4 b  union s y s 4 a ) :
> p d so lv e (sy s4 );
>A2:=(m, n , c , f ,  g) -> _F9(m, n )* g /c “2+_F8(m, n , c , f ) ;
> s im p lify (e q 4 a );
>_F9:= (m, n )-> _ f9 ( n ) ;
> _F 8:= (m ,n ,a ,b )-> 0 ;
We now simplify the seed.
>Q:= c o lle c t(Q , {_f4 ,_ f3 ,_ f9 ,_ f7 ,C } .s im p lify ) ;
We now centre the cross of initial conditions at (1,1).
>ALSC5:=subs({u[m+2, n]=Omega_R(m+1 ,n+1 ) ,u[m, n+2]=Omega_L(m+1 ,n+1)}
, subs({u[m+3, n]=0mega_R(m+2, n+1) , u[m,n+3]=Omega_L(m+1, n+2)} ,ALSC)):
>ALSC6:= (subs(u[m , n]=Omega(m+l, n+ 1 ), subs({u[m-1,n]=Om ega(m,n+1), 
u[m, n-1]=Omega(m+l, n )} ,ALSC5)) ) :
>ALSC7:=collect(A LSC6, {_f4 , _ f3 ,_ f9 ,_ f7 ,C}, s im p li fy ) ;
We can obtain a difference equation by differentiating w.r.t. opposite points on the cross.
>eq5;= facto r(num er(sim plify (d iff(A L S C 7,u[m + 2,n+ 1], u[m ,n+1]) ) ) ) ;  
>_f7 := (m )->_f3(m + l);
Differentiating w.r.t. to the other pair of points doesn’t in this case result in an additional 
difference equation.
We now form a system of equations for C.
>eq7:= c o l l e c t ( s h i f t ( s h i f t ( (d if  f(ALSC7, u[m+1,n+2],u[m +2,n+l] ) ) ,m , - l ) , n , - l ) ,C ,  
s im p li fy ) :
>eq8:= co llec t(su b s(u [m + 1 , n+1]=omega(m, n ) , ( s h i f t ( (diff(ALSC7, u[m+1, n+ 2], u[m, n+1] 
) ) , n , - l ) ) ) ,C , s i m p l i f y ) :
>eq9:= c o lle c t(s im p lify (su b s (u [m + 1 ,n+1]=omega(m, n ) , ( d i f f (ALSC7, u[m+1,n] , u[m, n+1] 
) ) ) ) ,C ,s im p l i fy ) :
>eqlO:= co llec t(su b s(u [m + 1 , n+1]=omega(m,n), s h i f t ( (diff(ALSC7, u[m+1, n ] , u[m+2, n+1] 
) )  ,m ,-D )  ,C ,s im p lify )  :
> b ig sy s := su b s(su b v ar, {eq7, eq 8 ,eq 9 , eq lO }):
This system of equations is overdetermined. In order to find the additional constraints we need 
to  use the r i fs im p  function from the D Etools package. This requires that the functions all have 
the same arguments. So we need to perform a substitution to remove shifts of functions.
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>subfunc:= {_ f3 (m)=f3m,_f3 (m+l)=f3ml, _ f 4 ( n ) = f 4 n ,_ f 4 ( n + l ) = f 4 n l , _ f 9 (n )= f9n ,  
_ f 9 ( n - l ) = f 9 n _ l } ;
> b ig s y s 2 := su b s(su b fu ne , b i g s y s ) :
> r i f s y s := r i f s im p (c o n v e r t (b ig s y s 2 , d i f f ) ) ;
This yields additional difference equations to solve,
> d i f f e q n l : = _ f 4 ( n + l ) + _ f 9 ( n - l ) ;
> d i f f e q n 2 : = _ f 4 ( n ) - ( _ f 9 ( n ) - 2 + _ f 9 ( n - l ) ) ;
> _ f9 := n -> k [ l]  +n+k[2] ;
>_f4 := n -> -_ f9 ( n - 2 ) ;
The system of differential equations for C  can now be solved.
> b ig s y s l : = s im p l i f y ( b i g s y s ) :
> p d s o lv e ( b ig s y s l , C );
>C:=(m, n, c ,  d, f ) - > ( - f + _ f 3 (m+1)+d+c+c~2*(d+f) *_F12(m, n )+
c"2*d+f + (d+ f) +_F14(m, n)+d*_F13(m, n)+f*_F15(m, n)+d~2+c*(d+f) * ( _ f 3 (m)+d+ 
( ( n - l ) * k [ l ] + k [ 2 ] ) + f ) ) / ( c “2 * f+ (d + f) ) ;
Finally we generate a system of linear difference equations in the arbitrary functions.
>ALSC8:=collect(numer(simplify(ALSC7)) ,{u[m, n + 1 ] , u[m+l, n ] ,u [m + l,  n+1] ,  
u[m+l, n+2],u[m+2, n+1]} , ^ d is t r ib u t e d ' ):
> d if f sy s := {co e f fs (A L S C 8 ,{u [m ,n + l] ,u [m + l,n ] ,u [m + 1 ,n + 1 ] ,u [m + l,n + 2 ] ,u [m + 2 ,n + 1 ]} )} :
Solving this system of difference equations gives the solution of the ALSC. The coefficient of 
each arbitrary constant corresponds to an independent solution.
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D iscretizations
We include in this section the MAPLE worksheet used to find discretizations of KdV th a t preserve 
some of its first three CLaws.
Begin by loading the packages th a t are needed.
> res ta r t ;w ith (L R E to o ls ) :w ith (G ro eb n er ) :
The following is a procedure for creating a set, called var, which contains all of the Uijs needed 
for the scheme and the discrete Euler operator,
>variables:=proc(M ,N)  
l o c a l  i , j ;
g lo b a l  var;={u[m ,n]};  
fo r  i  from -M to  M do; 
fo r  j from -N t o  N do; 
v a r := var union {u[m +i,n+j]>;  
od; 
od; 
end proc;
The discrete Euler operator is then given by this piece of code.
>eu lerop:=proc(f,M ,N )  
l o c a l  i , j , E ;
E:=0;
fo r  i  from -M t o  M do; 
fo r  j from -N to  N do;
E : = E + s h i f t ( s h i f t ( d i f f ( f ,u [ m + i ,n + j ] ) , m , - i ) , n , - j ) ; 
od; 
od;
E ;
end proc;
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The following procedure is for calculating the quadratic terms such as uux  (2.28) and (5.4).
>squareterm:=proc(A, B, C, E, e p s i lo n )  
l o c a l  i , j , k , l ;  
g lo b a l  SQ;
Sq:=8um (sum (sum (epsilon[i, j , 1 , j ] * u [ m + i ,n + j ] * u [ m + l ,n + j ] , l= i . .B ) , i= A . .B ) +  
sum (sum (sum (epsilon [i, j , 1 , k]+u[m+i, n+j]+u[m+1, n + k ] ,1 = A ..B ) , i= A . .B ) , 
k = ( j + l ) . .E ) , j = C . .E ) ;  
end proc;
The following procedure is for calculating the conditions, such as (2.29) and (5.5), that the 
coefficients need to satisfy for the quadratic terms to be suitable discretizations .
> c o e f f s q u a r e := p r o c ( f , A,B,C,E)  
l o c a l  i , j , k , l ;
g lo b a l  eqf0:=0,eqfm u:=0, eqfnu:=0,eqfmu2:=0;  
f o r  j from C to  E do 
fo r  i  from A to  B do 
#square terms
e q f0: = eq f0+coeff  ( f  ,u [m +i,n+j]  ~2) ; 
eqfmu := eq fm u + c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j ]~ 2 )* ( i+ i  ) ;  
e q fn u := e q fn u + c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j ]“2 ) * ( j + j  ) ;  
eqfmu2:=eqfmu2+coeff ( f  ,u [m +i,n+j]  '■2)*(i“2+i"2 ) ;
fo r  1 from j to  j do 
fo r  k from i+1 to  B do 
e q fO := e q fO + c o e f f (c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j ] , 1 ) ,u [m + k ,n + l] ,1 ) ;  
eq fm u := eq fm u + c o e f f (c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j] , 1 ) ,u[m+k,n+l] , l )  + ( i + k ) ; 
e q f n u := e q fn u + c o e f f ( c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j ] , 1 ) ,u [m + k ,n + l] , l ) + ( j + j ) ; 
eqfmu2:=eqfmu2+coeff ( c o e f f  ( f  ,u [m +i,n+j] , 1) , u[m+k, n+1] , l )  + ( i “2+k''2) ; 
od; 
od;
f o r  1 from j+1 t o  E do 
f o r  k from A to  B do 
e q fO := e q fO + c o e f f ( c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j ] , 1 ) ,u[m+k,n+1],1 ) ;  
eq fm u := eq fm u + c o e f f (c o e f f ( f ,u [m + i ,n + j] , 1 ) ,u [ m + k ,n + 1 ] , l )* ( i+ k ) ; 
eq fn u := e q f n u + c o e f f ( c o e f f ( f ,u [ m + i ,n + j ] , 1 ) ,u[m+k,n+1], l ) + ( j + l ) ; 
eqfmu2:=eqfmu2+coef f ( c o e f f ( f , u [ m + i , n + j ] , 1 ) , u[m+k, n + 1 ] , l ) * ( i~ 2 + k “2 ) ; 
od;od;
od;od;
end proc;
The following procedure takes a system of equations and splits it into a further system of equa­
tions according the coefficients of fi and u.
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>RemoveMuNu:=pro c ( s y s ) 
l o c a l  i ;
g lo b a l  b ig s y s := { } ;  
f o r  i  from 1 to  n o p s(sy s )  do 
b i g s y s := b igsys  union { c o e f f s ( c o l l e c t ( s y s [ i ] , { m u , n u > , ' d i s t r i b u t e d ' ) , {mu,nu})};  
od;
b ig sy s :  
end proc;
The above procedures are all th a t are necessary to search for discretizations. However we would 
also hke to impose symmetry assumptions on the discretizations. The procedures need to be able 
to deal with whether there are even or odd number of points in the spatial and time directions. 
The first procedure is for imposing 180° symmetry on the hnear expressions.
>sym l80ansatz:= p r o c ( io ta ,A ,B , C, E) 
l o c a l  i , j ; 
i f
type(E -C , odd)=true  
then
f o r  j from 0 t o  (E - C - l ) /2  do
fo r  i  from 0 to  (B-A) do
i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] : = i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] ; 
od;od; 
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 to  ( E - O /2 - 1  do
fo r  i  from 0 t o  B-A do
i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] : = i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] ; 
od;od; 
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=true  
then
fo r  i  from 0 to  ( B -A - l ) /2  do 
i o t a [ A + i , ( E + C ) /2 ] : = io t a [ B - i , ( E + C ) /2 ] ; 
od; 
e l s e
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do 
i o t a  [A+i, (E +O /2] : = io t a [ B - i ,  (E+C)/2] ; 
od; 
end i f ;  
end i f ;  
end proc;
The next procedure is for imposing 180° antisymmetry on the linear expressions.
>antisymlBOansatz:= p r o c ( io t a , A, B, C, E) 
l o c a l  i , j ; 
i f
type(E -C , odd)=true  
then
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fo r  j from 0 to  (E -C -D /2  do
f o r  i  from 0 to  (B-A) do
io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] : = - i o t a [ B - i ,E - j ]  ; 
od;od; 
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 to  (E -C ) /2 - l  do
fo r  i  from 0 to  B-A do
i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] : = - i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] ; 
od;od;
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=true  
then
fo r  i  from 0 t o  ( B - A - l ) /2  do 
i o t a  [A+i, (E +O /2] : = - i o t a [ B - i ,  (E+C)/2] ; 
od; 
e l s e
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do 
io t a [ A + i , ( E + C ) /2 ] : = - io t a [ B - i , ( E + C ) /2 ] ; 
od;
io ta [ (B + A ) /2 ,  (E + O /2 ]  :=0 
end i f ;  
end i f ;  
end proc;
If we wish to impose stricter symmetry conditions then we need the following procedures. To 
be symmetric in both space and time we need this procedure.
>symXsymTansatz:=proc(iota,A,B,C,E)  
l o c a l  i , j ; 
i f
typ e(E -C , odd)=true  
then
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=true  
then
f o r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A -D /2  do
fo r  j from 0 t o  (E - C - l ) /2  do
i o t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;od; 
e l s e
fo r  j  from 0 to  (E -C -D /2  do
fo r  i  from 0 t o  ( B -A ) /2 - l  do
i o t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] ; = i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a [ ( A+B)/2, E - j ] : = i o t a [ (A+B)/2, C+j] ;
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od; 
end i f ;  
e l s e
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=tru e  
then
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B - A - l ) /2  do
fo r  j from 0 to  ( E - O /2 - 1  do
i o t a [ B - i , C+j] : = io ta [A + i , C+j] ;  
i o t a [ A + i , E - j ] : = io t a [A + i , C+j] ;  
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a  [B - i ,  (E+C)/2] := io ta [A + i ,  (E +O /2] ; 
od; 
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 t o  ( E - O /2 - 1  do
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do
io t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a [ (A + B ) /2 ,E - j ] := i o t a [ (A+B)/2, C+j] ;  
od;
fo r  i  from 0 t o  ( B -A ) /2 - l  do 
i o t a  [B - i ,  (E +O /2] := io ta [A + i,  (E+C)/2] ; 
od; 
end i f ;  
end i f ;  
end proc;
The following procedure imposes symmetry in the time direction and antisymmetry in the spatial
direction.
>antisymXsymTansatz:= p r o c ( io t a , A, B, C, E) 
l o c a l  i , j ; 
i f
typ e(E -C , odd)=true  
then
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=true  
then
fo r  i  from 0 t o  ( B -A - l ) /2  do 
fo r  j from 0 to  ( E -C - l ) /2  do 
i o t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a  [A + i ,E - j ] := io ta [A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;od; 
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 to  (E -C -D /2  do
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fo r  i  from 0 t o  ( B -A ) /2 - l  do 
i o t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
io ta [ (A + B ) /2 ,E - j ] := 0 ; io ta [ (A + B ) /2 ,C + j ] := 0 ;  
od; 
end i f  ; 
e l s e
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=true  
then
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A -D /2  do
fo r  j from 0 t o  (E -C ) /2 - l  do
i o t a [ B - i , C+j] : = - io t a [ A + i , C+j] ;  
io t a [ A + i , E - j ] : = io ta [A + i , C+j] ;  
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a  [B - i ,  (E +O /2] : = - i o t a  [A+i, (E +O /2] ; 
od; 
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 t o  ( E -C ) /2 - l  do
f o r  i  from 0 to  (B -A ) /2 - l  do
io t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a [ (A + B ) /2 ,E - j ] :=0; i o t a [ (A+B)/2, C+j] :=0; 
od;
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do 
i o t a  [B - i ,  (E +O /2] : = - i o t a  [A+i, (E + O /2]  ; 
od;
io ta [ (B + A ) /2 ,  (E +O /2] :=0; 
end i f  ; 
end i f ;  
end proc;
The last procedure we need imposes symmetry in the spatial direction and antisymmetry in the 
time direction.
>sym Xantisym Tansatz:=proc(iota,A,B,C,E)  
l o c a l  i , j ; 
i f
typ e(E -C , odd)=true  
then
i f  typ e(B -A , odd)=true  
then
fo r  i  from 0 t o  ( B -A -D /2  do
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fo r  j from 0 to  (E -C -D /2  do 
i o t a [ B - i , C+j] : = io ta [A + i , C+j] ;  
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;od;  
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 t o  (E -C -D /2  do 
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do 
i o t a [ B - i , C+j] : = io ta [A + i , C+j] ;  
io t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - io t a [ A + i , C+j] ;  
od;
i o t a [ (A+B)/2, E - j ] : = - i o t a [ ( A+B)/2, C+j] ;  
od; 
end i f ;  
e l s e
i f  type(B -A ,odd)=true  
then
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B - A - l ) /2  do
fo r  j from 0 t o  ( E - O /2 - 1  do
i o t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a  [B - i ,  (E +O /2] :=0; i o t a  [A+i, (E + O /2]  :=0; 
od; 
e l s e
fo r  j from 0 t o  ( E - O /2 - 1  do
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do
i o t a [ B - i ,C + j ] : = io t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
io t a [ A + i ,E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i ,C + j ] ; 
i o t a [ B - i , E - j ] : = - i o t a [ A + i , C + j ] ; 
od;
i o t a [ (A+B)/2, E - j ] : = - i o t a [ ( A+B)/ 2 , C+j] ;  
od;
fo r  i  from 0 t o  (B -A ) /2 - l  do 
i o t a  [B - i ,  (E+C)/2] :=0; i o t a  [A+i, (E + O /2]  :=0; 
od;
io ta [ (B + A ) /2 ,  (E +O /2] :=0; 
end i f ;  
end i f ;  
end proc;
We now need procedures to impose 180° antisymmetry and symmetry on the quadratic terms. 
The following procedure imposes symmetry.
>SquareTerml80:=proc(A, B, C, E, b)
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l o c a l  i , j , k , 1 , bcheck; 
fo r  i  from 0 to  (E -C )- l  do
fo r  j from 0 t o  ( E - C ) - l - i  do
fo r  k from 0 to  (B-A) do
fo r  1 from 0 to  (B-A) do
b[A+k, C+i, A+1, C+j] : =b[B -1 , E - j , B-k , E - i ] ; 
od;od;od;od;
fo r  i  from 0 to  (E-C) do
fo r  k from 0 to  (B -A )- l  do
fo r  1 from 0 to  (B -A )- l -k  do
b[A+k, C+i, A+1, E - i ] := b [B -1 , C +i, B -k , E - i]  
od;od;od;
u n a s s i g n ( ' i '  , ' j ' , ' k ' , ' l O ;  
bcheck:=sum(sum(sum(b [ i , j , 1 , j ] , l = i . . B ) , i = A . . B )  + 
sum(sum(sum(b [ i , j , l , k ] , 1 = A . . B ) , i = A . . B ) , k = ( j + l ) . .E ) , j = C . .E ) ; 
end proc;
This procedure imposes antisymmetry.
>SquareTermAntil80:=proc(A, B, C, E, b) 
l o c a l  i , j , k , l , b c h e c k ;  
fo r  i  from 0 to  (E -C )- l  do
f o r  j from 0 to  ( E - C ) - l - i  do
fo r  k from 0 to  (B-A) do
fo r  1 from 0 to  (B-A) do
b[A+k, C+i, A+1, C+j] : = -b [B -1 , E - j , B -k , E - i ] ; 
od;od;od;od;
f o r  i  from 0 to  (E-C) do 
f o r  k from 0 t o  (B -A )- l  do 
f o r  1 from 0 to  (B -A )- l -k  do
b[A+k, C +i, A+1, E - i ] := -b [B -1 , C+i, B -k , E - i]  
od;od;
fo r  k from 0 to  (B-A) do 
b [A+k, C+i, B -k , E - i ] :=0; 
od; 
od;
u n a s s i g n C i '  , ' j ' , ' k ' , ' l O ;
bcheck:=sum(sum(sum(b[i, j ,1 ,  j ]  , l = i .  .B ) , i=A. .B) + 
s u m ( s u m ( s u m ( b [ i , j , l ,k ] ,1 = A . .B ) , i= A . .B ) ,k = ( j + l ) . . E ) , j = C . .E ) ; 
end proc;
Having created all the necessary procedures we are now in a position to search for discretizations. 
We start by choosing the size of our stencil. In this example we choose all the terms to depend 
on the same points and then form the discretizations for the various terms with our chosen 
symmetry assumptions.
>A:=-2 ;B :=2 ;C :=0 ;E: =1 ;
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> u n a s s ig n ( 'k a p p a ' ) ;
>syinl80ansatz (kappa, A, B, C, E) :
>#symXsymTansatz(kappa, A, B, C, E ) :
>Q 2:=sum (sum (u[m +j,n+i]*kappa[j,i ] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
>Q2_0:=sum (sum (kappa[j,i] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
> so lv e (Q 2 _ 0 - l ) :a s s ig n (% );
>u n a ss ig n ( ' e t a ' ) ;
> an tisym lB O an satz(eta ,A ,B ,C ,E ):
>#antisym Xsym Tansatz(eta,A ,B,C ,E):
>u_xxx:=sum (sum (eta[j, i ] * u [ m + j ,n + i ] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) : 
>eq u_xxxO :=sum (sum (eta[j , i] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
> e q u _ x x x l:= su m (su m (e ta [ j , i ]* j , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
>equ_xxx2: =sum(sum(eta[j , i ]  * j ‘'2 ,  j=A. .B) , i=C. .E) ; 
> eq u _ x x x 3 := s u m (s u m (e ta [ j , i ]* j~ 3 , j= A . .B ) , i= C . .E ) ; 
> so lv e ({e q u _ x x x 0 ,eq u _ x x x l ,eq u _ x x x 2 ,eq u _ x x x 3 -3 !} ) : a s s i g n (%);
> u n a s s ig n ( ' c ' ) ;
> a n t isy m l8 0 a n sa tz (c ,A ,B ,C ,E ):
>symXantisymTansatz(c,A ,B,C,E):
>u_t :=sum(sum( c [ j  , i ]  +u[m+j ,n+ i]  , j=A. .B) ,i=C. .E) :
>eqcO:=sum(sum( c [ j , i ] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
>eqclt:=sum(sum( i * c [ j , i ] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
> u _ t s y s :={eqcO, e q c l t - 1 } :
> s o lv e (u _ t s y s ) ;a s s ig n (% );
>u n a ss ig n ( ' e p s i l o n ' ) ;
>SquareTermAntil80(A, B, C, E, e p s i l o n ) :
>squareterm(A,B,C,E, e p s i lo n ) :
>uu_x:=SQ:
> co e ffsq u a re (u u _ x ,A ,B ,C ,E );
>equu_xO:=eqfO: equu_xmu:=eqfmu: equu_xnu:=eqfnu: equu_xmu2:=eqfmu2: 
>uu_xsys:={equu_xO, equu_xmu-l}:
> s o lv e (u u _ x s y s ) :ass ign (% );
>unass i g n ( ' a lp h a ' , ' i ' , ' j ' ) ;
>sym l80ansatz(a lpha ,A , B, C, E ) ;
>#symXsymTansatz(a lp h a , A, B, C, E)
>u_xx:=sum(sum(alpha[j, i ]+ u [m + j ,n + i ] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) :
>eqalphaO:=sum(sum(alpha[j, i ] , j = A . .B ) , i = C . .E ) ;
> e q a lp h a l := s u m (s u m (a lp h a [ j , i ]* j , j= A . .B ) , i= C . .E ) ;
>eqalpha2:=sum(sum(alpha[j , i ] * j ~ 2 , j = A . . B ) , i = C . . E ) ;
>u_xxsys:={eqalphaO, e q a lp h a l , eq a lp h a 2 -2 !};
> s o lv e (u _ x x s y s ) ;ass ign (% );
> u n a s s ig n ( 'b e t a ' , ' j ' , ' i ' ) ;
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>SquareT ennl80(A ,B ,C ,E ,beta):
>squareterm (A ,B ,C ,E ,beta):
>usquare:=SQ:
> co e ffsq u a re (u sq u a re ,A ,B ,C ,E );
>equsquareO:=eqf0 :
> so lve (eq u sq u areO -1):ass ign (% ):
>KdV:=u_t/nu+uu_x/mu+u_xxx/(mu~3):
>Q3:=usquare+2+u_xx/(mu"2):
To impose th a t the discretization satisfies the first CLaw in characteristic form we use the 
following piece of code.
> e q l := s im p l i fy (expand(eu lerop(uu_x, 5 , 5 ) ) ) :
> c l : = c o l l e c t ( e q l , v a r , ' d i s t r i b u t e d ' ) :
> s y s l : = { c o e f f s ( c l , v a r ) } : n o p s ( s y s l ) ;
> s o l v e ( s y s l ) :a ss ign (% ):
To impose the discretization satisfies the second and third CLaws we generate the following 
systems of equations.
>eq2:= s im p l i fy (eulerop(Q2*KdV, 5 , 5 ) ) :
> c 2 : = c o l l e c t ( e q 2 ,v a r , ' d i s t r i b u t e d ' ) :
> s y s 2 : = { c o e f f s ( c 2 ,v a r ) } :
>eq3:= s im p l i fy (eulerop(Q3*KdV,5 , 5 ) ) :
> c 3 : = c o l l e c t ( e q 3 ,v a r , ' d i s t r i b u t e d ' ) :
> s y s 3 : = { c o e f f s ( c 3 ,v a r ) } :
> sys23:=sys2  union sys3
This system still contains /i and v  so we split this into a larger system using
>RemoveMuNu(sys23):
> b ig23:= b igsys:
The algorithm for calculating the Groebner Basis is most efficient if it works with a polynomial 
ideal, so we convert our system to this form.
> w ith (P o ly n o m ia lId e a ls ) :
> b ig 2 3 a l t :=c o n v e r t (b ig s y s 2 , P o ly n o m ia l ld e a l ) :
We use m a p l e ’s  heuristic algorithm for deciding the ordering of the variables. We then calculate 
the Groebner basis using the to tal degree ordering (graded reverse lexicographic ordering).
> V 2 3 := S u g g es tV a r ia b le0 rd er (b ig 2 3 a lt ) :n o p s({V 2 3 a lt} ) : 
> B 2 3 := B a s is (b ig 2 3 a lt , td e g (V 2 3 ) ) :B 2 3 [1 ] ;
If B23i =  1 then there is no solution to the system of equations. If there is a solution we convert 
the Basis to one with the lexicographic ordering, to enable us to solve it.
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>L23:=Walk(B23, t d e g (V23), p l e x (V23)):
>323 := S o lv e (L 2 3 ):K:= n o p s(S 2 3 a lt ) ;
Finally S23 contains any solution families th a t have been found. We now need to check th a t the 
resulting discretizations are consistent. We do this by substituting the solution into K d V  and 
then applying the following procedure with different values of r.
> v := (m, n)->mtaylor(f(x+m+mu, t+n*nu), [mu=0, nu=0],6 ) ;
> ta y lo rch eck := p ro c(f ,M ,N ,r )  
l o c a l  alpha;
F :=f;
fo r  i  from -M t o  M do 
fo r  j from -N t o  N do 
F : = s u b s ( u [ m + i ,n + j ] = v ( i , j ) ,F ) ; 
od;od;
F : =subs (nu=lambda*mu''r ,F) ;
F : = ( l im it(F ,m u = 0 ));  
end proc;
This procedure replaces the discretization with the appropriate Taylor series and then lets the 
step sizes tend to zero using u — XfV.
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